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Introduction

Just wait and see.
John Irving – The Cider House Rules
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Context
Within the Netherlands, most railway crossings that are protected by barriers have a sign attached with the following warning in Dutch:
“WACHT tot het rode licht gedoofd is, er kan nog een trein komen.”
This warning translates to “WAIT until the red light has stopped flashing,
there may be another train approaching”.
Whenever a train approaches the crossing, the safety procedure roughly
works as follows. First, the red lights start flashing and a bell starts
ringing to warn the vehicles that a train is approaching and that the barriers are about to close. And after a few seconds, the barriers will indeed
automatically close. When the train has passed, the barriers will open
again, but the lights will keep on flashing until the barriers are fully open.
When waiting in front of the barriers and watching the train(s) pass,
one may wonder what the warning actually means. As the crossing is
already protected by barriers, it is remarkable that the flashing red lights
at one point become more important than the obstructing barriers. If the
crossing system can automatically detect an approaching train approaching, why does the system seem unable to detect a next train and keep the
barriers closed? Is it possible that the protection system fails to detect a
new train? And if another train is approaching, how far away is it? These
speculations on the uncertainties of the protection system may give an uneasy feeling. And indeed Dutch citizens are intimidated by the warning;
although some people still try to cross the crossing just after the red lights
have started flashing, only a few will actually start to cross the crossing before the red lights have stopped flashing. In fact, it is socially unacceptable
to ignore the warning.
The reason behind the warning is probably not the possibility of a failing system, though. The cars that have waited behind the barriers, need
more time to cross the crossing than vehicles that have ‘normal’ speed. If
another train is detected just before the barriers are fully open, it may take
the first car(s) too much time to safely cross the rails. . . . Still, the uneasy
feeling about the reliability of the detection system sticks.
Let us consider the functional design of the protection system of the
railway crossing more closely. The protection system has been designed in
such a way that all possible worst-case scenarios can never occur. For the
design of the system, several real-time parameters of the railway crossing
had to be taken into account, for instance:

 the (maximum) speed of the approaching trains;
 the (minimum) speed of the vehicles;
 the time for the barrier to close and open;
Using these parameters, the designers of the protection system computed
the moment in time when the barrier can safely be opened again. Note
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that for this computation, the fact that the Dutch citizens actually wait for
the red light to stop flashing, is probably used as an assumption.
Instead of computing the opening time of the barrier by hand, it could
be useful if we could put all parameters of the railway crossing ‘into the
computer’ and let the computer check all possible scenarios to ascertain
that the protection will never fail. Fortunately, such computer programs
already exist and are called model checkers; they check whether a certain
property is valid for a certain model of a system. With a model checker, one
can easily change the parameters of the model (e.g. faster trains, faster
barriers, etc.) and check whether the desired properties still hold.1
Formal Methods At present, hardware and software systems are widely
used in applications where failure is unacceptable: telephone switching
networks, medical instruments, safety-critical systems, embedded systems,
electronic commerce [197], etc. And as the involvement of such systems in
our lives increases so does the burden to ensure their correctness. So, the
need for reliable hardware and software systems is critical [31]. Errors
should be eliminated from the design and implementation process as early
as possible. Unfortunately, with respect to established engineering disciplines (e.g. the construction of buildings, bridges, cars, etc.), computer
science engineering is simply not yet up to the task of delivering reliable
systems.
There is a strong need to use advanced, systematic techniques and tools
that support the system validation process [111]. A prominent example of
such techniques is the field of so called formal methods. Formal methods
covers all approaches to specification and verification based on mathematical formalisms. Their aim is to establish system correctness with mathematical rigour. Using formal methods, system designs can be defined in
terms of precise and unambiguous specifications that provide the basis for
a systematic analysis. Important validation techniques based on formal
methods are testing, simulation, formal verification, proof checking and
model checking [111].
The research and development of formal methods and related tool environments for supporting the design, analysis and implementation of software systems now spans more than two decades. Although researchers
have pointed out the potential benefit of the tool-supported use of formal
notations, models and theories to improve the quality of complicated systems, especially concurrent, reactive systems, the actual application of
such methods and tools to real-life examples is a relatively recent phenomenon.
1 To check the timing related properties of the railway crossing one could use real-time
model checkers like H Y T ECH [76], K RONOS [202] or U PPAAL [9, 123].
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Model Checking In this dissertation we take a closer look at the formal
analysis of designs, in particular of verification by model checking. Model
checking [31, 38, 83, 111] is an a-posteriori, model-based, automatic technique [38] for the verification of finite state concurrent systems such as
sequential circuit designs and communication protocols. Model checking
was introduced by Queille and Sifakis [155] and independently by Clarke
and Emerson [28].
Model checking analyses systems by answering questions about these
systems. The questions are comparable to the questions we posed earlier
while we were waiting in front of the railway crossing:

 Is it never the case that the system can be in an unstable state?
 Is it always the case that if one part of the system has failed, other
parts of the system take over?

 If a process A sends a message to process B, is it always the case
that process B receives the message? Even if the transmission lines
between A and B fail?
More formally stated, model checking is an automated technique that,
given a finite-state model M of a system and a property φ stated in some
formal notation (e.g. temporal logic), systematically checks the validity of
the property. In order words, model checking tools verify whether M j= φ
holds. If the model M contains an error, model checking will produce a
counter-example that can be used to pinpoint the source of the error.
Model checking tools are currently quite successful in terms of industrial application [88, 162]. On the of reasons for this success is the reduced level of user interaction which is required to apply model checkers, which gives it good changes of being used by non-experts. A second
reason for the relative success of model checking is that there has been
substantial progress in dealing with the state space explosion problem,
which affects all tools in which concurrent systems are basically represented in terms of their states and the transitions between them. Over
the past years there has been a remarkable improvement in dealing with
larger state spaces via the use of new techniques (bitstate hashing [89],
BDDs [24, 25, 27], on-the-fly [36], compositional [2, 127] and partial order techniques [62, 91, 147, 193]) that reduce, sometimes dramatically, the
memory requirements. It is this development that has taken model checking applications from the stage of toy examples to real-life applications.
Terminology
tasks [31]:



Applying model checking to a design consist of several

Modelling. We use the term modelling to address the activities to
construct a validation model M of (the design of) the system, which
can be accepted by the model checker. Note that this is a restriction
with respect to the broader interpretation of the term modelling, that
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is currently popular within the computer science community. See, for
instance, the work on the Universal Modelling Language (UML) [13]
and Performance Modelling [102].




Specification. Before applying the model checker, it is necessary to
state all the properties φi that the design, and thus the model M,
should satisfy. The complete set of properties φi is called the specification.
Verification.
With verification we identify the actual verification
process using a model checker. In this thesis the broader term validation is used as well. With validation the controlled, systematic
analysis of systems is addressed. With respect to model checking
with a model checker, validation includes both the simulation and
verification activities.

Validation Projects The remainder of this chapter describes three validation projects in which we participated during recent years. In these validation projects we primarily used the model checker S PIN [83, 88] which
is considered to be one of the most powerful and advanced model checkers
available today. In one of the projects we used the real-time model checker
U PPAAL [9, 123] to verify timer-related properties of a protocol. We used
the model checkers to either find errors in systems (i.e. the debugging
approach) or to establish the correctness of systems (i.e. the verification
approach).
The rôle of the case studies in this dissertation is somewhat unusual.
Rather than developing a theoretical framework and assessing its feasibility by means of case studies, the validation projects that we report on have
been the starting point and inspiration for the research that is described
in the rest of this thesis. We used the validation projects primarily to get a
feeling for the applicability and usability of current model checking technology. The case studies were conducted between 1995 and 1998.
In the Sections 1.2-1.4 we describe the three validation projects. The
projects are presented briefly and we will primarily focus our attention on
the validation strategies that we exploited during these projects and the
problems that we encountered. In Section 1.5, we summarise the lessons
learned from these case studies and in Section 1.6 the practical problems
are discussed that we encountered when trying to apply model checking
technology in practice. Finally, in Section 1.7, we give an overview of the
rest of this dissertation.
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1.2

Bosch – MCN ET

1.2.1

Description
From 1995 till 1997, we were involved in the validation of parts of the
Mobile Communication Network (MCN ET) that has been developed at the
Mobile Communication Division of the Bosch Blaupunkt Group of Robert
Bosch GmbH, Germany (B OSCH). MCN ET is a communication system
which is used in infotainment systems [145] of future cars. New technologies like RDS Plus (Radio Data System), TIM (Traffic Information
Memory), DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting), etc. put high requirements
on infotainment systems, which will further develop into complex, integrated systems. Communication between the various components of such
systems has become increasingly important. Although the project spanned
two years, our involvement was limited to three man months (effectively)
of work.
We have modelled parts of successive versions of MCN ET in the modelling language P ROMELA and we have used S PIN to simulate and verify
our P ROMELA models. We have reported on the validation of the MCN ET
protocol in more detail in [170]. It should be noted that at the start of
this project we were rather new to S PIN and P ROMELA and did not have
practical experience in the modelling and verification of a ‘real’ system.
[161] defines the goal of MCN ET: “The aim of MCN ET is to specify
a reliable system capable of transferring driver information and control
data. It was not designed for exchanging audio or video data.” MCN ET is
a standard within B OSCH. It was planned, though, to offer the MCN ET
definition to interested third parties to reach a more widespread usage.
The MCN ET is built on top of a Controller Area Network (CAN) [99], which
is a serial data communications bus system especially suited for networking ‘intelligent’ I/O devices. Features of the CAN include a multi-master
protocol, real-time capabilities, error correction and high-noise immunity.
The CAN serial bus system, originally developed to reduce the need for
massive wiring harnesses in automobiles, is being used increasingly in industrial automation.
The MCN ET resembles the layered architecture of ISO/IEC’s standard
on Open System Interconnection (OSI) [101]. Figure 1.1 (from [161]) shows
the correspondence between MCN ET and the OSI Layers. The Physical
Layer is responsible for sending and receiving bit streams. The Data Link
Layer is responsible for sending and receiving CAN telegrams. The Transfer Layer corresponds to the Transport Layer of the OSI (layer 4) and is
responsible for the segmentation of messages of any length. The Transfer
Layer also supports services to test the connection between protocol entities. The Adaption Layer, the highest layer of MCN ET, serves as the interface between the communication software and the application software.
The Network Management Protocol (NMP) is not part of the OSI reference
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Figure 1.1: Correspondence between the MCN ET architecture and the OSI layers (from [161]).

model, but instead is commonly used in the area of field-bus systems. It
can be viewed as an additional ‘vertical’ layer with control interfaces to
each of the ‘horizontal’ communication layers. The management services
encompass both network and (local) station management.
The MCN ET protocols are well-specified and well-documented in [161].
The MCN ET protocols are defined using state transition tables, together
with descriptions of the format of the messages that are exchanged and
(informal) explanations of the inner working of the protocols in natural
language.

1.2.2

Project Trajectory
The objective of this validation project was to model parts of the MCN ET
and to use a model checker to find errors and weaknesses in the MCN ET.
In our validation efforts, we concentrated our attention on the Transfer
Layer of MCN ET. In the version of MCN ET that we analysed, the Transfer
Layer is specified as a sliding-window protocol where a protocol entity can
send a block of Transfer Protocol Data Units (TPDUs). Previous versions
of MCN ET only supported a ‘send and wait (for the acknowledgement)’
protocol. We were mostly interested in the connection setup phase, the
data transfer phase and the connection termination phase of this Transfer
protocol. In our last two validations, we also looked closely at the MCN ET
NMP.
In the modelling phase, one of our goals was to come up with P RO MELA models of the protocols, that were as close to the original specification of [161] as possible. Although this may have resulted in less efficient
P ROMELA constructs, we observed the following advantages:
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 We got more confidence in the P ROMELA model of the particular protocol.
 People familiar with the state transition tables of the MCN ET as used
in [161] (i.e. the engineers at B OSCH) were able to read and understand the P ROMELA models.
We were involved in three relatively small validation projects. In order to
obtain two independent views of the protocols, the last validation did not
use the modelling results of the first two validation projects. The reason
for this was that we wanted to find differences and similarities in the modelling approaches. But more importantly, we hoped to find caveats in the
protocols, which had not been found in the first two validation efforts. The
first two validation projects used the debugging approach to model checking in the sense that we tried to find ‘bugs’ and weaknesses in the model
of the system. The last validation project applied the verification approach
to model checking to try to prove the correctness of the model.
With S PIN we were able to pinpoint several errors in earlier versions of
the MCN ET Transfer Layer, for example:

 If two protocol entities wanted to setup a connection at the same time,
this would lead to a deadlock situation.

 A single acknowledgement TPDU was used for both the connection
acknowledgement and the data acknowledgement. This could lead to
errors.
 The protocol contained unspecified receipts of messages that had to
be dealt with in an implicit way.
B OSCH adopted most of our recommendations to correct and improve the
reliability of the MCN ET protocols. In the last version of the MCN ET [161]
that we validated with S PIN, only minor errors (e.g. inconsistencies, incompleteness) were detected in the MCN ET protocols.

1.2.3

Discussion
Missing Service Definition Although the protocol layers of the MCN ET
are extensively documented in (e.g. in [161]), the intended, desired behaviour – the service – of the various layers was missing. This had the
following consequences for our work:

 Because the ‘rationale’ behind the protocols was missing, the modelling of the protocols (especially NMP) was time-consuming. Deriving
the intended service by studying state transition tables turned into
reverse engineering.
 If a protocol does not contain any obvious errors (e.g. deadlocks), the
protocol should be validated against its service description. If such a
service description is missing, it is difficult to come up with properties
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to be checked with a verification tool.
Another ‘documentation problem’ was caused by the successive, different
versions of the MCN ET standard. It proved to be error-prone and time
consuming to compare consecutive versions to find the differences.
Modelling Problems The MCN ET Transfer Protocol is a full duplex
protocol. Initially, we modelled each node by separate sending and receiving processes. Apart from the fact that this blew up the state space of
the model, it also turned out to be difficult to re-synchronise the individual
processes after one of them had terminated. Furthermore, the MCN ET
Transfer Protocol uses several timers. As S PIN does not support (local)
timers, we had some difficulties in correctly modelling the behaviour of the
Transfer Protocol. We also encountered an obvious problem when modelling NMP in P ROMELA. The NMP has connections to all horizontal layers
(see Figure 1.1). To model the protocol, we had to include all relevant parts
of all these layers. These problems are discussed in greater detail in [170].
Unexperienced with S PIN This validation project was the first project
where we used S PIN to analyse a medium-size system; previously we had
only analysed small P ROMELA models with S PIN. We observed that most
of our (initial) validation models in P ROMELA contained too much detail
to be verified exhaustively with S PIN. We had problems in finding the
right abstraction levels for our P ROMELA models. Furthermore, the P RO MELA constructs that we used were not always the most effective. During
the validation with S PIN we learned several things about effective P RO MELA models. A few of our lessons learned can be found in [170] and in
Chapter 4.
Conclusion Still, the combination P ROMELA/S PIN was successful in finding errors in the MCN ET protocols. In a first verification effort on preliminary versions of the MCN ET (obvious) errors were found. Our recommendations were adopted by Bosch to construct more reliable protocol descriptions. In the latest validation effort, the protocols proved more reliable and only some minor errors were detected. The lack of formal service
descriptions of the protocols became an important issue: which properties
have to be verified?

1.3

Bounded Retransmission Protocol

1.3.1

Description
In this section we report on the analysis and verification of a Bounded Retransmission Protocol (BRP), a data link protocol for the transfer of files
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the BRP.

via a lossy communication channel. The BRP is based on an abstraction
of Philips’ Infra red Remote Control RC6 protocol [149]. Our validation
activities took place in 1996 en 1997 and we have reported on our validation efforts in greater detail in [41] and [42]. We roughly spent four man
months (effectively) on the verification of the BRP.
The BRP is based on the well-known alternating bit protocol but is restricted to a bounded number of retransmissions of each single part of a
file. So, eventual delivery is not guaranteed and the protocol may abort the
file transfer. Timers are involved in order to detect the loss of chunks and
the abortion of transmission. We checked the BRP against a file transfer
service (FTS). The FTS is specified in a property-oriented way by providing
relations between inputs (Sin in Figure 1.2) and outputs (Sout and Rout in Figure 1.2) of the service. This is done without using temporal operators. We
have validated the consistency of this logical service specification against
the process algebraic ‘external behaviour’ specification of [68]. The BRP
is modeled as a network of timed automata that communicate via handshaking (like in CCS). This results in a compact and intuitively appealing
protocol specification.
The service delivered by the BRP behaves like a buffer, i.e. it reads
data from one client and it delivers it to another one. Two features make
the behaviour of the BRP more complicated than a simple buffer. Firstly,
the input is a large file, which is delivered in small chunks. Secondly, there
is a limited amount of time for each chunk to be delivered, so we cannot
guarantee an eventual successful delivery within the given time bound.
Figure 1.2 shows a schematic overview of the BRP protocol. The protocol consists of a Sender and a receiver Receiver which exchange data via
two unreliable (lossy) channels, K and L. Both the Sender and the Receiver
are equipped with a timer. See [42] for an informal and formal description
of both the service and the protocol of the BRP.
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Project Trajectory
For the validation of the BRP we used the verification approach to model
checking in the sense that we used the model checkers U PPAAL [9, 123]
and S PIN to verify models of the BRP against a logical specification of the
FTS. As a starting point we used natural-language descriptions of both the
service and the protocol [42, 68].
We started the modelling activities by making formalizations of both
the service and the protocol [42]. The FTS service is a system in which files
are transported from the Sender to the Receiver. Almost all its properties
can be described by simple requirements relating the input at the sending
side to the output at the receiving side. The BRP protocol has been defined
as a collection of communicating timed automata. Whereas the service is
time-independent, i.e., no reference needs to be made to timers or timeouts in its description, real-time aspects are of importance in the protocol
description.
We checked the data related properties related with S PIN. For the service we checked our requirements specification of the FTS against a behavioural model in P ROMELA which was straightforwardly derived from
the µCRL service description of [68]. The main goal was to check the consistency of our service requirements against the µCRL description. The
behavioural model as well as the requirements were easily expressed in
P ROMELA. Subsequently, a protocol model of the BRP in P ROMELA was
built, and verified against the requirements description of the FTS. The
main problem with S PIN was that it cannot deal (directly) with the realtime aspects of the protocol, so tricks and assumptions about timer behaviour and resynchronisation had to be made in the same way as in other
verifications of the BRP in an untimed setting [68, 73, 75, 133].
Furthermore, we developed an extensive literate [117, 157] P ROMELA
model of the BRP, to ease the communication within our validation team.
The annotated literate document did not only contain the P ROMELA models themselves, but also contained all verification results with S PIN. Furthermore, we used the literate document to implement a simple version
management system for the validation models. The literate document is
included as an appendix in [42].
U PPAAL was used to check the timed automaton model of the BRP
against the requirements description of the FTS. Due to the restrictions
of the property language of U PPAAL (e.g. restricted use of variables) some
service requirements had to be adapted. Apart from some small modifications (basically due to the use of committed locations and restrictions on
conditions, variables, and value passing in U PPAAL) the protocol model
could be obtained in a straightforward way from our formal protocol specification. We were able to find tight constraints under which the unbounded channels between the sending and receiving side could be faithfully
modelled as one-place buffers. Most importantly, we could show that two
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assumptions in the informal protocol description are easily invalidated by
choosing wrong time-out values. We provided tight timing constraints for
which these assumptions are fulfilled (and so, they become valid assumptions). We obtained the constraints as follows. We started with weak constraints inspired by our intuition, checked these, and by interpreting the
results, we sharpened the constraints a bit and repeated this procedure.
For this purpose the simulator in U PPAAL was of great help by visualizing the diagnostic traces. One of the main achievements of our work was
the establishment of the tight timing bounds; earlier verifications of the
BRP (e.g. [68, 73, 75, 133]) are based on (sometimes erroneous) assumptions on these bounds.

1.3.3

Discussion
When comparing the verifications with both S PIN and U PPAAL it should be
stressed that it was successful in the sense that with both tools we did find
errors in our initial validation models. Using different tools with different
characteristics turned out to be advantageous, and the tools should not be
considered as competing, but as complementary. Describing the protocol
in different formalisms gave extra insight, and it certainly helped in distinguishing between problems caused by the protocol, and problems which
are modelling problems, specific to a particular formalism. The use and
need for a variety of verification methodologies has also been recognised
by [103, 174].
For building the verification models quite some effort was spent on dealing with specific language issues and tool inconveniences, which had nothing to do with the conceptual problems of the protocol. This aggravates
the danger of choosing language-oriented solutions in protocol modelling
instead of concentrating on the bare protocol problems.
Conclusion Altogether, the BRP turned out to be an interesting exercise
in protocol verification, which is more complex than the (in)famous alternating bit protocol, but which is still manageable for current model checking
technology. Although the BRP looks a bit simple at first sight (which made
us under-estimate the effort necessary to model it), its timing intricacies
make it an interesting example.

1.4

BOS-BESW Interface

1.4.1

Description
The ‘Project Stormvloedkering Nieuwe Waterweg’ (project SVKW, English:
storm surge barrier in the New Waterway) is a project of the Bouwdienst
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Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the barrier, the BESW and
the BOS of the SVKW project (not to scale).

Rijkswaterstaat, which is part of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management of the Netherlands. The objective of the SVKW
project was to build a storm surge barrier in the Nieuwe Waterweg to protect the province Zuid Holland – especially the city of Rotterdam – against
extreme high tides from the North Sea. The most stringent requirement
on the storm surge barrier is the requirement that the barrier should protect the country side as well as a dike. Consequently the failure probability
of the whole barrier had to be less than one in a thousand [199]. To meet
this high probability constraint it was decided to automate the decision
making process and the closing process. To this end, a ‘Beslis- en Ondersteunend Systeem’ (BOS, English: decision and support system) was
introduced. The BOS communicates with the ‘Besturingssysteem Nieuwe
Waterweg’ (BESW, English: operating system of the Nieuwe Waterweg),
which directly operates on the barrier’s hardware (i.e. the moving walls,
the docking gates, etc.). The interface between the BOS and BESW is
called BOS-BESW-Interface, abbreviated to BBI [163]. The SVKW project
can be classified as a safety-critical system. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic
overview of the barrier, the BESW and the BOS.
In 1995, during the first phase of the design of the BOS, we were involved in the formal design of (parts of) the BOS and the BBI. During this
phase, Pim Kars [108, 109] modelled parts of the original BBI protocol in
P ROMELA and discovered several flaws in this protocol using S PIN. Using Kars’ analysis, the BBI protocol has been redesigned and redefined by
Rijkswaterstaat. After the flaws that had been uncovered in the first version of the BBI protocol, Rijkswaterstaat felt that a thorough analysis of
the revised BBI protocol was needed to gain insight into its correctness.
Furthermore, after the earlier results of Kars, Rijkswaterstaat insisted on
the use of formal techniques for the analysis.
The validation project that we report on in this section was concerned
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with the thorough and independent analysis of the revised BBI protocol.

1.4.2

Project Trajectory
The validation of the BBI protocol was started late in the development of
the SVKW project; the design of the BBI was already frozen; the companies
ABB, Croon (together responsible for the BESW) and CMG (responsible for
the BOS) were already implementing their respective parts of the BBI.
The validation itself has been split into two separate phases: a modelling phase and an (optional) validation phase. In the modelling phase
we would construct a formal validation model of the BBI protocol. After
the modelling phase, Rijkswaterstaat would decide whether the validation
model had to be formally validated or not. The BBI validation project was
aimed to adopt the verification approach to model checking: the objective
of the project was to prove that the revised BBI was designed correctly.
The modelling of the BBI was carried out in the Spring of 1997, whereas
the actual verification was carried out in the Spring of 1998. We roughly
spent three man months (effectively) on the verification of the BBI.
Modelling Phase The objective of the modelling phase was to develop
a formal model which all parties involved in the BBI protocol – i.e. Rijkswaterstaat, ABB, Croon and CMG – would agree upon. In doing so, Rijkswaterstaat would obtain a formal specification of the BBI that all parties
involved had to comply with. Furthermore, apart from the actual validation of the model, the formal model was intended for testing and documentation purposes.
One of the difficulties of the modelling phase was the number of different (non-formal) documents from the different parties that all described
the same BBI protocol. Although the specifications were already in an almost completed state when the validation project was started, the specifications changed during the modelling phase. Comparing the documents to
spot the differences turned out to be tedious and time consuming. In order
to make the P ROMELA model of the BBI as readable as possible and understandable for all parties involved, an extensive literate [117, 157] model of
the system has been constructed. One of the advantages of using literate
techniques was that we were able to document all modelling choices and
sources of information alongside the P ROMELA model itself. Apart from
the literate programming techniques, no other modelling techniques were
used.
The literate document of the BBI consisted of 58 pages of P ROMELA
fragments together with explanations. The resulting literate P ROMELA
model of the BBI has not been studied thoroughly by the parties involved,
though. Consequently, we were not certain whether our P ROMELA model
was a correct abstraction of the BBI protocol.

1.4 BOS-BESW Interface
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During the modelling phase we found several (minor) inconsistencies in
the various documents that defined (parts of) the BBI. These errors can be
considered to be design errors and were all corrected in the specifications
of the respective BBI specifications and the P ROMELA model before the
validation phase started.
Validation Phase Even though the formal model had not been agreed
upon, Rijkswaterstaat still felt that the P ROMELA model had to be formally
validated. Rijkswaterstaat compiled a list of six points of attention with
respect to the validation of the model of the BBI. The points of attention
only described certain phases in the BBI protocol (e.g. initialisation phase,
termination phase) that needed special attention. They did not prescribe
the behaviour that the BBI protocol had to satisfy and which behaviour
was not allowed to happen.
We used S PIN to validate the P ROMELA model that we obtained during the modelling phase. We used S PIN’s simulator extensively – mostly
in interactive mode – to check several predefined scenarios. The scenarios
described behaviour or erroneous situations that should not occur. We also
used the random mode of the simulator to check the model for safety properties using P ROMELA’s assert statement. The initial literate P ROMELA
model obtained from the modelling phase contained several modelling errors that were found using S PIN’s simulator.
S PIN’s model checker was also used but not as extensively as the simulator. The complete P ROMELA model was too large and complex (11 processes and 11 communication channels) to be verified directly by S PIN’s
model checker. Therefore for each point of attention several abstractions
had to be made. And even these abstracted models were usually too large
to be analysed exhaustively with S PIN. Several times we used S PIN’s bitstate hashing verification mode to partial check the state space for a property. With S PIN’s model checker the majority of the properties that we
checked fall into the following classes: (i) absence of deadlock and (ii) response: if a certain event P has happened then eventually event Q will
happen. During the validation phase, one serious (timing) error was found.
We did not use an automated version control system to manage the validation trajectory. We used a log-book (i.e. text files) to record the activities
of the validation phase. Furthermore, we did not use any special abstraction techniques to obtain the abstracted P ROMELA models; common sense
was used here.

1.4.3

Discussion
Literate Techniques The literate techniques proved excellent tools to
structure and document the P ROMELA model during the modelling phase.
With respect to the different specifications of the BBI (and consecutive
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versions of these specifications), the annotation power of the literate techniques proved very useful. However, the literate model gave some problems during the validation phase:

 To verify the model with S PIN, abstractions had to be made. The
abstractions were made directly on the P ROMELA model, thus losing
the connection with the literate comments.
 Analysis with a model checker requires efficient and optimised validation models, not models that are easy to read.
Management of Data From the start of the validation phase we tried
to use literate techniques to manage the validation trajectory, in the same
way as we did for the validation of the BRP. For the validation of the more
complex BBI this turned out to be infeasible, though. Due to the many abstract models, the literate document became too large and complex. Therefore we switched to a traditional log-book to manage the validation trajectory. During the validation trajectory a lot of data was generated though
(e.g. different validation models, verification results, the options and directives to generate these results, etc.), which was tedious to record manually.
Properties A formal definition of the properties that the BBI protocol
had to satisfy was missing. Although the ad hoc treatment of the ‘points of
attention’ analysis during the validation trajectory made sure that all important phases of the BBI were analysed in some way, it proved impossible
to conclude on the completeness of the validation trajectory.
Effective Model From the start of the project, we followed the verification approach to model checking to try to ascertain that the BBI protocol
as defined by the defining specifications was correct. The success of the
validation project, however, is based on the errors that were found during both the modelling and validation phase. Looking back, the validation
project would probably have been more effective if we had aimed at an efficient P ROMELA model of the BBI in the first place, instead of composing
a literate model of the BBI.

1.5

Lessons Learned
In the preceding sections we briefly discussed three case studies in which
we used the model checking tool S PIN and U PPAAL to analyse one small
(BRP) and two medium-size (MCN ET and BBI) systems.
The validation projects were very instructive. We gained insights in
various aspects of using model checking tools in practical applications.
From the three projects, we already distilled some useful ‘rules-of-thumb’:

1.6 Problems Encountered
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Properties. A model checker is used to check whether a property φ
holds for a model M. The total set of properties S which the model
M should satisfy is important as it constitutes the ‘contract’ that the
model M should satisfy. The set S should be defined before the actual verification with a model checker is started and should not be
formulated on-the-fly during the verification process.
Service. In general, one can view the system under verification as a
(detailed) protocol description which offers some service. This means
that one could define a very abstract view of the system, the service
itself, of which the protocol is just an implementation. Before constructing a model of the protocol, it is profitable to construct a model
of the service. This model is usually smaller (in terms of the number of states) than the model of the protocol and can more easily be
verified against the set of properties S. This ensures that the set of
properties S is plausible.
Aspect-oriented validation. Current model checking tools are tailored
towards one particular type of systems. For instance, S PIN is optimised towards the verification of protocol systems, whereas U PPAAL is
tailored to effectively verify real-time properties of systems. There is
not (yet) a single verification language and tool to analyse all aspects
of a system.
During the validation of the BRP we saw that mixing two verification
paradigms to analyse different aspects of a system is profitable. As
we kept the different validation models as much in sync as possible,
we experienced on several occasions, that one of the model checkers
would find an error, whereas the other would not, and vice versa.



1.6

Formal model. The modelling phase is at least as useful as the verification phase. As many before us, we experienced that already the
construction of a formal model of the system typically exposes a lot
of errors, weaknesses and inconsistencies in the (design of the) system. Before actually using the verification tool, the formal approach
already pays off.

Problems Encountered
Apart from the things we learned from the validation projects, we also
encountered several (practical) problems when trying to analyse the given
systems in an efficient way. Some of the problems were related to the
(still) academic state of the model checkers that we used. But several of
the problems are exemplary for the validation trajectory using a model
checker:
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State space explosion. The main problem of using model checking
technology is the state space explosion, which is caused by (i) the level
of detail within the validation model or (ii) the level of concurrency
within the validation model.
Information space explosion. Within the practical verification of a
system, one has to cope with an information space explosion, which
is caused by, among others:

 the many different specifications which describe parts of the sys









tem;
the consecutive versions of the same specifications;
the set of properties which should hold for the system;
the different versions of the validation models;
the validation results (e.g. traces, statistics, etc.);
the options and directives that were used to build or execute the
particular verifiers.

Structured validation trajectory. A systematic and structured methodology for the practical use of model checking technology does not
yet exist; model checkers are being applied on an ad hoc basis. As
long as errors are being found in the systems under validation this
may be acceptable. But to claim the correctness of a model M of a
system with respect to a set of properties S, the complete validation
trajectory should be reproducible. A general and controlled engineering approach and methodology is thus needed.
Pragmatic use of model checkers. Now that model checking tools in
general and S PIN in particular are becoming more widespread in use,
these tools are starting to be adopted by people who only want to
press the button and who do not know precisely what is ‘under the
hood’ of such verification tools.
There is a strong need for a set of guidelines and general techniques
how to apply model checkers in practice. Modelling and verification
is clearly different from programming and to effectively use model
checkers, understanding of both the description language and the tool
is needed.



Verification vs. debugging. The success and popularity of model
checking tools is largely based on the bugs and errors that those tools
have exposed in (existing) systems and standards [88]. Research
into computer-aided verification and formal methods, however, often stresses the fact that model checking tools are formal verification tools. It is clear that there is a considerable difference in the
validation trajectory between debugging and verification.

1.7 Overview
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Overview
The title of this dissertation is “Towards Effective Model Checking”. The
practical problems as outlined in Section 1.6 form the inspiration and motivation for the remaining chapters of this thesis. In these chapters, we
discuss techniques to apply model checking technology in more effective
ways in the following three areas:







Methodology. We are concerned with the effective application of model
checking for industrial-size applications. Model checking ‘in the large’
causes management and maintenance problems in the modelling,
specification and verification activities, that are not related to the
checking process itself. In Chapter 2 and 3, we propose techniques to
control these problems.
Pragmatics. Model checkers are being put forward as ‘press-thebutton’ tools, which given a model M and a property φ automatically
check whether the property φ is satisfied or not. The formalisation of
both the model and the property is usually not a trivial task. The user
of the model checking tool has to know how to effectively use the modelling language and the model checking tool itself. In Chapter 4, we
discuss several effective modelling and verification techniques when
using the model checker S PIN.
True concurrency. We are also concerned with the effectiveness of the
model checker itself. One of the main problems for a model checker is
to restrain the state space explosion, which is caused by (i) the level
of detail within the validation model or (ii) the level of concurrency
within the validation model. The semantics of most model checkers is
based on the interleaving of actions of the processes in the model. In
Chapter 5 and 6, we investigate an alternative approach to analysis
which is based on the so called ‘non-interleaving’ or ‘true concurrency’
semantics for the representations of validation models.

The thesis consists of the following chapters, which are mostly self contained.
Chapter 2 – Effective Modelling proposes literate programming techniques as a way to structure the modelling phase of the analysis trajectory using a model checker. Furthermore, we discuss the differences between the verification approach and the debugging approach
to model checking.
Preliminary parts of this chapter have been published as [167] and
presented as [168].
Chapter 3 – Effective Verification proposes a structured validation trajectory when using a model checker and explains how the validation trajectory should be controlled and managed. We present the
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tool X SPIN /P ROJECT to manage the validation trajectory when using
X SPIN, a graphical interface of S PIN.
A part of this chapter has been accepted for publication [169] and
another part has been published as [164].
Chapter 4 – Effective S PIN is devoted to the model checker S PIN. We
discuss ten techniques to make more effective use of S PIN. The effectiveness of the techniques has been certified through controlled
experiments with S PIN.
Parts of this chapter have been published as [165].
Chapter 5 – F OREST describes the development of F OREST, an experimental analysis tool for a process algebra which tries to prevent part
of the state space explosion problem by using a true concurrency semantics for concurrency.
Chapter 6 – First Passage Time Analysis using F OREST and P EPP
presents an application of F OREST and the performance evaluation
tool P EPP to analyse the first passage time of selected actions in a
process algebra expression.
An extended abstract of this chapter has been accepted for publication [171].
Chapter 7 – Conclusions summarises the main results of this research
and provides some overall conclusions. Furthermore, we discuss some
possible directions for future work.

Chapter

2

Eﬀective Modelling
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2.1

Chapter 2 – Effective Modelling

Introduction
In chapter 1 we briefly discussed the validation projects that we were involved in over the last couple of years. In these projects, we used model
checking tools to validate models of protocols and their properties. Apart
from the state space explosion, that is inherent to model checking, our
activities were also hampered by a so-called information space explosion; in
each of the projects, we encountered the same practical problems of keeping track of various sorts of data, which were related to several aspects of
the validation trajectory:










many documents, which describe different parts of the system;
many versions of the same document;
modelling and abstraction choices;
the set of properties to be validated;
assumptions on the environment of the system under validation;
consecutive versions of validation models;
directives and options to build the verifiers;
results of the validation runs;

The problems of managing such information and data relate to the maintenance problems typically found in software engineering [154]. This is
not surprising as, in a sense, validation using a model checker involves the
analysis of many successive versions of the model of a system.
In the first part of this chapter we present our experience with the application of techniques and tools from literate programming to structure
the modelling and verification activities. The use of literate techniques assumes the verification approach to model checking: one tries to ensure the
correctness of a system through model checking. In section 2.3 we compare
the rigorous verification approach with the historically more common debugging approach to model checking which tries to find errors in a system
using a model checker.

2.2

Literate Techniques
Literate programming is the act of writing computer programs primarily
as documents to be read by human beings, and only secondarily as instructions to be executed by computers. The term ‘literate programming’ was
coined by D.E. Knuth, when he described WEB [116, 117], the tool he created to develop the TEX typesetting software. In general, literate programs
combine source code and documentation in a single file. Literate programming tools then parse the file to produce either readable documentation or
compilable source code. One of the advantages of literate programming is
that one is no longer forced to comply with the syntactical order of the pro-
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gramming language. Types, variables and constructs can be introduced at
alternative locations where they serve the purpose of the literate document
better, e.g. where they are best understood by a human reader. The literate programming tool will reassemble the source parts into their formally
correct order.
A literate style of programming has proven very helpful, especially for
terse and/or complex programs. In the area of functional programming –
where, by nature, programs are often quite terse – the art of writing functional scripts has become quite popular (see for instance [104, 124]). It is
remarkable that in the domain of formal methods, which deals with the
specification of complex and safety-critical systems, the benefits of literate programming techniques have not yet been fully acknowledged. Just
recently, though, Bowen [18] reported on the use of formal methods in a
formal methods application.
In Section 2.2.1 we will discuss the application of literate programming
to the modelling phase of the validation trajectory. In Section 2.2.2 we will
sketch how the same techniques can be used to structure the verification
phase. The use of literate techniques in the modelling and verification
phase is illustrated by means of a running example using P ROMELA and
S PIN [83, 88].1

2.2.1

Literate Modelling
In a way, the literate style of specification has already reached the formal
methods community [176]: a Z specification [183] can be regarded as a literate specification [106]. The ‘source code’ of a Z specification consists of Z
constructions like schemas and constraints, whereas the intertwining documentation (in LATEX) can be regarded as ‘literate comments’. Type checking tools for Z - like fUZZ and ZTC - discard these explaining comments
when type checking a Z specification.
The use of literate programming techniques in the modelling phase has
several advantages. Several parties are involved in the design of a system,
e.g. users, designers, programmers, testers, etc. It is important that they
all agree on the same specification of the system. For that reason the specification should be readable and acceptable for all parties. In this way,
literate modelling helps to explain formal specifications.
Besides making the documentation more easily accessible, using literate modelling gives us the possibility to annotate the specification or model
in a structured way without obscuring the formal specification with too
many comments. Common forms of annotations include:

 identifying the source of information, which is especially useful when
1 This chapter itself has been written as a literate specification. This means that not only
the pages you are reading now, but also the P ROMELA specifications and the corresponding
verification results of the running example have been generated from a single source file.
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the specification or model is based on different documents from different parties;
 discussing modelling choices, e.g. the abstractions from the design, or
assumptions on the environment.
 identifying points of attention, e.g. for a future verification phase, or
when documents contain contradictory information.
In our modelling work we used the literate programming tool noweb [105,
158] developed by Norman Ramsey. noweb is a literate programming tool
like Knuth’s WEB, only simpler. Unlike WEB, noweb is independent of the programming language to be literated. noweb has been used in combination
with Pascal, C, C++, Modula-2, Icon, ML, P ROMELA and others. A recent
book-length example of literate programming using noweb is Fraser and
Hanson’s book on lcc [58]. Furthermore, most experiments for Chapter 4
have been generated from literate documents.

Example – Modelling
To illustrate the use and benefits of literate techniques in the modelling
phase, we present a small running example using noweb. First we give
a specification of the problem in natural language. Next, we present a
literate specification of the model in P ROMELA. In Sect. 2.2.2 we show how
to include verification results in the literate document.
Consider the following scheduling problem.
Problem:
Four soldiers who are heavily injured, try to flee to their home land.
The enemy is chasing them and in the middle of the night they arrive
at a bridge that spans a river which is the border between the two
countries at war. The bridge has been damaged and can only carry
two soldiers at a time. Furthermore, several land-mines have been
placed on the bridge and a torch is needed to sidestep all the mines.
The enemy is on their tail, so the soldiers know that they have only
60 minutes to cross the bridge. The soldiers only have a single torch
and they are not equally injured. The following table lists the crossing
times (one-way!) for each of the soldiers:
soldier S0
soldier S1
soldier S2
soldier S3

5
10
20
25

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

Does a schedule exist which gets all four soldiers to the safe side within
60 minutes?
Hint: Before proceeding it may be instructive to try to solve the ‘soldiers’ problem on paper.
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During the modelling phase we are not interested in the 60 minutes constraint, but we only want to model how we can get the four soldiers from
the unsafe side of the bridge to the safe side.
Please note that the specification of the problem is straightforward,
and consequently, the noweb specification may be trivial and even overly
simple in some places. In fact, the example is too small to show the real
additional benefits of using literate techniques: the P ROMELA model of
the example fits on a single page, which may be easier to follow than the
literate description. In this section we only want to present all possible
annotations when using a literate style of modelling. For larger examples,
where the literate techniques do pay off, the reader is referred to [42, 58].
Our P ROMELA specification soldiers.pr consists of a hpreludei and
some process definitions hproctypesi:
25.1



hsoldiers.pr 25.1i
hprelude 25.2i
hproctypes 26.3i

(31.2)

In this code fragment, the chunk hsoldiers.pr 25.1i is defined. The name
of a code chunk always has an unique page:n suffix, where n indicates the
n-th chunk definition on page page. noweb places this tag in the left margin of the definition of the code chunk. These cross-reference tags make it
easy to locate the definitions of code chunks in the document. In the right
margin of the definition of a code chunk, between parenthesis, the list of
code chunk identifiers is shown, which use this particular code chunk. All
code chunks with the same name will be collected by noweb and put in the
place where the chunk is used. Note that when writing a literate document, one does not have to worry about these tags; noweb will generate
them automatically.
25.2



hprelude 25.2i
hconstants 26.1i
hmacros 27.1i
htypes 26.2i
hchannels 25.3i
hglobals 26.4i

(25.1)

The P ROMELA hpreludei of the specification consists of constants, macros,
types, channels and global variables. These parts will be defined when
they are needed in the process definitions of the specification. We start our
model of the ‘soldiers’ problem by modelling the bridge.
25.3



hchannels 25.3i

(25.2) 26.5 .

chan unsafe_to_safe = [0] of {soldier, soldier} ;
chan safe_to_unsafe = [0] of {soldier} ;

The bridge is modelled by two channels. The channel unsafe to safe
models the unsafe ! safe direction, whereas safe to unsafe models the
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safe ! unsafe direction.2
Every time two soldiers have made it to the safe side, one of the men
on the safe side has to go back with the torch. It is clear that it is not very
helpful to go back with two men. For that reason, the safe to unsafe only
passes a single soldier. The four soldiers are identified by integers in the
range 0..N-1, where N is defined as follows:
26.1



hconstants 26.1i
#define N

(25.2)

4

This means that a soldier can be represented by a single byte:
26.2



htypes 26.2i

(25.2)

#define soldier

byte

Crossing the bridge is modelled by soldiers that are passed between two
processes: Unsafe and Safe. In the beginning, all soldiers are at the Unsafe side, and the goal is to get all soldiers to the Safe side. Furthermore,
we use a process Timer which models the passage of time.
26.3



hproctypes 26.3i
hproctype Unsafe 27.2i
hproctype Safe 29.3i
hproctype Timer 26.6i

(25.1)

Let us first look at the process Timer. This process is responsible for updating the global variable time that represents the number of minutes that
have passed since the soldiers have started moving.
26.4



hglobals 26.4i

(25.2)

byte time ;

Every time a soldier has crossed the bridge, the Unsafe and Safe processes
notify the process Timer by sending the id (i.e. a number between 0 and 3)
of the slowest soldier that has just crossed the bridge. For this purpose the
channel stopwatch is introduced:
26.5

hchannels 25.3i+



chan stopwatch

(25.2) / 25.3

= [0] of {soldier} ;

Figure 2.1 shows all processes and the communication channels between
them.
After receiving the soldier’s id, the process Timer will update the variable
time. The body of the chunk hproctype Timeri is the following:
that noweb has added new information in the right margin. The . indicates the next
chunk with the same name. Similarly, a / symbol indicates the previous chunk with the same
name.
2 Note
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Safe

Unsafe

unsafe_to_safe

safe_to_unsafe

stopwatch

Timer

stopwatch

Figure 2.1: Process and communication channels of the soldiers model.

26.6



hproctype Timer 26.6i
active proctype
{
end:
do
:: stopwatch
:: stopwatch
:: stopwatch
:: stopwatch
od
}

(26.3)

Timer()

?
?
?
?

0
1
2
3

->
->
->
->

atomic
atomic
atomic
atomic

{
{
{
{

time=time+5
time=time+10
time=time+20
time=time+25

;
;
;
;

MSCTIME
MSCTIME
MSCTIME
MSCTIME

}
}
}
}

We see that the process Timer updates the variable time according to the
soldier that ‘pressed the stopwatch’. The end-label in front of the do-loop
is needed because the process Unsafe and Safe will stop when all soldiers
have made to the safe side. The Timer process, however, will still be waiting for the next soldier to press the stopwatch.
The MSCTIME macro writes the current time in the ‘Message Sequence
Chart’ when simulating the specification with S PIN or X SPIN:
27.1



hmacros 27.1i

(25.2) 28.3 .

#define MSCTIME

printf("MSC: %d\n", time)

Next, the process Unsafe is defined.
27.2



hproctype Unsafe 27.2i

(26.3)

active proctype Unsafe()
{
hUnsafe: locals 27.3i
hUnsafe: body 28.1i
}

We model the location of the soldiers by the local bit-array here. If here[i]
is 1, then soldier i is at the unsafe side of the bridge. This variable here is
thus an implementation of a set of soldiers.
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hUnsafe: locals 27.3i
bit

(27.2) 28.5 .

here[N] ;

Initially, all soldiers are on the unsafe side of the bridge, so the body of
Unsafe starts by initializing the array here:
28.1



hUnsafe: body 28.1i

(27.2) 28.2 .

here[0] = 1 ; here[1] = 1 ; here[2] = 1 ; here[3] = 1 ;

The rest of Unsafe’s body is responsible for crossing the bridge.
28.2

hUnsafe: body 28.1i+
do
::



(27.2) / 28.1

hUnsafe: send two soldiers 28.4i
hUnsafe: one soldier arrives back 29.2i

od

In every iteration two soldiers are sent to the other side and one soldier is
expected back with the torch. In the hUnsafe: send two soldiers 28.4i part,
we non-deterministically choose a soldier that is still at the unsafe side.
For this purpose we introduce the macro select soldier(x):
28.3



hmacros 27.1i+

(25.2) / 27.1 29.1 .

#define select_soldier(x)
if
:: here[0] -> x=0
:: here[1] -> x=1
:: here[2] -> x=2
:: here[3] -> x=3
fi ;
here[x] = 0

\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Only the guards for which here[i] is 1 are executable. One of these executable guards is randomly chosen and the variable x is assigned the number
of this soldier. Now we can define the hUnsafe: send two soldiers 28.4i
chunk:
28.4



hUnsafe: send two soldiers 28.4i

(28.2) 28.6 .

select_soldier(s1) ;
select_soldier(s2) ;
unsafe_to_safe ! s1, s2 ;

where s1 and s2 are soldiers:
28.5

hUnsafe: locals 27.3i+
soldier s1, s2 ;

28.6



(27.2) / 27.3



hUnsafe: send two soldiers 28.4i+
IF all_gone -> break FI ;

(28.2) / 28.4
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If there are no soldiers left at the unsafe side, the do-loop of the Unsafe
process should be terminated. This break is needed here, because if all
soldiers have safely left the unsafe side, we do not expect one of them
to come back. So, the process Unsafe should be terminated. This last
construction uses the following macro definitions:
29.1



hmacros 27.1i+

#define IF
#define FI
#define all_gone

(25.2) / 28.3 29.4 .
if ::
:: else fi
(!here[0] && !here[1] && !here[2] && !here[3])

The IF-FI combination implements a single IF clause and the all gone
predicate is true when all values in the here array are 0.
29.2



hUnsafe: one soldier arrives back 29.2i
safe_to_unsafe ? s1 ;
here[s1] = 1 ;
stopwatch ! s1 ;

(28.2)

The soldier s1 is the soldier that gets back with the torch. The message s1
is sent over the stopwatch channel to indicate that this soldier has ‘pressed
the stopwatch’.
The process Safe just mirrors the operations of the Unsafe process.
29.3



hproctype Safe 29.3i

(26.3)

active proctype Safe()
{
bit
here[N] ;
soldier s1, s2 ;
do
:: unsafe_to_safe ? s1, s2 ;
here[s1] = 1 ;
here[s2] = 1 ;
stopwatch ! max(s1, s2) ;
IF all_here -> break FI ;
select_soldier(s1) ;
safe_to_unsafe ! s1
od
}

where the macros max and all here are defined as:
29.4



hmacros 27.1i+

#define max(x,y)
#define all_here

(25.2) / 29.1
((x>y) -> x : y)
(here[0] && here[1] && here[2] && here[3])

This concludes our literate model of the ‘soldiers’ example. The observant
reader will have noticed that the literate style of specification allows us to
introduce types, variables, etc. at the location where they are needed for
the discussion of the model, and not where the P ROMELA grammar would
have forced us to do so.
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noweb provides index and cross-reference features for code chunks and
identifiers. The ‘soldiers’ example only uses cross-references to code chunks.
Larger programs or models are easier to understand if identifiers are also
cross-referenced.

2.2.2

Literate Verification
Although the advantages of literate specification techniques in the modelling phase already proved quite useful in our projects, we have also tried
to use literate techniques in the verification trajectory. Our main goal here
was to construct a verification report that records the results of all activities of the verification phase.
Such a verification report is especially needed when no ‘serious’ errors
have been found during the verification of a system. A simple ‘no errors
found’ does not suffice. In such cases, the verification report should describe the successful scenarios to identify exactly those parts of the model
which have been verified thoroughly. An example of a report of a verification trajectory of a ‘correct’ model can be found in [42].
A literate verification report contains the following aspects:






Verification models. As discussed in Sect. 2.2.1, literate programming
can be used to explicitly specify and annotate a model. Moreover,
in a verification report containing several versions of the model, the
differences between the different verification models can be elegantly
presented. An example of this can be found in the code chunk
hsoldiers-60min.pr 31.2i.
Verification results. The results of verification runs, e.g. simulation
traces, counter-examples, etc. can be included into the literate verification report.
Directives for the verification runs. The – often cryptic – directives
and options to control verification tools usually end up in a Makefile.
The rationale behind such directives, however, is usually not recorded. In a literate report these directives can be annotated together
with them. See for instance the code chunks hoptions.dat 31.1i and
hoptions.dat 33i.

Recall that the information above is usually scattered over several files,
simulation traces, entries in log-books, etc. When using a literate style
of verification, all this information can be collected into a single, literate
document.

Example – Verification
To illustrate the process of literate verification, we continue our example
and try to find a solution which brings the soldiers to the safe side within
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60 minutes. First, we want to convince ourselves that our original specification soldiers.pr does not contain any errors. This means that we have

to check for possible deadlocks (i.e. invalid end-states) in our specification.
The verification results themselves are meaningless if we cannot reproduce them. In the realm of S PIN this means that we have to record:

 the options to S PIN, that are used to generate the C source files for the
pan analyser3 ;

 the directives for the C compiler to build the pan analyser; and
 the run-time options for the pan analyser.
For each P ROMELA model we store these options and directives in a special
data file options.dat. A little utility program called runspin is used to retrieve the options from this file and to execute the necessary programs.
runspin thus automates the complete verification of a P ROMELA model
with S PIN. runspin is described in more detail in Section 4.2. For the
P ROMELA specification soldiers.pr the directives and options are the following:
31.1



hoptions.dat 31.1i

33 .

soldiers.pr
-a
-D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=16 -DSAFETY -DNOCLAIM -DNOFAIR
-c1 -w15 -m1000 -n

For this example, the meaning of the S PIN directives is not important.
In an actual verification report, however, an explanation and reasoning
behind these directives is usually needed.
Running the pan analyser produces the output of Figure 2.2. Note that
runspin has added extra information to pan’s standard verification report:
all lines starting with ‘>’ have been added by runspin.
Within 60 minutes. Now we use S PIN to find a schedule that gets all
soldiers to the safe side within 60 minutes. Our idea is to try to verify that
it is always the case that when the soldiers have all made it to the safe
side, the elapsed time is always greater than 60. In other words, we try to
verify that ‘eventually, the time will be greater than 60’. This property can
easily be formulated as a Linear Time Logic (LTL) formula: (time > 60).
This LTL property is violated if all soldiers are at the safe side and the time
elapsed is at most 60. To let S PIN find a counter-example which violates
the property, the LTL property is translated to a P ROMELA ‘never claim’
which is simply added to our original P ROMELA specification:
3 The pan analyser is the verification program which is generated by S PIN . It is the program
that performs the actual verification of the P ROMELA model.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

this filename
promela file
options file
date
spin version
gcc version
spin options
gcc options
pan options

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

soldiers.pr.out
soldiers.pr
options.dat
12-Feb-2001 09:06:48
Spin Version 3.3.10 -- 15 March 2000
egcs-2.91.66
-a
-D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=16 -DSAFETY -DNOCLAIM -DNOFAIR
-c1 -w15 -m1000 -n

(Spin Version 3.3.10 -- 15 March 2000)
+ Partial Order Reduction
Full statespace search for:
never-claim
assertion violations
cycle checks
invalid endstates

- (not selected)
+
- (disabled by -DSAFETY)
+

State-vector 52 byte, depth reached 45, errors: 0
4338 states, stored
1070 states, matched
5408 transitions (= stored+matched)
0 atomic steps
hash conflicts: 740 (resolved)
(max size 2ˆ15 states)
0.438

memory usage (Mbyte)

0.07user 0.00system 0:00.07elapsed 100%CPU (0avgtext+0avgdata 0maxresident)k
0inputs+0outputs (128major+93minor)pagefaults 0swaps

Figure 2.2: Results of running S PIN on soldiers.pr.

31.2



hsoldiers-60min.pr 31.2i
hsoldiers.pr 25.1i

32.2 .

We use S PIN’s -F option to translate the LTL property to a ‘never claim’.
The negated property is stored in the file 60min.negated.ltl.4
32.1



h60min.negated.ltl 32.1i
!(<> p)

where p is defined as follows:
32.2

hsoldiers-60min.pr 31.2i+



/ 31.2 32.3 .

#define p (time > 60)

With the file 60min.negated.ltl as input, we let ‘spin -F’ generate the
‘never claim’ into the file 60min.never-claim:
32.3

hsoldiers-60min.pr 31.2i+



/ 32.2

#include "60min.never-claim"
4 We have to negate the original property because S PIN translates a LTL formula to a
‘never claim’ which expresses the corresponding negative property: the undesired behaviour
that is claimed ‘never’ to occur [83, 88].
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33

this filename
promela file
options file
date
spin version
gcc version
spin options
gcc options
pan options

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

soldiers-60min.pr.out
soldiers-60min.pr
options.dat
12-Feb-2001 09:06:52
Spin Version 3.3.10 -- 15 March 2000
egcs-2.91.66
-a
-D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=16 -DNOFAIR
-a -c1 -w15 -m1000 -n

warning: for p.o. reduction to be valid the never claim must be stutter-closed
(never claims generated from LTL formulae are stutter-closed)
pan: acceptance cycle (at depth 81)
pan: wrote soldiers-60min.pr.trail
(Spin Version 3.3.10 -- 15 March 2000)
Warning: Search not completed
+ Partial Order Reduction
Full statespace search for:
never-claim
assertion violations
acceptance
cycles
invalid endstates

+
+ (if within scope of claim)
+ (fairness disabled)
- (disabled by never-claim)

State-vector 56 byte, depth reached 81, errors: 1
282 states, stored (529 visited)
299 states, matched
828 transitions (= visited+matched)
0 atomic steps
hash conflicts: 12 (resolved)
(max size 2ˆ15 states)
0.336

memory usage (Mbyte)

0.02user 0.00system 0:00.01elapsed 117%CPU (0avgtext+0avgdata 0maxresident)k
0inputs+0outputs (131major+58minor)pagefaults 0swaps

Figure 2.3: Results of running S PIN on soldiers-60min.pr.

The verification of soldiers-60min.pr involves the following directives
and options:
33



hoptions.dat 31.1i+

/ 31.1

soldiers-60min.pr
-a
-D_POSIX_SOURCE -DMEMLIM=16 -DNOFAIR
-a -c1 -w15 -m1000 -n

The pan analyser will try to prove that (time > 60) holds for all possible
executions of the model. Running the pan analyser on soldiers-60min.pr
produces the output of Figure 2.3. We see that S PIN has found an error
in one of the possible executions of the model. We let S PIN generate a
simulation trace leading to this error.
Running ‘spin -M -t -q2’ on soldiers-60min.pr results in the Message Sequence Chart (MSC) of Figure 2.4. The MSC shows a possible
schedule to get all soldiers to the safe side within 60 minutes. The -q2
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Spin Version 3.3.10 −− 15 March 2000 −− soldiers−60min.pr −− MSC −− 1

0
1
8
9

0::never:
#5

1:Unsafe

2:Safe

3:Timer

unsafe_to_safe!0,1
unsafe_to_safe?0,1
10

22
24
25

safe_to_unsafe!0
safe_to_unsafe?0
15

36
38
39

unsafe_to_safe!2,3
unsafe_to_safe?2,3
40

52
54
55

safe_to_unsafe!1
safe_to_unsafe?1
50

66
68
69
80

unsafe_to_safe!0,1
unsafe_to_safe?0,1
60

−1
CYCLE>

Figure 2.4: Schedule to cross the bridge in 60 minutes.

option suppresses the messages that are send over the stopwatch channel.
In the successful schedule, first the two fastest soldiers S0 and S1 go the
unsafe side, which takes 10 minutes. Then S0 hurries back to the unsafe
side in 5 minutes. Subsequently, the two slowest soldiers S2 and S3 pass
the bridge to the other side in 25 minutes. Then soldier S1 goes back to the
unsafe side which takes 10 minutes. Finally, soldiers S0 and S1 pass the
bridge for the second time together, which again takes 10 minutes. And all
are safe and sound in exactly 60 minutes.
This concludes our running ‘soldiers’ example.
Literate Verification in Practice In the verification phase, literate
techniques help to structure the verification process and will eventually
result in an accurate verification report. However, as will be discussed in
Chapter 3, the management of the verification trajectory only involves the
management of different versions of the model together with the verification results. One may argue that the use of literate programming techniques in the verification trajectory implements a version-control system
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debugging
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Figure 2.5: Model checking approaches in relation with the
classic waterfall model for software development (from [154]).

by hand. To a certain degree this is true. When using literate techniques,
the verification models are incrementally constructed. This could be automated using version-control tools.
In our validation projects, we have experienced that using literate techniques during the complete verification trajectory can become quite tedious and time-consuming (see Section 1.4). Furthermore, it is probably not
desirable (and helpful) that all validation results end up in a single document. One may wish to prune the verification tree to only include those
results and models that are meaningful. With respect to this, it is more
useful to have the data overload of the verification phase automatically be
managed by a version-control system and to construct the (literate) verification report afterwards from the gathered information.

2.3

Validation Approaches
The success and popularity of model checking tools is largely based on
the bugs and errors that these tools have found in existing sytems and
standards [88]. Until recently, complete verification has only been feasible
for small, toy-like systems. Now that model checking tools are becoming
more powerful and widespread, the application of model checkers is slowly
shifting from debugging to verification. In this section we discuss the implications of this shift on the validation activities concerning the model
checking process.
First, we briefly discuss the characteristics of the verification and debugging approach to model checking. Then, in Section 2.3.2, we focus on
the most important differences between the two approaches.
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Verification and Debugging
To put it bluntly: the verification approach tries to ascertain the correctness of a detailed model M, whereas the debugging approach tries to find
errors in a model M. One might say that the verification approach is the
same as the debugging approach where no errors are being found, but
there is more to it; both approaches differ in several ways with respect
to the use of the model checking tool.
Life-cycle of the System Before describing both approaches, we will
first discuss the place in the life-cycle of the system where both approaches
are generally and preferably applied. Figure 2.5 (from [154]) shows the
classic ‘waterfall model’, the life-cycle paradigm for software development.
The verification approach is mostly used after the design of the system
has stabilised. The model M of the system is based on the (functional)
design of the system. The user requirements as captured during the system
engineering phase form the basis for the set of properties S that should be
satisfied by the model M.
The ‘classic’ debugging approach is applied much earlier in the lifecycle. During the analysis or design phase, a prototype model M of the system is constructed and during these phases this model is validated against
the user requirements. The model checking activities are performed by the
analysis and design team itself. In general, several prototype models M are
validated.
The debugging arrow after the code phase depicts the recent attempts
(e.g. [35, 63, 72, 90, 94]) to use model checking tools directly on the implementation of the system. Although promising, this type of debugging is
not of interest to us in this chapter; we stick to the application of model
checking technology in the earlier stages of the design.
From the above it will be clear that, to industry, an external verification project can sometimes be an attractive way to validate the design of a
system:

 An external party formally checks the final design of the system. The
only input to this external verification team is the (functional) design
of the system and the user requirements.
 No knowledge of the verification technology is required and no (financial or educational) investment into the model checking tools is
needed.
 The analysis phase of the company does not have to be altered. The
debugging approach, on the other hand, might induce changes in the
development process.
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Algorithm 2.1 Pseudo-algorithm for the verification approach.
1

procedure verification

4

Start with detailed model Mv
Simulation of Mv : sanity check
while not all properties φi 2 S checked

5

do

2
3

Focus on particular property φi
Construct Mabs , an abstraction of Mv w.r.t. φi
Model check Mabs against φi

6
7
8
9
10

od
end verification

Verification
The purpose of the verification approach is to come up with a correct model
on a certain level of abstraction. The verification approach is characterised
by the following:

 During the validation phase the model Mv of the system is fixed at a
certain level of abstraction.

 All properties φi 2 S are systematically validated.
 During the validation of a property φi , abstractions have to be made
of the model Mv .
Algorithm 2.1 presents the global pseudo-algorithm5 for the verification
approach. The verification approach starts with a detailed model Mv of
the system. Before starting the actual validation loop in the verification
approach, the detailed model Mv is simulated to obtain an initial degree of
correctness. In general, the state space of this model Mv will be too large for
an exhaustive search by a model checker. Therefore, in the validation loop
of the verification approach, one has to make abstractions of parts of the
complete model Mv . These abstractions are guided by the property φi . The
validation phase is ended when the model Mv has been checked against all
properties φi 2 S.

Debugging
The debugging approach aims at finding errors and weaknesses in the (initial) design of a system. The debugging approach focuses its attention on
5 This algorithm (and the Algorithm 2.2) gives a (very) global, nearly naive view of the validation trajectory using a model checking tool. Several aspects are not taken into account, like
(i) the actual addressing of errors, (ii) the management of validation data, (iii) the influence
of the environment on the system, (iv) errors in this environment, etc. Although important,
these aspects would have cluttered the discussion on the two model checking approaches.
Several of these aspects will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Algorithm 2.2 Pseudo-algorithm for the debugging approach.
1

procedure debugging

4

Start with abstract model Md
Simulate and model check Md
while not errors found and resources available

5

do

2
3

6
7
8
9

Zoom in on certain aspects of the model Md
Simulate and model check Md
od
end debugging

those parts of the system where flaws are most likely to occur. This approach is characterised by the following:

 The validation phase is started with a model Md on a high level of
abstraction. During the validation phase, this level is not fixed.
 During the validation phase, one zooms in at certain aspects of the
model Md using local refinement techniques.
 There is no fixed set of properties S which the model Md should satisfy.
Properties are added and checked ‘on-the-fly’ of the validation process.
 Only a limited part of the system is validated and no information is
obtained about the non-validated components. In this respect, the
debugging approach resembles the nature of testing (e.g. see [159]):
testing can only show the presence of errors, not their absence.
Algorithm 2.2 presents a pseudo-algorithm for the debugging approach.
The debugging approach starts with an abstract model Md of the system.
In the validation loop, the debugging approach tries to find errors by adding
details to model Md . The validation phase of the debugging approach is
ended when (enough) errors have been exposed or when resources (e.g.
time, money) have run out.
Please note that both approaches prescribe methods at the extreme
ends of the validation spectrum. In practice, one usually adopts a combination of both approaches. As discussed in Chapter 1, we have used both
approaches in our validation work.

2.3.2

Comparison
In the previous section we already saw that the place in the life-cycle of
the development of a system is the first apparent difference between both
approaches. Below we discuss other important aspects of the application
of model checking tools in relation to the two approaches.
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Model The initial model of the system that is used at the start of the
validation trajectory is different for both approaches.
The verification approach is centralised around the model Mv that is
being verified. This model Mv is supposed to be a sensible and correct abstraction of the system under verification. Ideally, this model has a fixed
level of abstraction. A structured and readable model is important for verification purposes. In section 2.2.1 we proposed to use literate techniques
[117] to enhance the readability and accessibility of the verification model
Mv . An advantage of the verification approach is that after a successful
verification trajectory, a validated, detailed and executable specification of
the system (i.e. model Mv ) is obtained. This specification can be used in
later phases of the design. A drawback of the verification approach is that
the modelling phase normally takes more time because of the required
level of detail in the initial model Mv .
For debugging purposes, the model is not important as a means of communication and is used only as a vehicle to find errors and weaknesses in
the system as soon as possible. The debugging approach will usually not
result in a complete specification of the design. The abstraction level of
the final model may be unbalanced in the sense that the debugging engineer has only zoomed into parts of the model Md where he suspected to find
errors.
Another aspect of the model M which is being checked is the efficiency
of M with respect to the corresponding state space. Because of the aforementioned state space explosion, minimisation of the number of states and
the state vector (i.e. the information to be stored for each state) is an important aspect of the activities of the validation engineer. Experience has
shown that there is generally a big difference in efficiency in the models
developed by a ‘casual’ user and the models developed by an ‘expert’ user.
The expert user exploits ‘assembler programming’-like tricks to make the
model as minimal as possible. Furthermore, the expert user takes advantage of the optimising options of the model checker to ‘tune’ the verification process even further. Naturally, ‘assembler programming’-like tricks
are less problematic for the debugging approach than for the verification
approach, as the readability of the model is of less importance for the debugging approach. Chapter 4 discusses the ‘assembler programming’ approach to model checking in greater depth.
Abstractions As mentioned above, the state space of a model M together
with the property φ to be checked, is generally too big to be checked exhaustively. In order to reduce the state space of the model M, abstractions
have to be made.
The verification approach requires over approximations of the original
model Mv : if the abstract model Mabs is proven to be correct with respect
to the (safety) property φ, this should imply that the original model Mv is
correct with respect to φ as well. Over approximations are usually obtained
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by replacing explicit choices in Mv by non-determinism in Mabs .
For the debugging approach, under approximations of the model Md are
sufficient: if an error is found in the abstract model Mabs , it is certain that
the error also appears in the original model Md . Under approximations are
usually obtained by removing behaviour (e.g. statements) from the original
model Md .
Partial Search For state spaces that are too big to be checked exhaustively, model checking tools often support options to partially search the
state space. S PIN, for example, provides the so-called ‘bitstate’ hashing
or supertrace technique [89], that can perform verifications with a relatively high coverage within a memory area that may be orders of magnitude
smaller than required for exhaustive verifications.
In general, the user of a model checker should try to exhaustively analyse the state space of the model M and the property φ. This especially
holds for the verification approach. However, there may be cases where reduction of the state space by abstraction is too costly (i.e. time consuming)
and where a partial search becomes a serious option.
For the debugging approach the partial search mode nearly seems to be
a natural choice. Because a partial search of the state space is in general
much faster than its exhaustive counterpart, this mode is convenient when
results are needed as fast as possible.
Management of Results The verification approach requires the complete verification trajectory to be carefully controlled and managed: all
verification results should be reproducible. This involves the management
of all versions of the models, the properties, the verification runs, the verification results, etc. Without tool support, the quality of the verification
process depends on the accuracy of the persons who conducted the verification. Chapter 3 will discuss the management problems of the verification
approach in greater depth.
The debugging approach is only interested in the errors found in the
model and the corresponding error traces. This information should be
automatically saved. Other aspects of the validation trajectory, however,
are of less importance to the debugging approach.
Switching Between the Two Approaches When the verification approach is being used and several errors are being exposed during the model
checking process, it is of course possible to switch to the debugging approach to find as many bugs as possible. The other way around is more
problematic. If the debugging approach does not reveal any errors, in general, the model Md has to be changed considerably to be used as a model Mv
for the verification approach. The model Mv has a fixed level of abstraction
and is optimised to be readable and accessible; all characteristics which
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the model Md does not possess in general. On the other hand, the properties that have been checked during the debugging approach may serve as
the starting set of properties that the new Mv should satisfy.
Marketing Industry is interested in methods and tools that eliminate
errors from their systems as soon as possible in the development of these
systems. Research into computer aided verification, however, often stresses
the fact that model checking tools are formal ‘verification’ tools. If model
checkers would be sold as ‘smart and fast debugging’ tools, the acceptance
of model checking technology would probably increase.

2.4

Conclusions
Section 2.2 discussed one of the practical problems of the verifier who uses
a model checker to verify a (design of a) system. Apart from the inherent
state space explosion of the model of the system, the verifier has to deal
with the information explosion of the modelling phase and the verification
phase. We proposed to reuse a well known management technique from
the software engineering society to tackle the information space explosion.
In Section 2.2.1 literate techniques were suggested to structure the
modelling phase. Especially the possibility to annotate the model is quite
helpful to make the validation models more accessible and readable for all
parties that are involved in the design of a system. Literate modelling can
be regarded as a coding standard for modelling.
In Section 2.2.2 we showed how literate techniques can also be used
to document the verification phase. All details on validation runs can be
nicely structured into a validation report. However, using literate techniques during the complete validation trajectory may become tedious and
time-consuming. Furthermore, it is probably neither desirable nor helpful that all validation results end up in a single document. One may wish
to prune the validation tree to only include those results and models that
are meaningful. In the next chapter we will see that other tools are more
suitable to ensure that the validation trajectory is reproducible.
In Section 2.3 we compared two approaches towards model checking. The
purpose of the verification approach is to come up with a correct model on
a certain level of abstraction. The debugging approach aims at finding errors and weaknesses in the (initial) design of a system. Both approaches
prescribe extreme methods for validation. In practice, one usually adopts
a combination of both approaches. There is a clear tension between the
two approaches. The debugging approach tries to use all modelling and
verification tricks to zoom into to the weaknesses of a system. The model
Md only serves as an efficient vehicle to find errors as soon as possible.
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The verification approach resembles the classic (manual) formal verification of a system (e.g. see [65]) in the sense that the correctness of a formal
description is proven correct with respect to another formal description.
Currently, model checking is clearly most effective in combination with
the debugging approach. The number of situations were the verification
approach is required is growing though. To close the gap between debugging and verification, we propose the following improvements:

 The education of users of model checkers should be improved. Especially the technology transfer towards industry should be further enhanced. Furthermore, the difference in effectiveness between a casual
user and an expert user is currently too big. In Chapter 4 we discuss
modelling techniques for the model checker S PIN.
 Currently, a lot of manual effort has to be put into the abstractions of a
model M to fight the state space explosion. Ideally, these abstractions
should be executed automatically. In the future, manual abstractions
and local refinements may be verified automatically using theorem
proving technology.
 The message about model checking technology should change: automatic verification is not about proving correctness, but about finding
bugs much earlier in the development of a system.
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Introduction
Model checking tools are increasingly being used for the verification of
real-life systems in an industrial context. In addition to the ongoing research to curb the complexity of dealing with the inherent state space explosion problem, which allows us to apply these techniques to ever larger systems, attention must now also be paid to the methodology of model
checking, to decide how to use these techniques at their best advantage.
Although formal methods is by now an accepted name for the field of computer science that concerns itself with the formal treatment of the problems mentioned above, it does generally not (yet) offer what its name seems
to suggests, viz. methods for the application of formal techniques. Research has been concentrated mainly on the techniques themselves, but
now that real application has come within reach the question of how to
apply them best can no longer be ignored.
The main observation that underlies this work is the fact that model
checking ‘in the large’ causes a substantial proliferation of interrelated
models and model checking sessions that must be carefully managed in
order to control the overall verification process. To do this well both notational and tool support are required.
In the previous chapter we proposed ‘literate techniques’ to structure
the modelling and verification trajectory. We concluded that these techniques are useful to structure the modelling phase, but do not scale up
to manage the verification phase of validation projects. This chapter is
concerned with structural and systematic ways to control the verification
phase. The discussion is concentrated around the verification approach to
model checking, that tries to prove that a model is correct with respect to a
set of properties. Still, several of the management aspects of the validation
trajectory also apply to the debugging approach to model checking.
Section 3.2 contains an analysis of the structure of larger model checking applications, giving rise to what we have termed the Systematic Verification Model. In Section 3.3 we discuss the desired tool support for Verification Management. In Section 3.4 we give an overview of X SPIN /P ROJECT, a
prototype tool to manage and control the validation trajectory when using
the model checker S PIN. In Section 3.5 we conclude this chapter.

3.2

Systematic Verification Model
Most literature on verification by model checking deals with the verification of a small set of properties with respect to a single model. The contribution of such publications is often found in suggestions of clever ways
in which the complexity of the model and/or property may be reduced, so
that the model checking procedure requires less time and/or memory, or
can be applied to larger cases. Although recent progress in this area has
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been most impressive, the systematic verification of real-life systems usually cannot be dealt with in this restricted framework. The state spaces of
such systems are generally many orders of magnitude greater than what
can be handled by any existing tool, and there are good reasons to believe that this is a structural problem. A virtually autonomous process
leads to the creation of ever more involved systems, where the growth in
complexity easily outweighs the increased analytical capacities. Although
there have also been reports of verification results for extremely large state
spaces using BDD [24, 25, 27] and compositional model checking [2, 3, 127]
techniques, these approaches do not give uniformly good results. They exploit implicit regularities in the structure of the verification problems that
are not at all well understood, and their performance may be considered
‘chaotic’, in the sense that small changes in the problem statement may
lead to arbitrarily large differences in performance.
A second practical problem is that of the validity of the formal model
(or the properties) that is used for verification. In the literature one is
often confronted with benchmark problems (e.g. dining philosophers [47],
alternating bit protocol [8], railway crossing [126], bounded retransmission protocol [68], etc.). In practical applications the question whether the
formalised problem statement is an adequate reflection of the actual problem can be a significant source of problems, where both the complexity of
the involved system and the (lack of) precision of the informal specification
of the system’s functionality and requirements play a role.
Both of the above problems give rise to a more involved verification
method in which (many) different formal models are used in the course
of the verification procedure. To deal with large state spaces abstractions
of the complete system model are used. These abstractions should preserve the (non)validity of the requirements that must be verified. Formally,
the adequacy of an abstraction with respect to a given property should be
demonstrated; in practice this is often simply assumed. When more than
one formal property must be verified it is likely that abstractions that are
sufficiently small can be obtained only with respect to the single properties, and not for their conjunction. This implies that a set of related, but
different abstractions must be maintained.
Another way of dealing with too large state spaces is to give up on the
precision of the verification result. Some model checkers offer facilities to
explore the state space with less than complete coverage (e.g. using the
supertrace/bitstate algorithm of S PIN [89]). To ensure the reproducibility
and interpret-ability of such verification results, information concerning
the approximations used should be maintained.
Where the maintenance of relevant sets of models and related information is complicated by the necessity to keep the state space problem in
check, the issue is further complicated by the validity problem. In practice, its presence means that whenever a property is falsified, the negative
result may have two subtly but importantly different causes. It may be
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a modelling error, i.e. upon studying the error it is discovered that the
model (in a given case, the relevant abstraction) does not reflect the design
of the system. It implies that the model must be corrected, and verification must be restarted with respect to the improved model. If the analysis
of the falsification shows that there is no undue discrepancy between the
design and the model, then a design error has been exposed, and the verification procedure is concluded with a negative result. The design is said
to be verified if and only if all properties have been verified with respect to
a valid model.
The above entails that for systematic verification we must not only
maintain different model abstractions, but in general also different versions of the (abstractions of) the verification model. It is clear that it can
be quite costly and time consuming to have to restart an entire verification procedure at each model revision. There are essentially two ways to
reduce such efforts. One is the improve the quality of the model(s) before
verification by simulation. Although generally less thorough than model
checking, simulation can be used effectively to get rid of the simpler category of modelling errors.
The second improvement keeps track of the interdependencies of the
different abstractions and their versions. If, for example, a model abstraction for one verified property abstracts away completely from the model
revisions that are needed to repair a modelling error, then obviously the
existing verification of such a property retains its validity. Using such information one needs to reverify only those properties whose corresponding
models have been invalidated by a model revision.
It is hard to produce a complete characterisation of such interdependencies. For a good number of properties independence may be established
on grounds of locality, e.g. they depend only on different sets of concurrent
components. Compositional model checking techniques [2, 3, 127] can be
used to establish such minimal dependency sets.
It is clear that the many abstractions and versions of the verification
model that may result from the processes and considerations described
above need to be documented and maintained very carefully to manage a
practical verification problem. This requires notational and tool support
considerably beyond the core functionality of current model checking tools.
In Figure 3.1 we have indicated the algorithmic structure of the problem in the style of a flow-chart. Here, we assume a given design phase
that provides us with a (formal or informal) system description and a list
of requirements. Both are subsequently formalized in a modelling phase,
yielding an operational model M and a set of formal requirements S. A
feedback loop based on simulation of M (guided by S) can be used to improve the formalization in an approximative manner. When the quality of
M and S is felt to be acceptable the verification phase is entered.
In this phase a set NV of non-verified requirements is maintained, initialised with S. Iteratively, for each property φi in NV an adequate abstrac-
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verified M w.r.t. S

Figure 3.1: Systematic Verification Trajectory.

tion Mi of M with respect to φi is produced and subsequently verified for φi .
If this succeeds for all φi in NV then the verification phase is exited with
a positive result. If, however, the verification of M with respect to φi fails
then the error information is analysed. If the error is found to be a modelling error, then Mi (and M) is corrected and NV is updated to the union
of the unverified requirements and all requirements whose verification is
invalidated by the model correction. The verification loop is then restarted
on the basis of this new set NV. If the failure of a verification of M with
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respect to φi is due to a design error, then the verification phase is exited
with a negative result.1
It is easy to imagine how the verification trajectory could be incorporated in an adaptive design strategy, where negative verification results
result in design modifications, after which new modelling and verification
phases are begun.
In this chapter, however, we want to concentrate on the already sufficiently complicated management of the a posteriori verification of designs,
i.e. the verification approach to model checking. In the next section we will
propose notational and structural means for the version management of
the models M and their abstractions, and maintenance of the set NV of
non-verified requirements.

3.3

Verification Management
In this section we discuss the activities of the verification phase of Figure 3.1 in greater detail. As already mentioned in Section 3.2, one of the
difficulties of using model checkers ‘in the large’ is the management of all
(generated) data during the verification trajectory. It is indisputable that
the verification results obtained using a verification tool should always be
reproducible [85]. Without tool support, the verification engineer has to
resort to general engineering practices and record all verification activities into a log-book. Consequently, the quality of the verification process
depends on the accuracy of the validation engineer. This is clearly undesirable. The careful recording of information on the different models during
the verification phase becomes even indispensable when errors are found
in one of the verification models. Apart from the fact that the erroneous
models have to be corrected and reverified, all models that have been verified previously and which are affected by the error should be reverified as
well. We argue that so called Software Configuration Management (SCM)
systems are needed to control these problems concerning the versioned
product space of the verification phase.
In Section 3.3.1 the reader is introduced to the concepts of SCM. After
this introduction, all objects that are significant during the verification
phase are defined in Section 3.3.2. In Section 3.3.3, a reverification procedure is proposed which ensures that previous versions of the model get
reverified when an error in the model is found and fixed. Section 3.3.4
discusses how the verification activities could be controlled using a SCM
system.
1 In

practice, when a design error is encountered, instead of going back to the design phase,
one usually continues with the verification phase. In such cases, one limits the verification to
these properties that have not been affected by the design error.
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Software Configuration Management
Software Configuration Management [6, 96] is the software engineering
discipline of managing the evolution of large and complex software systems
[192]. The importance of SCM has widely been recognised [154] as reflected
in particular in the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) developed by the
Software Engineering Institute [146]. Conradi and Westfechtel [33] give
a extensive overview of the current state of art of SCM and SCM systems.
Leblang and Levine [125] present a practical view of SCM and offer some
guidelines for selecting a SCM tool. From the IEEE Standard Glossary of
Software Engineering Terminology (Standard 729-1983 [95]):2
Software Configuration Management is the process of identifying and defining the items in a system, controlling the release
and change of these items throughout the life-cycle, recording
and reporting the status of items and change requests, and verifying the completeness and correctness of items.
The items that comprise all information produced as part of the software
engineering process are collectively called a software configuration. A SCM
system has the following operational aspects [43, 95, 154]:







Identification. An identification scheme reflects the structure of the
product, identifies components and their type, making them unique
and accessible in some form.
Version control. Version control combines procedures and tools to
manage different versions of configuration objects that are created
during the software engineering process.
Change control. Change control combines human procedures and
automated tools to provide a mechanism for the control of change.
Audit and review. Validating the completeness of a product and maintaining consistency among the components by ensuring that the product is a well-defined collection of components.
Reporting. Recording and reporting the status of components and
change requests, and gathering vital statistics about components in
the product.

Naturally, a SCM system should be supported by automated tools. Tools
for version control and build-management (i.e. the process of automatic2 SCM is a widely used term, with an equally wide range of meanings. See
http://www.enteract.com/˜bradapp/acme/scm-defs.html for an extensive list of alternative SCM

definitions.
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Figure 3.2: Example of a product graph using AND and OR
nodes.

ally building software components, e.g. make [56]) are essential. Furthermore, SCM tools should provide the developer with a ‘sand-box’ environment [125]: a consistent, flexible and reproducible environment to compile,
edit and debug software.
Definitions Below we define the conceptual framework for the rest of
this section, borrowing terminology from the SCM community, in particular
[32, 33, 192].









object. An object (or item) is any kind of identifiable entity put under
SCM control.
version. A version represents a state of an evolving object.
revision. A version intended to supersede its predecessor is called a
revision (historical versioning).
variant. Versions intended to coexist are called variants (parallel
versioning).
configuration. A configuration is a consistent and complete version of
a composite object, i.e. a set of object versions and their relationships.
product space. The product space is composed of all objects and their
relationships. The product space is organised by relationships between objects, e.g. composition relationships and (build) dependency
relationships.
version space. The version space is composed of the versions (i.e. revisions and variants) and their relationships (e.g. successor, offspring,
merge, etc). The version space is often organised into a version graph
or version grid.
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AND/OR Graphs AND/OR graphs [190] provide a general model for integrating product space and version space. An AND/OR graph is a directed, acyclic graph in which each node is either a leaf, an AND node, or an
OR node. Analogously, a distinction is made between AND and OR edges,
which originate from AND and OR nodes, respectively.





AND node. An AND node represents a configuration. All successors
of an AND node must be combined to form a complete configuration.
OR node. An OR node represents a versioned object. An OR node
implies a choice. One may choose one of its successors: the versions
of the object.
Leaf node. A leaf node corresponds with a primitive object and represents program modules, documentation data, test data, etc.

AND edges are used to represent both the composition of configurations
and dependency relationships [33]. Figure 3.2 shows an example – taken
from [33] – of a product graph for a configuration called foo. In this
example the product structure is selected first; subsequently, versions of
components are selected. Other selection orders (e.g. version first or intertwined) are also quite common [32, 33]. The grey nodes of Figure 3.2
define a complete configuration, i.e. a particular version of the product
foo. In the rest of the chapter we will use AND/OR graphs to represent
relationships between products.
SCM Tools

SCM tools have evolved significantly over the last twenty
years. Tools have gone from file-oriented versioning utilities to full blown
repository-based systems that manage projects and support team development environments, even across geographic locations. In this chapter, a
discussion on particular SCM tools is clearly out of scope. The interested
reader, however, is invited to visit the ‘Configuration Management Yellow
Pages’ on Internet [194] or consult the Proceedings of the Annual Workshops on Software Configuration Management.

In the following section we describe the product space and version space of
a typical verification trajectory using a model checker.

3.3.2

Product space of the verification trajectory
Model checking is the process of checking that a model of a system satisfies
a certain property. Consequently, the verification activities are centralized
around the verification objects ‘model’ and ‘property’. In software development, a software object records the results of a development or maintenance activity [33]. In the verification phase, a verification object records
the results of a verification activity.
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M – Model From the modelling phase two products are obtained: a model
M and a set of properties S which the model must satisfy (see Figure 3.1).
The purpose of the verification phase is to prove that the model M is correct
with respect to the set of properties S.
In most verification projects that we know of, the verification has been
carried out using a single model checker. In such cases, the model M is conveniently represented directly in the specification language of the model
checker.
Limiting the verification to a single model checker, however, restricts
the type of properties that can be checked during the verification phase.
This is because – due to the nature of the infamous state space explosion –
current model checkers are highly specialized towards the verification of a
particular system domain (e.g. hardware vs. software systems) or towards
a certain type of properties (e.g. functional properties, timing properties).
The model checker S PIN [83, 88], for example, is optimised towards the
functional analysis of communicating processes, i.e. the analysis of protocols. U PPAAL [123], on the other hand, is a tool box for the verification and
validation of real-time systems.
If the set S contains a diverse set of properties, it will not suffice to use
a single verification tool for all properties. Consequently, in such cases,
the description language of a single model checker will not be expressive
enough to model the system for verification of all properties S. In such
cases, the model M may be encoded in a hybrid language of the model
checkers involved in the verification or in a more general specification
language like LOTOS [12] or its successor E-LOTOS [100]. See [41, 103]
for examples that used two different model checkers to verify a protocol.
In both projects, S PIN has been used to verify the functional properties
whereas U PPAAL has been used to check the timing properties of the protocol. As another example, in the first phase of the design the BOS, which
we mentioned in Section 1.4, both S PIN and Z were used for the specification and validation of the system [108, 109, 199].
In the following, we assume that M is a model of the system under
verification. The model M is either represented in the description language
of the model checker or it is easily translated (i.e. abstracted) into the
modelling language of the verification tools.
P j – Part In general, the detailed model M of a system is not suitable
as input for a model checker. The reason for this is that the state space
of the model M is generally much too large to be verified exhaustively by
any model checker. Although much promising research has been and is
being conducted to tackle the state space explosion (e.g. [62, 135]), the
verification engineer has to invest substantial effort as well. In order to
reduce the state space of the model he has to make abstractions of the
model. To structure the abstraction process and the verification process it
is profitable to decompose the model M into a set of parts. Decomposing
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the model M into parts may serve the following goals:

 controlling the complexity of the model M;
 guiding the abstraction of the model M with respect to the properties;
 when an error has been found in M, ensuring that only these properties get reverified that are affected by the error.
The last goal may need some explanation. By the nature of the model
checking process, a single verification run may be both space and time consuming. Therefore one should strive to reduce the number of model checking runs in the verification trajectory. Using the information contained
in the decomposition of the model M and the subsequent abstractions of
the model M in the verification phase, it is possible to limit the number of
reverification runs. This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3.3.
We assume that a model M is decomposed into m parts P j s.
M = P1

P2

:::

Pm

(3.1)

The
operator in (3.1) does not have a defined and constant semantics.
It just specifies the decomposition of M into parts P1 : : : Pm . In general
it is not clear which decomposition is best suited for the verification of a
model M. The experience of the verification engineer and the properties
that have to be checked should guide the decomposition process. Some
general guidelines for the decomposition are:





As a general rule of thumb, one should strive to decompose the model
into parts which have the same level of abstraction.
When the system under verification is modelled as a set of parallel
communicating processes, it is best to decompose the model M into
processes P1 : : : Pm and let indicate the parallelism of the processes.
If the model M is defined as a literate document (see Chapter 2), the
structuring of the model into chunks may guide the decomposition
into chunks.

In the following, we assume that there exists a fixed decomposition of
model M into parts parts P1 : : : Pm .
φi – Property A property φi is a property which should hold for the model
M under verification. Most properties will be derived (implicitly or explicitly) from the system requirements that have been captured during the
initial design phase. Other properties may have been identified during the
modelling phase. Although the property itself may be specified in any language – even in natural language – to serve as the input to a model checker,
a property should be translated into the property language of the model
checker. Most model checkers use a form of temporal logic for specification
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M
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φ2
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φi
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:::

Mi

:::

φn
Mn

Figure 3.3: Dependency tree between the model M, the properties φi and the corresponding abstract models Mi .

of the correctness property. The model checker S PIN, for example, uses
Linear Temporal Logic as its principal property language. Naturally, the
abstractions of the model M should be guided by the correctness property
φi that is to be verified.
Mi = abstract(M ; φi )

(3.2)

In (3.2), Mi represents the abstract version of the model M with respect to
the property φi that is to be verified. The function abstract represents the
abstraction activity to arrive at this model Mi . The dependency relation
between M, the properties φi and the corresponding models Mi is depicted
in Figure 3.3 using an AND/OR graph.3
Ri - Verification Data A single verification run of a model checker involves several elements of information, that all have to be recorded. First
of all, the outcome of the run itself has to be logged. If the property φi
holds for the model Mi , this outcome may be nothing more than “Yes, the
model Mi satisfies property φi ”. There may be cases - when the state space
of the model Mi is still too large to be verified exhaustively - that we are
satisfied with the answer “No errors found, n% of the state space visited”.
Furthermore, the proof of a property φ may sometimes be given by a trace
that leads to the state that we are interested in. The situation where the
model checker concludes that a model Mi does not satisfy the property φi is
discussed later in this section. Apart from the outcome of the various runs,
as already been discussed in Chapter 2, other verification data include:




Options. Current model checkers provide the user with an extensive
set of options and directives to optimise and tune the functionality
and performance of the verification run. To reproduce a verification
run of a model checker all these options should be recorded.
Statistics. Furthermore, the nature of verification tools is that they
either need a lot of processing time or need a lot of memory or even

3 Note that there are only four OR edges (i.e. dotted arrows) in Figure 3.3: from M to the
abstracted models M1 , M2 , Mi and Mn . The two φ2 and φi are just drawn on top of these edges.
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Figure 3.4: Dependency relation between the abstract model
Mi , the property φi and the verification data Ri .

both. Statistics on such properties of verification runs are valuable
attributes of the verification trajectory.
All information on a particular verification run should be regarded as a
verification object as well.
Ri = run(mci ; Mi ; φi )

(3.3)

Ri captures all verification data of the verification run of the model checker
Although the model checker
may not be fixed during the complete verification trajectory, we will not
make the distinction between different model checkers in the rest of this
chapter. We consider the particular model checker mci to be part of the
model Mi , implicitly. In Figure 3.4 the verification data Ri is added to the
dependency graph of Figure 3.3.

mci on the model Mi against the property φi .

Abstraction of Parts In this subsection we investigate the relation between a particular model Mi and the parts P j . In Section 3.3.3 this relation
will be used to relate the various models Mi ’s.
In (3.1), we proposed the decomposition of the model M into the parts
P1 : : : Pm . This decomposition is orthogonal to the abstraction of the model
M into abstract models Mi as specified in (3.2). From (3.1) and (3.2) it
follows that
Mi = abstract(

m
k
k=1 P ; φi )

(3.4)

In general, the function abstract does not distribute over the parts P j . In
other words, it is not always possible to construct the abstract model Mi by
simply making abstractions of all the parts of M. For example, if the model
M is defined as a set of communicating processes, a typical abstraction is
to combine several processes into a single one.
Still, to construct a model Mi , one typically makes abstractions of parts
P j . In doing so, one often reuses abstractions that worked for previous
models. To control the verification trajectory, it is needed that the set of
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Figure 3.5: Part of the product space of a verification process.

all abstractions of parts is managed. For this purpose, we introduce the
notion of abstraction graph. An abstraction graph contains all parts of a
model M and its abstractions as used in the verification phase.
The bottom half of Figure 3.5 shows an example of the abstraction
graph of a model M. The abstracted parts P are indexed by a string of
j
Greek letters, called the abstraction identifier. A dotted arrow from Pψ to
j
j
j
Pω means that Pω is a direct abstraction of Pψ . The abstraction identifier ψ
j
of a father Pψ is always the prefix of the abstraction identifiers of its direct
j
(more abstract) sons. For the first abstraction of Pψ , an α is added to the
abstraction identifier ψ, for the second abstraction a β, etc. The bottom
half of Figure 3.5 also shows that an abstraction can be obtained by merfk;l g
ging two different parts: Pα is an abstraction of Pk and Pl . Note that the
model M in the abstraction graph is an AND-node in the sense that it is
j
composed out of all parts P1 : : : Pm . All abstracted parts Pψ are OR-nodes.
Summarising, we have identified the following verification objects: the
model M, a part P j , a property φi , the corresponding abstract model Mi and
the verification data Ri . Furthermore, we have distinguished the abstracj
ted parts Pω - which are variants of P j .
Figure 3.5 shows an example of a dependency graph containing some
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verification objects of the product space of a particular verification project.
The model M occurs twice in the graph. At the top M is the origin of the
abstract models Mi whereas at the bottom it is the father parent of all
abstracted parts P j . In the example of Figure 3.5, the model Mi contains
k and Pl , whereas the model M contains the part Pfk;l g .
the parts Pγαβ
n
α
ββ

3.3.3

Reverification
Apart from the verification objects discussed in the previous section, another dimension can be distinguished in the verification process: versions.
In this section we will see that several versions of the same verification
object may exist during the verification phase.
Errors So far we assumed that during the verification phase no errors
are being found: every abstraction Mi is proven correct with respect to the
corresponding property φi . It is, however, common practice that instead
of proving the absence of errors, a model checker will detect errors in the
model. When an error is found by a model checker, the error can be classified into four types:






property error: there is not an error in the model or the system itself,
but the property φi is stated incorrectly;
abstraction error: Mi is not a correct abstraction of M;
modelling error: Mi is a correct abstraction of M, but M itself is not a
correct representation of the system;
design error: Mi is a correct abstraction of M and M is a correct representation of the design of the system, but the design itself is found
to be erroneous.

The property error is straightforward to handle. Only the erroneous property φi has to be corrected and the verification should be run again. The
other three types of errors have more implications. In all three cases the
model M or its abstraction Mi contained an error. We still have to repair
this error and reverify the corrected model against the property φi . However, the fix to the error may have effects on all abstractions Mk that have
previously been verified. This means that all models Mk that are affected
by the change to Mi should be reverified against their corresponding property φk . When a design error is exposed by the model checker, the error
should be reported back to the design team. When the error in the design
has been corrected, both the modelling and verification phase should be
completely carried out again.
In the following we will discuss the consequences of errors on the various verification objects. We will show that for a controlled and reliable
verification process, version management on the objects is essential.
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Algorithm 3.1 Global verification algorithm.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

procedure verify(M ; S)

M : model to be verified
S : set of properties to be checked
C := fg
foreach φi in S do
Mi;1 := abstract(M ; φi )
Ri;1 := run(mci ; Mi;1 ; φi )
outcome := interpret(Ri;1 )
while outcome = ‘error in property’ do
correct(φi )
Ri;1 := run(mci ; Mi;1 ; φi )
outcome := interpret(Ri;1 )
od
if outcome = ‘no errors’
C := C [ fφi g
else if outcome = ‘abstraction error’ _ outcome = ‘error in the model’
C := C [ fφi g
Perror := errorparts(Mi;1 ; Ri;1 )
E := affected(C; Perror )
reverify(E ; C)
else if outcome = ‘design error’

go back to the design phase to correct the error

22

exit

23
24
25
26

fi
od
end verify

Algorithm 3.1 presents a detailed pseudo-algorithm4 for the verification phase as introduced informally in Figure 3.1. The input for verify
is the model M to be verified and the set S of properties to be checked. In
line 4, the set C is assigned the empty set. The set C is the set of properties
that have been verified at least once.5 In the foreach-loop of lines 5-25,
all properties φi are systematically checked. In line 6, the first version of
model Mi is constructed using the abstract() function. We will use a ‘; j’ suffix to a subscript of a verification object to identify its j-th version. The
corresponding verification results are obtained in line 7. If the property
φi turned out to be incorrect, the property φi is corrected and reverified in
verify

4 The pseudo-algorithms of of the Algorithms 3.1–3.3 define the necessary procedures for
a managed and controlled verification trajectory. The procedures cannot all be automated,
though. Several aspects (esp. with respect to abstractions) will still need to be resolved by
humans. Thus, the pseudo-nature of the algorithms is not caused by the imaginary programming language of the algorithms alone.
5 Note that in the flow chart of Figure 3.1 a set of properties left to be verified (i.e. NV) is
maintained, whereas in Algorithm 3.1, the set of properties already verified (i.e. C) is used.
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Algorithm 3.2 Reverification algorithm.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

procedure reverify(E0 ; C)

E0 : set of properties that are affected by the last error(s)
C : set of properties that have been verified at least once
foreach φs in E0 do
Ms;t := retrieve latest version of Ms
Ms;(t +1) := construct (t + 1)-th version of model Ms by correcting
the affected parts of Ms;t w.r.t. to the last errors found
Rs;(t +1) := run(mcs ; Ms;(t +1) ; φs )
outcome := interpret(Rs;(t +1) )
while outcome = ‘error in property’ do
correct(Ms;(t +1) ; φs )
Rs;(t +1) := run(mcs ; Ms;(t +1) ; φs )
outcome := interpret(Rs;(t +1) )
od
if outcome = ‘no errors’
E0 := E0 nφs
else if outcome = ‘abstraction error’ _ outcome = ‘error in the model’
Perror := errorparts(Ms;(t +1) ; Rs;(t +1) )
E1 := affected(C; Perror )
reverify(E0 [ E1 ; C)
else if outcome = ‘design error’

go back to the design phase to correct the error

22

exit

23
24
25
26

fi
od
end reverify

the loop of lines 9-13. If the property φi holds for the model Mi , this φi is
added to C. If the verification reveals an ‘abstraction error’ or an ‘error
in the model’, the error should be corrected as well. However, the error
found may affect the correctness of previous verification runs. In line 18,
the parts Perror of Mi;1 that caused the error are isolated. In line 19, the
function affected calculates the properties (i.e. the corresponding models
M j ) which are affected by the error (i.e. using the set Perror ). All affected
properties E are reverified in line 20. If the verification reveals an ‘design
error’ (line 21), one has to re-enter the design phase and the verification
phase is terminated.
Algorithm 3.2 presents the pseudo-algorithm for reverify, the reverification process. The procedure reverify systematically verifies all properties E0 that are affected by the last error(s). We assume, that all versions
of the verification objects are globally available to this procedure. The
reverify
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Algorithm 3.3 Computing the set of ‘affected’ properties.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

function affected(C; Perror ) : set of properties

C : set of properties that have been verified at least once
Perror : set of parts that have been found to be erroneous
E := fg
foreach φs in C do
Ms;t := retrieve latest version of Ms
foreach Pωk in Ms;t do
foreach Pψe in Perror do
if related(Pωk ; Pψe )
E := E [ fφs g
break out to outer loop
fi

12
13
14
15
16
17

od
od
od
return E
end affected

structure of reverify resembles the structure of verify, but there are a few
apparent differences. To reverify a property φs , in line 5, the latest version
t of the model Ms is retrieved. In line 6, the (t + 1)-th version of model Ms
is constructed. This new, corrected version of Ms is subsequently verified
in line 8. Again, the outcome of the verification needs interpretation. As
long as only errors in the property φs are found, the model Ms;(t +1) should
be adjusted and reverified (lines 10-14). If the new version Ms;(t +1) is still
correct w.r.t. property φs (lines 15 and 16), the property φs can be removed
from E0 . If the verification reveals an abstraction error or an error in the
model, however, this error may affect all properties which have previously
been verified. The erroneous parts Perror are isolated in line 18. The set
of affected parts E1 is obtained in line 19. The set of properties left to be
verified now consists of E0 [ E1 and the procedure reverify() is recursively
called in line 20 with this augmented set.
The function affected (cf. Algorithm 3.3) returns a set of properties, whose corresponding models might have been affected by the erroneous parts Perror . The safe but naive approach is to return the complete
set C without looking at the parts Perror . The drawback of this approach
is that properties will get reverified that have no relation with the parts
Perror . In affected(), we will use the abstraction graph of the model M to only
return the properties that are really affected by Perror . The body of affected()
is quite straightforward. For each property φs that has been verified before,
it checks whether the latest version of its model - Ms;t - contains a part Pωk
affected
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that is related to a part Pψe from Perror . If there is a relation, the property φs
is added to the set of properties that are affected.
The real work of affected is delegated to the function related, which
checks whether two abstract parts are related. The function related uses
the abstraction graph of the model M to decide whether two parts are related. Four possible relations can be identified:






Pψe and Pωk are the same, i.e.
e = k ^ ψ = ω.
Pψe is a direct or indirect abstraction (descendant) of Pωk , i.e.
(e = k ^ ω is a prefix of ψ) _ (k 2 e).
Pωk is a direct or indirect abstraction (descendant) of Pψe , i.e.
(k = e ^ ψ is a prefix of ω) _ (e 2 k).
Pωe and Pψk are unrelated; they do not share the same ancestor P j , i.e.
(e 6= k) ^ (e 2
= k) ^ (k 2
= e).

Without further inspection of Pψe and Pωk , only for the last alternative it is
certain that Pωk is not affected by the error in Pψe .

3.3.4

Managing the Verification Phase
In Section 3.3.2 we discussed all verification objects of the verification
phase. In Section 3.3.3 we showed the need to control the versions of
these objects due to the reverification process. It is clear that the verification process does not only suffer from a state space explosion, but from
a versioned product space explosion as well. To tackle this latter explosion, it is apparent that the verification process should be supported by a
SCM system. Current (academic) model checking tools do not provide SCM
functionality. On the other hand, the functionality of full-blown state-ofthe-art SCM tools seems to be too excessive. When SCM policies and tools
are already being used in the software engineering process of the system
under verification, these SCM tools could be extended to control the verification activities as well. Still, we believe that verification tools should be
augmented with (at least) basic SCM functionality.
For a controlled and reproducible verification phase, version control and
build-management are most important. For this purpose, a file-based version control tool like RCS [191], PRCS [130] or the popular CVS [57], in
combination with a basic build-management tool like make [56] might be
sufficient. If the verification efforts are carried out by a team of people,
there should also be solid support for teamwork. In Chapter 2 we suggested that the literate verification report should be based on the results from
the verification phase. For this purpose, the supporting SCM tool should
also include strong reporting facilities.
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For a managed and efficient verification phase, it should be easy to
navigate through the model of the system, the abstractions of the model,
the relations between the models and the properties and the verification
results. Preferably, these navigation features should be integrated within
the verification tool. Clearly, the SCM functionality should be offered as a
‘sand-box’ environment: SCM functionality should not hamper the verifier
in the verification of the system.

3.4

X SPIN /P ROJECT
In this section we briefly discuss X SPIN /P ROJECT, an extension of X SPIN
for the management of validation data. X SPIN /P ROJECT has been developed to manage the verification trajectory that we presented in Section 3.3. X SPIN /P ROJECT is discussed in greater detail in [164].
X SPIN [88] is a graphical front-end for the verification tool S PIN. With
X SPIN the user can edit, simulate and verify models written in the specification language P ROMELA. X SPIN /P ROJECT is an extension of X SPIN to
manage and control the simulation and verification activities when using
X SPIN: every validation activity can be saved into a database of versioned
verification objects.
X SPIN /P ROJECT uses PRCS - the Project Revision Control System [130]
- as its underlying SCM system. PRCS is a version-control system for collections of files with a simple operational model, a clean user interface and
high performance. PRCS is freely available from [129]. The current version
of PRCS is implemented using RCS [191] as its back-end storage mechanism. PRCS has some additional features which makes it well suited for
integration into X SPIN [164]:





Conceptually close to validation objects. PRCS defines a project version as a labeled snapshot of a group of files, and provides operations on project versions as a whole. Thus a project version naturally
relates to a specific validation model and all its validation results.
Version naming scheme. PRCS’ version naming scheme corresponds
closely to the version concepts from the validation framework: abstraction and revisions of these abstractions.
Simple operational model. In PRCS, each project version is identified
by a single distinguished file, the version descriptor; this file contains
a description of the files included in that particular version. Adding
files (i.e. validation results) only involves adding the filename to this
version descriptor file.

Figure 3.6 shows the architecture of X SPIN /P ROJECT. The P ROJECT-part
of X SPIN /P ROJECT is responsible for collecting the P ROMELA models and
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Xspin

Promela models
validation results

Project
Tcl/Tk

description.log

PRCS

PRCS repository

Figure 3.6: Architecture of X SPIN /P ROJECT.

simulation and verification results from X SPIN and passing them to PRCS.
Furthermore, the P ROJECT-part integrates a visual front end to PRCS into
X SPIN. The P ROJECT-extensions are written in Tcl/Tk [144, 198].
Every P ROMELA model Mi; j can be saved into the PRCS repository. Furthermore, the contents of any message box of X SPIN which is the result
of some simulation or verification run can be saved into the PRCS repository. X SPIN /P ROJECT uses a special file, i.e. description.log, in which
it stores additional information on the validation activity into the current
version of the project. For example, validation goals, options, directives,
timestamps, etc. These aspects of the validation activity are all part of the
validation data Ri; j .
In a nutshell, the current version of X SPIN /P ROJECT can be characterized
as follows:






X SPIN /P ROJECT implements a visual front end to PRCS into X SPIN.
To the user, X SPIN /P ROJECT is presented as a conceptual database
of P ROMELA models together with their validation results.
The user of X SPIN /P ROJECT can save all its simulation and verification activities into the PRCS database. Furthermore, the user is
given the possibility to annotate these validation activities.
All essential verification data, such as directives and options to the C
compiler and the pan verifier, are automatically saved into the PRCS
repository.
X SPIN /P ROJECT ensures the integrity of the P ROMELA models and
their validation models.

X SPIN /P ROJECT uses plain PRCS as its underlying configuration management tool. This means that all additional powerful features (like diff and
merge) of PRCS are also available to the user. However, these advanced
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Figure 3.7: Screen capture of a validation session with X SPIN /P ROJECT.

features of PRCS are not (yet) available from within X SPIN /P ROJECT. To
exploit these features, one should use PRCS’ command-line options.
In figure 3.7 a screenshot of a validation session with X SPIN /P ROJECT has
been captured. The added functionality of X SPIN /P ROJECT provides the
user with a consistent, flexible and reproducible environment to edit and
validate P ROMELA models. The user of X SPIN should not be unnecessarily hampered during the validation trajectory. Below we discuss the user
awareness with respect to the features added by X SPIN /P ROJECT on top of
the original X SPIN (see Figure 3.7):



Accessing PRCS. An extra top-level menu has been added to X SPIN:
Project. This menu is used to access most X SPIN /P ROJECT functions,
like

 Starting a new project.
 Opening an existing project.
 Loading (checking out) a particular P ROMELA model (i.e. an explicit version of the project).

 Saving (checking in) a particular P ROMELA model and all its
recorded validation results.
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 Adding files explicitly to the current version. This may be useful
when non-X SPIN files are relevant to a validation run or when
one has forgotten to save a X SPIN file into the repository.
 Cleaning up the directory. Using this function all files that have
been saved previously in the repository are removed from the
current directory.





Saving validation results. To every dialog box containing validation
output (e.g. simulation traces, message sequence charts) an extra
button has been added: “Save into Repository”. When this button is
pressed, X SPIN /P ROJECT shows a dialog box where the user can annotate the particular file with some notes on the particular validation
run. The file and the (optional) notes are subsequently saved into the
repository. Furthermore, for verification runs, X SPIN /P ROJECT saves
all options that are needed to build and run the pan verifier into the
description.log file.
Forcing version integrity. Modification of a P ROMELA model is prohibited until all validation results on the model have been saved into
the version repository.

X SPIN /P ROJECT is a prototype tool to aid the validation engineer who uses
X SPIN. The current version of X SPIN /P ROJECT presents the user with
a conceptual database for P ROMELA models and their validation results.
With respect to the discussion on verification management in Section 3.3,
several features are not implemented yet. For instance, X SPIN /P ROJECT
does not yet support automatic reverification of P ROMELA models. Still,
the current version of X SPIN /P ROJECT already promises to be a great help
in managing the version space explosion when using X SPIN.

3.5

Conclusions
In current research on automated verification, much effort is put into verification algorithms, whereas control and management issues are – at best
– limited supported. Currently, model checkers are being used as efficient
debugging tools. As long as nasty errors are being exposed, this may be
satisfactory enough. However, when one is aiming at the systematic verification of a system, one needs more than just a smart debugging tool.
This chapter discussed the practical problems of the verifier who uses
a model checker to verify a (design of a) system. Apart from the inherent
state space explosion of the model of the system, the verifier has to deal
with the data explosion of the modelling phase and the versioned product
space explosion of the verification phase. In Section 3.3 all objects of the
verification phase and their relations were enumerated. A reverification
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pseudo-algorithm has been presented which makes sure that errors found
in the model do not invalidate previous verification runs.
Verification tools need basic SCM support. A verifier should be able
to navigate efficiently through the versioned product space to understand
and manipulate the relations between the various objects. We have shown
that limited SCM support can readily be added to (visual) model checking
tools. The prototype version of X SPIN /P ROJECT presents the user with
a conceptual database for P ROMELA models and their validation results.
Future additions to X SPIN /P ROJECT might include (i) reporting facilities,
(ii) automatic reverification, (iii) reuse of options and directives and (iv)
comparison of different models.
Future work to arrive at a complete ‘systematic verification methodology’ should include the definition of methods and policies to guide the
modelling and verification phase. With respect to this at least the following lines of research seem interesting:






Modularization and abstraction. Kesten and Pnueli [114] describe
the main tools of compositionality and abstraction in the framework
of linear temporal logic. In Section 3.3 we have seen that abstraction
is the key activity of the practising verifier during the verification
phase.
Compositional model checking. The function related as described in
Section 3.3.3 might be partly automated by using techniques from
the area of compositional model checking [2, 3, 127].
Property patterns. Dwyer et. al. [49, 50] propose a pattern-based
approach to the presentation, codification and reuse of property specifications for finite-state verification. Their results should guide the
verifier engineer during the modelling phase in constructing the set
of properties S which have to be verified.

Chapter
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Eﬀective S PIN

Learning the fundamentals of
a programming language is one thing;
learning how to design and implement
effective programs in that language
is something else entirely.
Scott Meyers – Effective C++

Niemand kan tweemaal op hetzelfde punt beginnen.
Elk experiment dat niet herhaald kan worden,
is helemaal geen experiment.
Niemand kan met zijn leven experimenteren.
Niemand hoeft zich te verwijten dat hij in den blinde leeft.
Willem Frederik Hermans – Nooit meer slapen
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Introduction
Since the introduction of the first version of the model checker S PIN [82]
in 1991 (accompanying Gerard Holzmann’s book [83] on S PIN), many papers have been published on technical improvements to S PIN. The extensive list of industrial applications [88] shows that S PIN has already been
proven quite useful. The proceedings of the S PIN Workshops [179] give a
good overview of the (applied) research on S PIN. It is surprising that less
attention has been given to the pragmatic use of S PIN; there is not even a
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list for S PIN.
With respect to verification tools that need extensive user guidance –
like theorem provers and proof checkers – model checkers are often put
forward as ‘press-the-button’ tools: given a model and a property, pressing
the ‘verify’ button of the model checker is sufficient for the tool to prove
or disprove the property. If both the model and the property are readily
available, this claim might be true. However, the formalisation of both
the model and the properties is usually not a trivial task. Furthermore,
due to the infamous state space explosion problem, both the model and
the property to be verified should be coded as efficiently as possible for the
model checker that is being used.
Now that model checking tools in general and S PIN in particular are
becoming more widespread in use [86], these tools are starting to be adopted by people that only want to press the button and that do not know
precisely what is ‘under the hood’ of such verification tools. During validation projects, that we reported on in Chapter 1 and during the education
of our students we experienced that – without proper guidance – P RO MELA and S PIN are not being used in the most optimal way. On the one
hand, P ROMELA, because it resembles C [113], is regarded as a high-level
programming language. On the other hand, S PIN is seen as a magic tool
that can verify even the largest systems. P ROMELA models are being constructed as some sort of C programs that may be good specifications and
functional models, but may not be as efficient to verify. Several solutions
to this potential misuse of model checkers come to mind:





More aggressive tools. If model checking tools would mimic optimising compilers more closely, all non-efficiency could be optimised
away. The limited price to pay would be a drop-in compilation and
runtime speed.
Restrict the language. If the user of the model checker cannot use
‘expensive’ constructs, the model will be efficient by construction. The
catch here is that in general it will be more difficult to model systems.
Educate the users. If the users know what constructs should be avoided and what data and control structures are most efficient, the
user can improve his modelling skills himself.
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This chapter aims to be helpful with respect to the last solution. A preliminary version of this chapter has been published as [165], which contained
earlier versions of the recipes in the Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.9 and 4.13.
Especially the last recipe on ‘Invariance’ has been changed considerably.
Effective Model Checking Press-the-button verification is only feasible for small to medium-sized applications. Industrial-size applications
need aggressive use of the modelling language, the properties to be checked
and the verification tool itself. As discussed above, there is generally a big
difference in efficiency in the models developed by a ‘casual’ user and the
models developed by an ‘expert’ user. Moreover, the ‘expert’ user knows
how to exploit the directives and options of the model checker to optimise the verification runs. Efficient use of model checking tools seems to
require an ‘assembler programming’ approach to model building: use all
tricks of the model checker to minimise the state space of the model and
make the verification process as efficient as possible. The ‘expert’ verification engineer resembles the seasoned programmer, who not only has a
deep knowledge and understanding of data structures and algorithms but
also knows the options and directives to tune the programming tools that
he is using.
With model checking tools there is – just as with programming – a
trade-off between time and space requirements. For the model checking process, however, the space requirements are much more important
than the time requirements. With respect to effective model checking with
S PIN, the following optimisation order should be adopted:
1. Number of states. Because of the state space explosion, it is crucial to
reduce the number of states as much as possible. So reduction of the
number of states is the first consideration.
2. State vector size. The minimization of the size of the state vector (i.e.
the amount of memory which is needed to encode a single state) is
the next concern.
3. Size of search stack. Our next priority lies with the minimisation of
S PIN’s depth-first search stack of states.
4. Verification time. Only in the last case, reduction of the verification
time should be taken into account.
S PIN has several options and directives to tune the verification process.
Not surprisingly, many of these options are related to the trade-off between
space and time requirements. As argued in Chapter 3, an efficient verification model is usually optimised and tuned towards the property that has
to be verified. It is not unusual to have a different model for each different
property. This differs from programming, where one usually has only a
single program (and older superseded versions of that program).
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This chapter presents a couple of ‘expert’ techniques to optimise both
the modelling and verification process when using S PIN. These techniques
are mostly concerned with the minimization of the number of states or
the reduction of the state vector. The techniques discussed here are not
answers to FAQs, but are presented as ‘recipes from a cookbook’ in the style
of [26] and [138]. The recipes are presented in a tutorial manner, using the
literate style of presentation as discussed in Chapter 2. When appropriate,
there will be pointers to more formal and technical discussions, though.1
All recipes are concluded with a box that summarises the key-points of the
particular recipe.
All proposed techniques can be used with standard P ROMELA and standard S PIN. No modifications to S PIN are needed. Some of the techniques
(e.g. assignment of arrays, efficient arrays of bits, checking for pure atomicity, etc.) could however be performed automatically by a preprocessor
or by S PIN itself, and could be regarded as proposals for optimisations to
S PIN.
Experiments The techniques discussed in this chapter and the advice
given are verified and checked using numerous experiments with S PIN
itself. Section 4.2 discusses the ‘laboratory setup’ and the additional tools
that we used to systematically verify all these P ROMELA models. Summaries of the results of most of these experiments are included in the chapter.
The work of this chapter should be classified as empirical, experimental
science [21], rather than the more traditional theoretical computer science.
All verification experiments are run on a Dell Inspiron 7000 Notebook
computer running Red Hat Linux 6.1 (Linux kernel version 2.2.12). The
Dell computer is driven by a Pentium II/300MHz with 128Mb of main
memory. For most pan verification runs we limited the memory to 64Mb
though. For our experiments we used S PIN version 3.3.10.
Some verification runs have been repeated with certain optimisation
settings enabled or disabled. The different types of verification runs are
identified as follows:
default settings, in most cases just the default X SPIN settings;
-o1
disables S PIN’s data-flow optimisations in pan verifier;
-o2
disables S PIN’s dead variable elimination in pan verifier;
-o3
disables S PIN’s smart merging of safe and atomic statements;
-DNOREDUCE disables partial order reduction
-DCOLLAPSE enables a state vector compression mode
default

1 In this chapter, we have tried to retain the tutorial style of presentation of [165] and
the forthcoming [166]. Consequently, the style of the discussions – especially in the early
recipes – is sometimes quite frivolous.
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uses a minimised deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
encoding for the state space

See [181] for details on these verification options.
Benchmark Models To compare the effectiveness of the techniques proposed in the recipes, we have used P ROMELA models of the following wellknown, medium-size protocols to serve as benchmark verification models:
brp
pftp
leader
philo

sliding
cambridge
inc-dec

a bounded retransmission protocol (from [42]);
a flow control protocol (from [83] and part of the S PIN distribution);
a leader election protocol (part of the S PIN distribution);
a model for the well-known dining philosophers problem;
we used N=7 for the default runs and N=6 for verification
runs with the -DNOREDUCE option.
a go-back-n sliding window protocol [188] (slightly modified from [180]);
the Cambridge Ring Protocol [141] (slightly modified from
[180]).
a simple P ROMELA model where two counters are nondeterministically incremented or decremented.

Note that we have not used a fixed set of models for all experiments; with
respect to the property to be checked or the technique to be analysed, we
sometimes had to change the verification models in minor ways.

4.2

Tool Support

4.2.1

Introduction
One of the practical difficulties of analysing systems with S PIN – as discussed in depth in Chapter 3 – is to keep track of (i) all (different versions of
all) P ROMELA models, (ii) the results of the verification and (iii) the options
that were used to build the particular pan verifiers. While conducting the
verification experiments for this chapter, we stumbled upon yet another
management related problem. To certify our hypotheses about S PIN, we
had to verify many different P ROMELA models. We used S PIN’s commandline version to run these different verifications in batch mode. Collecting
the interesting data from the files with verification results generated by
pan turned out to be tedious and error-prone, though.
In this section, before presenting the actual P ROMELA recipes, we briefly discuss the ‘laboratory setup’ that we used to systematically verify all
P ROMELA models that we analysed for this chapter. We developed two
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Figure 4.1: Laboratory setup to (i) automatically verify P RO MELA models and (ii) generate verification reports from the
S PIN verification reports.

small tools: runspin and ppr, which we used to automate the complete
verification process and to collect the verification data from the reports
generated by pan. Both tools are also useful for ‘normal’ verification projects with S PIN where they can relieve the verification engineer of some of
the managing and reporting duties of the verification trajectory.
Figure 4.1 shows the laboratory setup that we used to control our experiments with S PIN. We exploited the literate programming tool noweb
[156, 157] to describe and document our P ROMELA models. For our experiments we found it convenient to store the options to build the pan verifiers
in the same source file, alongside with the P ROMELA models themselves.
All these options were collected by noweb into the file options.dat.
The runspin script is then used to retrieve the options from options.dat2
and to use these options (i) to run S PIN to generate the pan source files, (ii)
to start a C compiler to compile the pan verifier and finally, (iii) to run the
pan verifier itself. The results of pan are directed to a file. To this output
2 Although we used noweb to generate both the P ROMELA models and the options.dat
files, this is not really needed. The tool runspin only requires a valid options.dat file.
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file, runspin adds useful information like the options used, the version of
S PIN, the version of the C compiler, the time and memory consumptions of
the verification, etc.
After verifying several P ROMELA files, the ppr tool is used to generate a
report from all runspin augmented pan output files. The ppr tool generates
a table containing (selected) information regarding all verification runs.
The file ppr.cols specifies which items of the verification report should
be saved into the table (i.e. the columns). For each verification run, ppr
will list the appropriate data in a row of the table. The ppr tool can either
generate a LATEX tabular table or a table in csv (i.e. comma separated
values) format to be imported into a spreadsheet program.
Although not listed in Figure 4.1, the complete verification trajectory
with S PIN and the tools mentioned above is typically controlled and directed using make [56]. Below, we discuss the tools runspin and ppr in
somewhat greater detail.

4.2.2

runspin
runspin is a straightforward shell script (270 lines of code, including com-

ments) that automates the complete verification of a P ROMELA model with
S PIN. runspin retrieves the options for a particular P ROMELA model from
an options.dat file.
The options.dat file is a text-file that contains a collection of records.
Each record consists of exactly four lines. The different records are separated by empty lines. The first line of each record is the name of that
record. This is typically the name of a P ROMELA file or a tag like default
or no-reduce. The other three lines of a record contain (i) the options for
S PIN, (ii) the options for the C compiler and (iii) the options to pass to the
pan verifier.
After retrieving the options for a particular P ROMELA model, runspin
uses these options to generate the source file for the pan verifier, to compile
the pan verifier and finally to run the actual pan verifier. The output of the
pan verifier is saved to a verification report. Finally, runspin adds the
following information to the verification report:







name of the P ROMELA source file;
date and time of the verification run;
version of S PIN and version of the C compiler;
options passed to S PIN, the C compiler and the pan verifier;
resources used by the verification (e.g. time and memory consumption) as reported by the system utility time.
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atomic steps
depth reached
errors found
expected coverage
gcc version
hash compact version
hash conflicts
hash factor
ma edges
ma nodes
ma sufficient
memory dfs stack
memory hash array
memory hash table
option dfs stack
option hash table size
option ma

options to gcc
options to pan
options to spin
promela file
spin version
state vector overhead
state vector size
state vector stored
states actual memory usage
states compression percentage
states equivalent memory usage
states matched
states max number
states stored
tgl assertion violations
tgl bitstate
tgl cycle checks

tgl graph encoding
tgl hash compact
tgl invalid endstates
tgl never claim
tgl out of memory
tgl po reduction
tgl search depth too small
tgl warning search not completed
time elapsed
time system
time user
time user plus system
total memory usage
transitions
verification date

Table 4.1: Keys of the items that are recognised by ppr in a
pan/runspin verification report.

4.2.3

ppr
The ppr3 tool is a perl script (600 lines of code, including comments) to
parse a verification report generated by S PIN’s pan verifier. Naturally, ppr
can also parse the information added by runspin. At the time of writing
(August 2000), ppr recognises 49 items in a pan/runspin verification report. Table 4.1 shows the names of the items that are currently recognised
by ppr.
After parsing a pan verification report, ppr will generate a summary of
the verification report as a row in a table. In the ppr.cols file, the user
of ppr has to specify which of the items of the pan verification report have
to appear in the row. The user may specify whether an item has to be
left- or right-aligned or centered within the column. The default is rightaligned, except for the first item which will be left-aligned; the first column
typically holds the name of the P ROMELA file. Apart from the position in
the column, one can also change the format of the item. ppr uses the same
‘format string’ as the function printf of the language C [113].
ppr supports two output formats: LATEX tabular format or csv format
(i.e. comma separated values). The latter format can be used to import a
collection of rows (i.e. a table) into a spreadsheet program (e.g. Microsoft
Excel, StarCalc). Given a ppr.cols file, ppr can also generate the heading
with the names of the items for a LATEX tabular or csv table. As the current
version of ppr can only parse a single verification file, one has to run ppr
separately for each pan output file to generate a complete table.
3 The

name ppr is an abbreviation for ‘parse pan report’.
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Figure 4.2: The (rotated) LATEX table as generated by ppr for
one of the experiments of Section 4.13.
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Figure 4.2 shows a LATEX table as generated by ppr for one of the experiments of Section 4.13. The slightly rotated headings on top of the columns
correspond to the items of the pan verification reports that were of interest
for this particular experiment.

4.3

First Things First

4.3.1

S PIN Material
This chapter is not meant as a tutorial for P ROMELA or S PIN. Apart from
this first recipe, the later recipes are intended for intermediate and advanced users of P ROMELA and S PIN. Users not yet familiar with the basic
operations of S PIN have to turn to other sources of introducing information on S PIN. The usual first piece of advice for beginning users is as
always: RTFM – Read The Fine Manual. And this time, the documentation is really fine. Apart from the book on the first version of S PIN by
Gerard Holzmann [83], the recent versions of S PIN come with extensive
on-line documentation in accessible .html format on both the tool and the
P ROMELA language. For beginning users of S PIN, the following documents
are highly recommended:






(on-line) The ‘Basic S PIN Manual’ [177], a general introduction to the
language P ROMELA and the tool S PIN. This document only discusses
the basic use of S PIN. It does not discuss extensions to the language
that have been introduced in the later versions of S PIN, i.e. 2.x and
3.x, which are documented elsewhere [182].
(on-line) The document ‘Guidelines for verification with X SPIN’ [178]
explains how to use S PIN using the graphical interface X SPIN, which
runs independently from S PIN itself and helps by generating the
proper S PIN commands based on menu selections.
And albeit slightly older, [84] is still a good tutorial to get started
with S PIN. Naturally, the newer language and tool additions are not
covered, but the core of the system – which has not changed over the
years – is nicely introduced.

After browsing these documents, one is advised to plunge into the comprehensive set of examples and exercises:



S PIN Verification Examples and Exercises – a sample set of exercises
with S PIN [180].

The investment into the exercises will be well spent in the sense that one
will get a good feeling of the systems and P ROMELA models that can be
analysed with S PIN.
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For the intermediate to advanced user, the on-line documentation contains reference information on all language constructs [181] and a concise
language reference due to Rob Gerth [61]. The S PIN community is quite
active in testimony whereof the yearly S PIN Workshops, which are being
organised since 1995. The proceedings of these workshops – which are
publicly available on-line via the S PIN home-page [82] – contain a wealth
of information on, among others:

 discussions on new and significant algorithms within S PIN;
 contributions and proposals to improve or extend S PIN;
 reports on (successful) industrial applications with S PIN

4.3.2

Validation Trajectory with S PIN
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we presented pseudo-algorithms to systematically validate a system using a model checker. When we are using S PIN
or its graphical environment X SPIN, the validation trajectory can be made
more explicit. Algorithm 4.1 proposes a validation procedure with S PIN to
a verify a model M against a property φ. Step 1. and 2. of Algorithm 4.1
require some user guidance and inspection but are generally quite fast.
Step 3. may take much longer but after pressing the “Run” button does
not need any additional user input.

4.4

Macro Definitions
Unlike most programming languages, P ROMELA does not support the concept of procedures or functions to structure a P ROMELA model. Instead,
P ROMELA offers the macro mechanism of the cpp preprocessor [113] and –
since S PIN version 3.2.0 – the semantically equivalent inline construct.
As the name of the construct already suggests, an invocation of an inline
definition amounts to the automatic in lining of the text of the inline
definition into the body of the process that invokes it.
Although limited with respect to native procedures or functions, inline
definitions can still be quite helpful to structure a P ROMELA model. The
cpp macro mechanism is convenient for defining constants and symbolic
propositions (e.g. X SPIN’s dialog window for LTL verification runs). Furthermore, the cpp preprocessor can be used to parameterise a P ROMELA
model.
Note that S PIN’s on-line documentation [181] suggests a third method
to simulate procedures. A separate server process needs to be declared
with the body of the procedure. This server process responds to the user
processes via a special globally defined channel, and responding to these
requests via an user provided local channel. In the light of our ‘assem-
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Algorithm 4.1 Verification of a (general) property φ for a P ROMELA model
M using the model checker S PIN.
1. Sanity check. Perform some interactive and random simulation runs
on the model M and the property φ either using X SPIN or S PIN.
2. Partial check. Use S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode to quickly sweep over
the state space. S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode is fast and if there some
silly mistakes in the model, changes are high, that S PIN will find them
quickly. This ‘partial check’ is especially useful if the model M is big
and it is estimated that the verification will take considerable time.
3. Exhaustive check. Run an exhaustive check on the model M and the
property φ. If the exhaustive verification fails because there is not
enough memory to hold the complete state space, there are several
ways to proceed:

 Compression. Try one of S PIN’s memory compression options, to
reduce the size of the state space.
– The compile-time option -DCOLLAPSE collapses state vectors
sizes by up to 80% to 90% [87].
– The compile-time option -DMA=N makes pan use a minimized
DFA encoding [93] for the state space – similar to a BDD –
assuming a maximum of N bytes in the state vector. This option is very effective, but will also increase the running time
of the verification run considerably.
Both options can be combined.

 Optimisations. Make sure that the model is optimised in terms of
the number of states and the size of the state vector. Follow the
techniques in this chapter to optimise the model M as aggressively
as possible.
 Abstractions. If the memory compression options do not work (or
are not really an option due the implications on the time of the
verification run), one should try to make the model M smaller by
making abstractions of the model. Go back to step 1 and try to
verify the abstracted model.
 Bitstate hashing: If the other methods do not work to get M verified, one might use S PIN’s bitstate hashing or hash compaction
verification modes to partly verify the model.

bler modelling’ approach it will be clear that this method is rejected for its
inefficiency.
In this section, we discuss some common cpp macros and inline tricks
that have proven useful within the context of P ROMELA models. We will
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also show some of the limitations of inline definitions with respect to
parameterising P ROMELA models and introduce the reader to m4, a more
powerful macro processor than cpp.

4.4.1

Some cpp Macros
To get a feeling for cpp macros, we first introduce some useful cpp oneliners. These macros will be used in other parts of this chapter as well.
IF/FI P ROMELA does not support a pure deterministic conditional statement, To model a deterministic conditional one has to resort to the following construct:
if
:: boolean expression -> then part
:: else -> else part
fi ;

h

h

i

i

h

i

If the helse parti is missing (i.e. equal to skip), the construct becomes a
rather clumsy way to model the equivalent of the following piece of C code:

h
hthen parti

i

if ( boolean expression ) {
}

The following two macros IF and FI can be used as a convenient shorthand
for a deterministic conditional:
79.1

hcpp macros 79.1i



79.2 .

#define IF if ::
#define FI :: else fi

Now we can write:

h

i

h

IF boolean expression -> then part
FI;

i

When checking properties in an assert statement, it often happens that one needs to check a logical implication: p ) q. The ) operator
does not have a direct counterpart in P ROMELA. Instead we encode the
equivalent : p _ q as a cpp macro:

IMPLIES

79.2



hcpp macros 79.1i+

/ 79.1

#define IMPLIES(p,q) ((!p) || (q))

4.4.2

A Poor Man’s Assignment
Although P ROMELA supports arrays and typedef variables, these structured types are not (yet) ‘first class citizens’ of the language. For example,
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it is not possible to use P ROMELA’s assignment statement (i.e. ‘=’) to copy
one array or typedef variable to another.4 Here, the cpp macro or inline construct can be helpful to implement a ‘poor man’s assignment’ or
copy procedure. As an example, suppose a P ROMELA model contains the
following typedef definition:
80.1



htypedef Foo 80.1i

typedef Foo {
byte b1 ;
byte b2 ;
} ;

The inline definition to copy the contents of one Foo variable to another
Foo variable is now trivial:
80.2



hinline CopyFoo 80.2i

inline CopyFoo(src,dest)
{
d_step {
dest.b1 = src.b1 ;
dest.b2 = src.b2 ;
}
}

Similarly, one can use the following inline definition to assign the value
val to the elements of an array a of length n.
80.3



hinline AssignArray 80.3i

inline AssignArray(a,n,val)
{
byte i ;
d_step {
i=0 ;
do
:: i < n -> a[i] = val ; i++
:: i >= n -> break
od ;
i=0 ;
}
}
4 If one tries to assign a complete typedef variable, S PIN will issue an ‘incomplete structure ref’ error. But beware: if one tries to assign a complete array variable, S PIN will not
complain. S PIN even allows assignment of incompatible arrays (i.e. different base type or
different number of elements). But instead of copying the complete array, S PIN will only
copy the first element of the array. The reason for this is that the name of an array variable
is treated as an alias to the first element of the particular array.
Please note that P ROMELA does allow initialisation of a complete array in the declaration of
the array, though. The declaration
htypei a[N]=val ;
initialises all N elements of a to val.
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Note that the variable i is not local to the inline definition, but instead
will be a local variable in all processes that invoke the AssignArray definition. To make sure that the overhead of the local variable is kept to a
minimum, the variable i is reset to 0 at the end of the d step. In this way,
system states will not differ on the basis of the temporary variable i. See
Section 4.9 for details on this idiom.
It would even have been more efficient if we would be able to ‘hide’
the variable i from the state vector using the P ROMELA keyword hidden.
Unfortunately, the current version of S PIN only allows global variables to
be declared as hidden variables. So in order to hide i, we should declare
i as a global variable and remove the declaration of i from the inline
macro.
Note that one has to supply inline definitions for all typedef objects
or array variables that have to copied or initialised.

4.4.3

Parameterised Protocols
Communication protocols are often parameterised by some symbolic constants. Typical parameters are the number of processes, the length of the
communication buffers, the window size of the protocol, etc. When modelling such a parameterised protocol in P ROMELA one usually uses the macro
mechanism of the preprocessor cpp to define the parameters at the start of
the P ROMELA model. For example, we could use the following P ROMELA
fragment
#define N
#define WSIZE
#define CL

3
4
2

to specify N protocol instances, a window-size of WSIZE and a channel length
of CL elements.
Each time the P ROMELA model has to be validated with different values of the parameters, the constants need to be changed explicitly in the
P ROMELA model. To really make the constants parameters to the P RO MELA model, S PIN provides the preprocessor related options -D and -E to
move the definition of such parameters outside the P ROMELA model:
-Dyyy pass -Dyyy to the preprocessor
-Eyyy pass yyy to the preprocessor
Instead of defining the parameters in the P ROMELA model itself, one can
run S PIN as follows:
spin -DN=3 -DWSIZE=4 -DCL=2 hpromela filei
Consequently, the hpromela filei does not have to be changed for different
values of the protocol parameters. When parameters are set in this way
using the command-line, it is recommended to specify default values for
the parameters in the P ROMELA model itself. For example:
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#ifndef N
#define N 3
#endif

In practice, changing one of the parameters of a P ROMELA model often
means that some other statements have to be altered as well. For example,
consider the following P ROMELA fragment, where a message MSG is nondeterministically sent to one of the available N processes. We assume that
the sending over the channels to[i] cannot be blocked.
82.1



hnon-deterministic send - if 82.1i
if
:: to[0]
:: to[1]
:: to[2]
:: to[3]
fi ;

!
!
!
!

MSG
MSG
MSG
MSG

In this case N is equal to 4. The number of processes parameter is hardcoded into the model; if N is changed from 4 to 7, we have to add three more
lines. We could make the sending of the MSG depend on N using P ROMELA’s
do statement:5
82.2



hnon-deterministic send - do 82.2i

byte i ;
atomic {
i=0 ;
do
:: i<N-1 -> i++
:: i<N-1 -> to[i]
! MSG ; break
:: i>=N-1 -> to[N-1] ! MSG ; break
od ;
i=0 ;
}

This do-solution is less efficient than the straightforward if clause: not
only do we need an extra variable to loop through the possible processes
0..N-1, the do-construct also performs worse with respect to the execution
time and the search depth.6 Moreover, the do-solution is clearly less readable than the original if construct. The only advantage of the do-solution
is that it is parameterised in N.
Unfortunately enough, the cpp preprocessor is not expressive enough to
let a macro expand to the if solution: cpp does not have a looping construct
that depends on some numeric constant. A more powerful preprocessor is
needed.
5 Note that the do-solution is only semantically equivalent to the if-solution if the sending
over the channels to[i] cannot be blocked.
6 In Section 4.6 ‘Randomness’ we discuss the differences between the if and do solutions
in greater detail.
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cpp macro
m4 macro
#define MAX 5
define(‘MAX’,‘5’)
#define P (a>5 && b<10)
define(‘P’,‘a>5 && b<10’)
#define IMPLIES(x,y) ((!x) || (y)) define(‘IMPLIES’,‘((!$1) || ($2))’)
#include "filename"
include(‘filename’)

Table 4.2: Some cpp macros and their m4 counterparts

4.4.4

The m4 Macro Processor
Like cpp, m4 [173] is a macro processor in the sense that it copies its input
to the output, expanding macros as it goes. m4 is being used either as a
front-end to compilers, or as a macro processor in its own right. m4 is much
more powerful and flexible than cpp. m4 is widely available on all UNIXes.
In the context of P ROMELA and S PIN, m4 has turned out to be valuable tool
for making P ROMELA models more generic without losing efficiency.
To use a different preprocessor than the default one used by S PIN can
be achieved with the -Pxxx option. To make S PIN use m4 instead of cpp,
one simply issues the command
spin -Pm4 -E-s7

This chapter is not the place to describe m4 in great detail. The interested
reader should refer to [173] instead. We will only briefly discuss some
differences between cpp and m4 to make a migration to m4 easier. And of
course we will present the parameterised m4 macro that expands to the
hnon-deterministic send - if 82.1i chunk of the previous section.
Table 4.2 shows some cpp macros and their m4 equivalent counterparts.
The m4 macro processor uses quoted strings (i.e. a string between the characters ‘ and ’) to specify the arguments of the define macros. Naturally,
m4 also provides constructs to conditionally include or exclude some program fragments. For example, the cpp construct
#ifdef name

hthen ...i
#else

helse ...i

has the following
m4 counterpart:

ifdef(‘name’,‘
then ... ’,‘
else ... ’)

h
h

i
i

#endif
And the if, the ifndef and undef constructs of cpp have equivalent commands within m4 as well.
Comments in m4 input files are normally delimited by the characters
‘#’ and a newline character. These comment delimiters can be changed
to any string, using m4’s built-in macro changecom. To retain P ROMELA
style comments – i.e. the cpp style comments – we change the comment
7 The option -s which is passed to m4 using S PIN ’s -E option, is needed to ensure the correct
synchronisation of line numbers and file names within the P ROMELA source file(s). See [173]
for details.
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delimiters to /* and */.
84.1



hm4 macros 84.1i

84.2 .

changecom(‘/*’,‘*/’)

Besides counterparts for all cpp commands, m4 supports several additional
preprocessing features. To implement a general looping construct, only
the stack-like redefinition macros, the recursion construct and the integer
arithmetic operations of m4 are needed, though. The following forloop
macro is from [173]:
84.2

hm4 macros 84.1i+



/ 84.1

define(‘forloop’,
‘pushdef(‘$1’,‘$2’)_forloop(‘$1’,‘$2’,‘$3’,‘$4’)popdef(‘$1’)’)
define(‘_forloop’,
‘$4‘’ifelse($1,‘$3’, ,
‘define(‘$1’,incr($1))_forloop(‘$1’,‘$2’,‘$3’,‘$4’)’)’)

Understanding the implementation of the forloop macro is not really
needed, only the result of an invocation of forloop is important here. The
forloop macro expects 4 parameters. The first parameter is the looping
variable. The second and third parameter are the start and end value
of the looping variable, respectively. The last argument of forall is the
string that should be written for each value of the looping variable.
For example, the macro invocation
forloop(‘i’, 1, 8, ‘i ’)

expands to
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

For each value of i, the string ‘i ’ is written, with the actual value substituted for i. Using forloop, we now are able to write a parameterised
version of hnon-deterministic send - if 82.1i:
84.3



hnon-deterministic send - if using m4 84.3i

if
forloop(‘i’, 0, eval(N-1), ‘:: to[i] ! MSG
’)fi ;

If N has been defined to be 4, this chunk 84.3 will expand exactly to chunk
82.1. Although we managed to parameterise the guards of the if clause,
the m4 construct using forloop is clearly less readable than both the original static if clause and the do solution. In Section 4.6, though, we will
show that the m4 construct proves to be an efficient and parameterised
solution.
The forloop macro can also be quite useful in a (boolean) expression.
Suppose that a process waits for all N processes to become ready, i.e. the
boolean ready[i] is true for all i 2 0..N-1:
ready[0] && ready[1] && ... && ready[N-1]

Again, we cannot use cpp to build this expression which depends on the
parameter N. The forloop macro is straightforward, however:
forloop(‘i’, 0, eval(N-1), ‘ready[i] &&’) true

4.5 Atomicity
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Conclusions
To structure a P ROMELA model or to parameterise the model, the use of
cpp and inline constructs usually suffices. The ‘expert’ user, however,
might consider to add m4 to his (verification) toolbox: this macro processor
is more powerful than cpp and the parameterising of the P ROMELA model
is usually more elegantly. Moreover – as we will see in Section 4.6 – the
resulting P ROMELA model can be more efficient in terms of the number of
states or the needed search depth. It is possible to mix m4 and cpp constructs in a single P ROMELA model. This is not considered good practice,
though.
As a last remark, remember that P ROMELA is a protocol meta language,
not a programming language. Shorthands like IF and forloop, which
model programming language constructs, should be used with caution.

 To structure a P ROMELA model or to parameterise the model the use of
cpp and inline constructs usually suffices.

 The ‘expert’ user, however, might consider to add m4 to his (verification)
toolbox.

4.5

Atomicity
This section discusses issues related to the atomic and d step constructs
of P ROMELA, which both introduce a sequence of statements that is to
be executed indivisible. The atomic sequence is allowed to contain nondeterministic choices, whereas the d step (i.e. the deterministic step) may
only contain deterministic statements.8
Both constructs can be used to reduce the complexity of the validation
model and to improve the efficiency of verification runs [181]. As we will
see in Section 4.9, the d step construct can also be seen as a mechanism to
define an indivisible statement in the language at the user-level, and thus
to extend the semantics of P ROMELA itself [182].
The semantics of the atomic clause of P ROMELA has changed over the
years. In version 1.x of S PIN, it would causes a run-time error if any statement, other than the first statement, blocks in an atomic sequence [177].
However, since version 2 of S PIN, it is legal for an atomic sequence to
block. If any statement within the atomic sequence blocks, the atomicity
is lost, and other processes are allowed to execute arbitrarily many statements [182]. The d step is not allowed to block, though. The pan verifier
8 Although the d step clause should only contain ‘deterministic’ statements, the pan verifier will not check this. If the verifier encounters a non-deterministic choice, it will just choose
the first alternative.
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will abort the verification if it detects a blocking d step.

4.5.1

Atomicity of Single Statements
Before turning to the atomic and d step constructs themselves, we briefly
discuss the granularity of P ROMELA statements. In the realm of (competing) parallel processes that share global memory, the implementation of
computations and assignment statements is liable to result in incorrect
behaviour due to race conditions between the processes. The abstraction
level of P ROMELA is higher: a single statement is assumed to be indivisible. For example, an assignment like
a = b+c*d-e*f ;

is considered to be atomic within P ROMELA. If one wants to check the
correctness of a possible low-level implementation of such an assignment,
one should manually split up the assignment using temporary variables.
For example:
x1
x2
x1
a

=
=
=
=

c*d ;
e*f ;
b+x1 ;
x1-x2 ;

To exclude the temporary variables x1 and x2 from the state vector, they
should be defined as hidden global variables.

4.5.2

atomic is not always atomic
Users often expect the version 1.x semantics of S PIN: placing an atomic
clause around a sequence of statements should ensure the atomicity of the
statements. This erroneous perspective can lead to unexpected errors that
are hard to find. For example, suppose a P ROMELA model contains an
atomic clause which is assumed to be indivisible. During a verification
run, however, the atomic clause blocks and control is passed to one of
the other processes. Later during the search, the property that is being
checked is violated, due to the premature ending of the atomic clause.
Still assuming the atomicity of the clause, the user does not understand
why the property has been violated.
The statement that causes an atomic clause to block is often an if or do
statement. If the set of guards of the if or do statement is not complete and
the else statement is missing, the particular statement might block. This
error can easily slip into the model, when behaviour is added to the P RO MELA model (i.e. new possible values for variables, new mtype messages
that are sent over a channel), that is not anticipated by the particular if
or do statement.

4.5 Atomicity
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Although the semantics of the atomic clause have changed, it is still
relatively easy to check whether atomic clauses are ‘pure’ in the sense
that they are not exited prematurely due to a blocking statement. The
following steps are sufficient:

 declare a global bit variable aflag;
 set aflag to 1 on entrance of each atomic block that has to be checked
for ‘pure atomicity’: immediately after the first statement or guard of
the atomic block;
 set aflag to 0 on leaving those atomic blocks: immediately before the
closing ‘}’ of the block;
 use S PIN to verify that aflag is always equal to zero, i.e. verify that
the invariant property 2P holds, where P is equal to !aflag.
For example, to verify the following atomic clause
87.1

hatomic block 87.1i
atomic {
guard ;
...
}



for ‘pure atomicity’, it would have to be changed to
87.2

hatomic block with aflag 87.2i
atomic {
guard ;
aflag=1 ;
...
aflag=0 ;
}



A drawback of this method is that all atomic clauses have to be altered
in the P ROMELA model to check for ‘pure atomicity’. Instead, we could
also use cpp macros such that the checking can be done conditionally. The
haflag declarations 87.3i chunk below defines the necessary macros:
87.3



haflag declarations 87.3i

#ifdef CHECK_ATOMICITY
bit aflag ;
#define SET_AFLAG
#define RESET_AFLAG
#else
#define SET_AFLAG
#define RESET_AFLAG
#endif

aflag=1
aflag=0
skip
skip

The SET AFLAG and RESET AFLAG macros are only ‘active’ when the macro
CHECK ATOMICITY is defined. The hatomic block with aflag 87.2i fragment
can now be changed to:
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hatomic block with AFLAG macros 87.4i
atomic {
guard ;
SET_AFLAG ;
...
RESET_AFLAG ;
}

4.5.3

Infinity and Atomicity
Most reactive systems – like communication protocols – execute forever.
Spin does not have problems verifying such systems with infinite behaviour.9 Infinity and the atomic and d step constructs do not mix, though.
Consider the following trivial infinite loop in P ROMELA:

88.1

hinfinite loop 88.1i
bit b ;
do
:: b=1-b
od ;



(88)

which is encapsulated in the following proctype:
88.2



hinfinite-normal.pr 88.2i

active proctype Infinite()
{
hinfinite loop 88.1i
}

When this P ROMELA model is checked (e.g. for invalid end-states), pan will
terminate normally and chapter that 2 states are stored with a maximum
search depth of 1.
Things change, however, if we enclose the hinfinite loop 88.1i into an atomic
clause:
88.3



hinfinite-atomic.pr 88.3i

active proctype Infinite()
{
atomic { hinfinite loop 88.1i }
}

There will still be only one state, but pan cannot ‘get out’ of the atomic loop;
the pan verifier will continue to execute the assignment statement. Luckily, pan will (eventually) complain that the search depth was too small:
every execution of the assignment will have been put onto the stack. When
we enclose the hinfinite loop 88.1i in a d step, we get into trouble, though.
9 Note that P ROMELA models always define finite-state systems. Thus infinite behaviour
in P ROMELA involves looping: visiting a state that has been visited before.

4.6 Randomness
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hinfinite-d step.pr 88.4i

active proctype Infinite()
{
d_step { hinfinite loop 88.1i }
}

The pan verifier will never be able to complete its d step transition and
will keep executing the assignment statement; all in a single search step.
The verifier will get into an endless (live-lock) loop and will never allow
one of the other processes to proceed. This error is not easy to spot as it
seems as if pan is very busy traversing the state space.
Although this example is trivial, an endless loop in a d step clause is
not unlikely to occur in practice. For example, consider the inline definition of hinline AssignArray 80.3i, which initialises an array a of length n.
The increment statement i++ in the do-loop can easily be forgotten.
So before putting a computation into a d step one should make sure
that the computation does not contain an infinite loop. A simple way to
check this is to first enclose the computation sequence into an atomic
clause. If the maximum search depth turns out to be too small due to
the atomic clause, the clause probably contains an infinite loop.

4.5.4

Conclusions
In this recipe we discussed the ‘atomicity’ constructs of P ROMELA. We have
shown how to check for ‘pure atomicity’ when using the atomic clause. Furthermore, we discussed the pitfalls regarding infinite behaviour in combination with atomic and d step.

 To check for ‘pure atomicity’ one should use a global bit flag.
 Both the atomic and d step clauses are vulnerable to infinite loops.

4.6

Randomness
The file rand.html from [181] mentions the following: “There is no random
number generation function in P ROMELA. . . . In almost all cases, P RO MELA’s notion of non-determinism can replace the need for a random number generator.” In general this is true. Randomness is a concept used in
program implementation (e.g. in simulation and testing), whereas nondeterminism is a concept used in the specification of systems and hence,
in model checking and verification. An attempt to construct a random
generator in P ROMELA often reflects a misunderstanding of the user with
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respect to the model. For verification, in general, only specific possibilities
(e.g. boundary values, valid and invalid choices) need modelling.
Still, there sometimes seems to be a need for an explicit randomise construct. Especially users new to S PIN and less familiar with non-deterministic choices, expect a random number generation function in P ROMELA.
Furthermore, in the initial phase of the modelling of a system, an explicit random construct can be useful (e.g. to generate a stream of random
values).
In this section we investigate and compare several possibilities to add
a random definition to the P ROMELA language. The randomness example
proves to be a nice example to get a feeling of the ‘assembler programming’
approach to model building.
do solution A natural first attempt to an explicit randomise construct –
which is commonly seen – is the following P ROMELA definition:
90.1



hinline: random - plain do (1st attempt) 90.1i
inline random(i,N)
{

hrandom - do (1st attempt) 90.2i
}

where the body of hrandom - do (1st attempt) 90.2i could be defined as:
90.2



hrandom - do (1st attempt) 90.2i
i=0 ;
do
:: i<N -> i++
:: i<N -> break
:: i>=N -> break
od ;

(90.1)

The do-loop is used to non-deterministically increment the variable i or to
break out of the loop. After the loop the variable i will have a value from
the range 0..N. We see that for both guards i<N and i>=N we can always
break out of the loop. So, an elegant and slightly more efficient randomise
construct is the following:
90.3

hinline: random - plain do 90.3i
inline random(i,N)
{
hrandom - do 90.4i
}



where hrandom - do 90.4i is defined as:
90.4



hrandom - do 90.4i
i=0 ;
do
:: break
:: i<N -> i++
od ;

(90.3 91.1)

4.6 Randomness
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We have made the break statement the first guard of the do-clause. In this
way, S PIN’s depth-first search algorithm will consider the random values
in the order 0; 1; : : :; N. See Section 4.12 on details on the depth-first search.
The construction can improved be even further by placing the complete
hrandom doi chunk in an atomic clause.10
91.1

hinline: random - atomic do 91.1i



inline random(i,N)
{
atomic { hrandom - do 90.4i }
}

h

i

if solution Similar to non-deterministic send - if 82.1 , we can also use
an if-clause to set the random value in a single transition. For example,
if N is 4, we could also set i to a random value between 0 and N using the

following code:
if
::
::
::
::
::
fi

i=0
i=1
i=2
i=3
i=4
;

S PIN will non-deterministically choose one of the guards to set i to a value
in the range 0..4. The drawback of the if solution is that the code chunk
has to be altered when the constant N is changed. As explained in Section 4.4, we cannot use the cpp preprocessor to let a macro expand dynamically to a variable number of guards, based on the parameter N. Instead
we use the m4 macro forloop defined in hm4 macros 84.2i to dynamically
build the if clause:11
91.2



hinline: random - if 91.2i

inline random(i)
{
if
forloop(‘j’, 0, eval(N), ‘
’) fi ;
}
10 Note

:: i=j

that we cannot use a d step clause here, because the random choice is based on the
non-deterministic guards in the do-loop. Enclosing the sequence i<N -> i++ in a d step will
not help us either.
11 The only drawback of this m4 approach is that we cannot make N a parameter of the
inline definition; the value of N has to be known at macro expansion time.
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Pseudo-Random Generator Apart from the non-deterministic techniques that we discussed above, one can also model a deterministic, pseudorandom generator in P ROMELA. For example, after defining the macro
#define RANDOM (seed*3 + 14) % 100

every subsequent assignment
seed = RANDOM ;

will set seed to a ‘pseudo-random’ value between 0 and 99. It will be clear
that this is a different kind of randomness than the non-deterministic do
and if techniques. In the remainder of this recipe, we will not discuss
pseudo-random generators any further.

4.6.1

Comparison
To compare the different implementations of the random definition, we
have run two types of test series with S PIN:




We have verified a P ROMELA model where random(i,N) was called
only once with N==50.
To check the verification time of the random construct, we also verified
a P ROMELA model where the random(i,N) definition was invoked
10000 times with N==10.

We distinguish between setting a local or global variable. The rationale
behind this distinction will be discussed in Section 4.12. For the ‘local
variable’ verification runs, for example, we used the following Test process:
92



hrandom-local-var.pr 92i

active proctype Test()
{
byte i ;
random(i) ;
assert((0<=i) && (i<=N)) ;
}

Furthermore, we repeated the verification runs with different optimisation
settings enabled and disabled. Enabling or disabling partial order reduction did not make any significant difference. On the other hand, disabling
S PIN’s ‘sequence merge mode’ (using the -o3 option) gave different results.
Tables 4.3-4.6 summarise the results of the various verification runs.
Local Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 list the results of randomly setting a local
variable. The tables show that the plain do and atomic do solutions behave more or less the same for the default setting of S PIN. If the ‘sequence
merge mode’ is disabled with -o3, though, the plain do solution generates
much more states than the atomic do construct. We also can conclude that
using an atomic construct has negative influence on the running time of

4.6 Randomness
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Table 4.5: global - 50. Comparing different implementations
to set a global variable to a random value between 0 and 50.

the verification: the atomic do solution is much slower than the plain do
construct.
In the default setting, the if random solution behaves superior to both
do solutions: the number of states is less and the depth is constant, whereas
the depth of both do solutions is linear in N. For -o3, the if solution results
in as many states as the atomic do solution, but the search depth is still
constant. The if solution is slightly slower than the plain do construct,
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Table 4.6: global - 10000x10. Comparing different implementations to set a global variable 10000 times to a random value
between 0 and 10.

but a factor two faster than the atomic do.
The reason why the if approach requires fewer states than the atomic
do approach in S PIN’s default mode (so without the -o3 option) is due to the
Test process. As the N guards of the if clause are statically known on ‘pan
generation time’, the assert statement can be merged together with the
assignments to i in the guards. S PIN cannot merge the assert statement
with the dynamic guards of the atomic do construct.
Note that there are of course cases where S PIN cannot safely merge the
statement(s) following the random call with the if guards; in such cases,
the if and atomic do approaches both require the same number of states.
Global Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 show the results of randomly setting a
global variable. Now the number of states for the if and atomic do solutions are the same for both the default and -o3 verification runs. Still, the
depth of the if solution is superior. The plain do solution generates more
states in both settings and only excels in its execution speed. Note that
only the search depth of the atomic do construct is affected by changing
the verification run from default to -o3.

4.6.2

Conclusions
The if solution is favorable with respect to the number of states and the
depth reached. For the same reason, even despite its fast running times,
the plain do solution should be avoided. The atomic do solution suffers
from the linear depth and the somewhat slower execution time. The advantage of the atomic do solution is that it can be used for general N
without changing the P ROMELA source code. In the rare event, that you
need an explicit randomise function, the atomic do will therefore suffice.
For a general and efficient implementation, one should try the m4 implementation of the if solution.

4.7 Array of Bits – Bitvector
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A non-deterministic random construct should be constructed using an ifclause.

4.7

Array of Bits – Bitvector
P ROMELA has borrowed the array mechanism of C to group related values
into a single array variable. All P ROMELA datatypes can be stored in an
array. When modelling a system in P ROMELA, an array of bits is quite
useful to encode the (local) state of the system. For example, an array of
bits can be used to model

 a collection of on/off switches of the system (e.g. a factory plant); or
 a set of processes in the system (e.g. in a multicast protocol)
Unfortunately, when using arrays of bits, S PIN will issue the following
unnerving warning:
spin:

warning:

bit-array harray-namei mapped to byte-array

In other words, S PIN will allocate 8 times as much memory for the bit
array in the state vector as was intended! In this section we will discuss
a different way to encode arrays of bits in P ROMELA, which is superior to
S PIN’s mapping to byte-arrays.

4.7.1

Bitvector
To implement an equivalent to P ROMELA’s array-mechanism, we define
a library of bitvectors. A bitvector is an (unsigned) piece of memory,
where each bit can be individually set, reset and tested. We use P RO MELA’s built-in integer types to represent the bitvectors: byte (max. 8
bits), short (max. 16 bits) and int (max. 32 bits). P ROMELA also supports
a variable length unsigned type (max. 8 bits). The following aspects of the
various integer types have to be taken into account:





The byte type is an unsigned type. The short and int types are
signed integer types, that use 2-complement representation. This
means that we have to be careful with the sign bit (left-most bit).
Special care is needed in combination with logical shift operations to
the right, because such operations shift the sign-bit to the right as
well.
In numerical expressions, S PIN converts the operands to (32-bit) signed int values. Consequently, a bitvector int consisting of 32 ones
(i.e. ˜0) is considered to be a negative int value. S PIN will generate a truncation warning when converting an int value back to an
unsigned byte.
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Consequently, it is also not wise to use -1 (i.e. 16 ones) for a short.
In numerical expressions this value is converted to the hexadecimal
value ffffffff, which results in similar truncation warnings.

To be on the safe side, one should not use non-negative integers (i.e. unsigned values) to encode bitvectors, so:

 use bytes or unsigned variables for bitvectors with 2–8 bits;
 use shorts for bitvectors with 9–15 bits;
 use ints for bitvectors with 16–31 bits;
We define the following shorthands for bitvector declarations.
96.1



hbitvector macros 96.1i
#define
#define
#define
#define

BITV_U(x,n)
BITV_8
BITV_16
BITV_32

(97.1) 96.2 .

unsigned x : n
byte
short
int

The suffices 8, 16 and 32 indicate the number of bits the corresponding
bitvector occupies. The unsigned declaration introduces a bitvector of
exactly n bits; see Section 4.8 for details.
96.2



hbitvector macros 96.1i+
#define ALL_1S

(97.1) / 96.1 96.3 .

2147483647

The constant ALL 1S is equal to 231 and is represented by a zero followed
by 31 ones. The constant ALL 1S is used to set all bits in a bitvector to 1.
The bits of a bitvector are manipulated using the logical bitwise operators of P ROMELA: ˜ (bitwise reverse), & (bitwise AND), | (bitwise OR),
ˆ (bitwise exclusive OR), << (left bit-shift) and >> (right bit-shift). More
details on these operators can be found in traditional textbooks on the
programming language C (e.g. [113]). We define some basic operations
to manipulate bitvectors. The following macros set the i-th bit of the
bitvector bv to 0 and 1, respectively:
96.3



hbitvector macros 96.1i+
#define SET_0(bv,i)
#define SET_1(bv,i)

(97.1) / 96.2 96.4 .

bv=bv&(˜(1<<i))
bv=bv|(1<<i)

We can also set all bits of a bitvector to 0 or 1 in a single instruction:
96.4



hbitvector macros 96.1i+

#define SET_ALL_0(bv)
#define SET_ALL_1(bv,n)

(97.1) / 96.3 96.5 .

bv=0
bv=ALL_1S>>(31-n)

The parameter n to SET ALL 1 denotes the number of bits to set to 1. It
seems natural to let SET ALL 1 just assign ALL 1S to bv. However, S PIN
will issue a truncation error when bv is a byte or a short. The following
two macros can be used to test whether the i-th bit is 0 or 1, respectively:
96.5



hbitvector macros 96.1i+
#define IS_0(bv,i)
#define IS_1(bv,i)

(97.1) / 96.4

(!(bv&(1<<i)))
(bv&(1<<i))

4.7 Array of Bits – Bitvector
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The hbitvector macrosi now provide the same functionality as the original array manipulation operations. Instead of writing a[i]=1 one has to
invoke the macro SET 1(a,i) and the boolean test a[i] now boils down to
IS 1(a,i).
All bitvector macros are stored in the ‘header’ file bitvector.lpr:
97.1



hbitvector.lpr 97.1i
hbitvector macros 96.1i

Bigger bitvectors: revival of byte-arrays If one needs a bitvector
with more than 31 individual bits, one can use an array of bytes to encode
such a ‘big’ bitvector. The following macros again hide the implementation details from the user.
97.2



hbitvector macros using byte-arrays 97.2i
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

BITV(bv,n)
SET_0(bv,i)
SET_1(bv,i)
IS_0(bv,i)
IS_1(bv,i)

byte bv[n]
bv[i/8] = bv[i/8] & (˜(1<<(i%8)))
bv[i/8] = bv[i/8] | (1 << (i%8))
(!(bv[i/8]&(1<<(i%8))))
(bv[i/8]&(1<<(i%8)))

The array of bytes approach also becomes attractive if the number of bits
that have to be stored is between 17 and 24; this would save one byte
compared to the int implementation. A drawback of using an array of
bytes to encode bitvectors is that manipulation of a complete bitvector
is more problematic. For instance, testing whether all bits are equal to
zero (or one) cannot be done using a cpp macro definition. In the remainder
of this recipe we will only use bitvectors that are implemented by the
simple data types: byte, short and int.
Note that encoding bitvectors using an array of bytes is as efficient
as the implementation using the simple data types: byte, short and int.
The results of the verification runs of bitvectors implemented by arrays
of bytes can be found in [166].

4.7.2

Comparison
To compare S PIN’s conventional byte-array implementation to the newly
developed bit-vector macros, we have written a simple P ROMELA specification that models a bridge between two places A and B. At the start of
the system, N persons are at A and they all have to cross the bridge to get
to B (cf. the soldiers problem of Chapter 2).
The places A and B are modelled by P ROMELA processes and the bridge
itself is a (handshake) channel between A and B. The choice for the next
person to cross the bridge is made non-deterministically.12 We use the
12 Analogous to hinline: random - if 91.2i, the ‘random’ choice for the next person to cross
the bridge has been implemented by an if guard using m4.
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variable person to encode the presence of a person at either A or B. The
variable person is either defined as a bit-array (and converted to a bytearray by S PIN) or as bitvector. If person[i] is 1 (or IS 1(person,i) is
true) in process A it means that the i-th person is still at A.
To illustrate the usage of the bitvector operations, we include the definition of process B for the N=8 case:
98.1

hproctype B - one bridge 98.1i
active proctype B()
{
BITV_8 person ;
byte
i ;



SET_ALL_0(person) ;
do
:: (!ALL_HERE(8)) -> bridge ? i ; SET_1(person,i) ;
:: else -> break
od
}

where ALL HERE is defined as:
98.2



hbridge: macros 98.2i

#define ALL_HERE(N)

((personˆ((˜0)<<N))==(˜0))

We have verified three cases:





One bridge, N=8. There is only one bridge between A and B. The number of persons at A is 8. The information stored in the person array
can be coded in a single byte (i.e. BITV 8).
One bridge, N=14. There is only one bridge between A and B. The
number of persons at A is 14. Earlier experiments have shown that
N=14 is the largest parameter for which the model can be verified
exhaustively within 64Mb of memory.
Two bridges, N=7. There are three processes A, B and C and there are
two bridges: one between A and B and one between B and C. At the
start there are 7 persons at A that have to go to C via B.

S PIN’s approach to map bit-arrays to byte-arrays may not be extremely
problematic. If the state vector compression techniques of S PIN would be
able to compress the 7 extra zeros that are allocated for each bit in the
byte-arrays, not much harm will be done. For that reason we have also
verified the bridge models with two of S PIN’s advanced compressions methods enabled: -DCOLLAPSE and -DMA=60.
The results of the experiments are summarised in the Tables 4.7-4.9.
Figure ?? shows a graphical presentation of the total memory used for both
cases in the one bridge/N=14 case. The results show that the bitvector implementation indeed results in a much smaller state vector. Consequently,
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Table 4.9: Two bridges, 7 persons: byte-array vs. bitvector.

the verification of the bitvector models needs (much) less memory than
S PIN’s byte-array implementation. Surprisingly enough, the bitvector
implementation is also faster than the byte-array implementation (except
for the -DMA=60 compression verification runs). The -DCOLLAPSE compression mode behaves spectacular on the byte-array verification runs, but
only brings it closer to the bitvector implementation.
The bitvector implementation seems to be extremely efficient and difficult to compress any further. In the one bridge/N=14 case (Table 4.8), the
default case of the bitvector run performs better than the two compressed
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Figure 4.3: One bridge, 14 persons: total memory used for the
byte-array and bitvector models.

verification runs.

4.7.3

Conclusions
From the results we conclude that there is no reason to stick to S PIN’s
byte-array implementation. With respect to state space considerations,
the bitvector implementation is superior in all cases, including the compressed verification runs. Furthermore, the bitvector macros are slightly
faster than the array indexing implementation of S PIN.

To model an array of bits, one should avoid P ROMELA’s built-in array implementation. Instead one should use the optimised bitvector macros.

4.8

Subranges

4.8.1

Using unsigned variables
In the previous recipe we saw how to implement an efficient bitvector
library in P ROMELA. The rationale behind the bitvector recipe was that
we suspected that S PIN was wasting bits by mapping arrays of bits on
arrays of bytes.
Similarly, when using scalar variables in P ROMELA models, it is quite
common that during a verification run the variables do not get assigned
all values of the type’s carrier set. Modelling the complete range of values
of a variable will most definitely cause a state space explosion. A scalar

4.8 Subranges
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variable typically ranges over a small, limited subset of all possible values.
When only a subrange of the values of the variable’s type is used, some
bits of the variable will be wasted in the state vector and hence in every
state. For example, consider a counter i of type byte that ranges over the
values 0..5. Instead of using all 8 bits of the byte, only 3 bits would
have been sufficient to encode the values 0..5.
Fortunately, P ROMELA already has some limited support to model subrange variables. For unsigned types, P ROMELA’s provides a special unsigned type declaration where one has to specify the exact number of bits
that is needed for the variable. For example, the counter i that ranges
over the values 0..5 only needs 3 bits and should be declared as:
unsigned i:3 ;
Because one has to specify the number of bits for the unsigned variable,
the subrange of a unsigned variable will always be in the range of 0 : : : 2n
1, where n is the number of bits allocated.
Apart from the unsigned type itself, S PIN also provides the
useful compile-time option -DVAR RANGES which will let pan compute the
ranges of all variables during pan’s verification run. This option is not only
useful to check whether a variables get assigned all the values that were
anticipated, but it can also be used to optimise the model’s state vector to
replace the byte variables by unsigned variables.

-DVAR RANGES

4.8.2

Benchmark Comparison
In this section we compare the verification results of some well known
P ROMELA models. We have verified the models with the standard byte
declarations and using the subrange unsigned declarations. Furthermore,
we reverified both type of models using S PIN -DCOLLAPSE mode, to investigate how much S PIN itself can improve on the unused bits in the state
vector.
Table 4.10 shows the results of four P ROMELA models: brp, pftp, sliding and cambridge. Figure 4.4 shows a graph representation of the total
memory used by the different verification runs of Table 4.10. We see that
for all default verification runs, the unsigned versions of the models show
better results than the original byte versions. The average reduction is
10%. Naturally, the more byte variables in the original models, the larger
reduction we can obtain in the state vector of the unsigned models. It is
remarkable that the unsigned models are also slightly faster than the original models. The average reduction in verification time is only 3% though.
When using S PIN’s -DCOLLAPSE compression mode, we see that S PIN recovers from the ‘waste’ of bits due to the use of byte variables in the models.
Only for the pftp protocol, the unsigned model performs slightly better.
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Table 4.10: Comparing the verification results of several
P ROMELA models with standard byte variables and subrange
unsigned variables.
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Figure 4.4: Total memory used by the verification runs of several P ROMELA models using standard byte variables and subrange unsigned variables.

Beyond powers of two When exploiting unsigned declarations, the
range of the variables is always between 0 and 2n , where n is the number of bits for the variable. So even when using unsigned variables some
space will be wasted. For example if the range of a variable is between 0
and 8, we need 4 bits. The values 9 to 15 will not be used, though.
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Geldenhuys and de Villiers [60] propose a state compaction technique
which goes beyond the use of unsigned subranges. When using their extension of P ROMELA, the upper-bound of variables can be any value and is
not limited to a power of 2. In their experimental tool S PIN -C - a modification of standard S PIN - all variables of a process are stored together in a
contiguous part of the state vector. The variables are not longer represented by a number of bits in the state vector. Instead, two special operations
GetValue and SetValue are internally used to manipulate the individual
variables. Unlike the unsigned method, S PIN -C also minimizes the values
in channels. Geldenhuys and de Villiers claim that their state compaction
technique reduces both the memory requirements (average: 40%) and the
execution time (average: 19%).

4.8.3

Arrays of unsigneds
The unsigned type declaration is only valid for scalar variables; it cannot be used for arrays. Instead one has to wrap the unsigned elements
inside a typedef record. For example, to declare an array a consisting of
N elements, where the elements are 2-bit unsigned variables, one could
declare the following:

103.1



harray of unsigned - using typedef 103.1i

typedef elem { unsigned e : 2 ; } ;
elem a[N] ;

Now the i-element of array a can be accessed through the expression
a[i].e. Unfortunately, S PIN does not like such arrays of typedef elements. In general, S PIN will allocate many more bytes in the state vector
than for the model in which an ordinary array of bytes was used.
There is another solution, though. Following the approach of the array
of bytes of the previous recipe, we could also encode the array of unsigned
elements using a short or int variable as its carrier type. For example,
we could implement the array a consisting of unsigned elements of size 2
by the following definitions:
103.2



harray of unsigned - mapped upon int 103.2i
int a ;
#define
#define
#define
#define

SZ
ONES
GET(a,i)
SET(a,i,v)

2
(ALL_1S >> (31-SZ))
((a >> SZ*i) & ONES)
d_step { a = a & (˜(ONES << (SZ*i))) ; \
a = a | (v << (SZ*i)) ; }

The constant SZ holds the size of the elements and the constant ONES is
the largest unsigned number that can be encoded using SZ bits. Instead
of the expression (ALL 1S >> (31-SZ)) for ONES, we could also have taken
the actual integer denotation (i.e. 3 in this case). The GET and SET macros
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Table 4.11: Comparison of three methods for using arrays of
subrange elements in P ROMELA. The verification model uses
three global arrays which all contained 15 elements that have
a size of 2 bits.

can now be used to test and set the values of individual elements, respectively.
Naturally, the number of unsigned elements that can fit into an int is
limited by the SZ constant. As with the bitvector implementation, one
should make sure that the int (or short) does not get negative, which
means that the left-most bit of the int variable should always be zero.
Consequently, only 31 bits of an int and 15 bits of a short are available
to store the elements of an array. If one needs more than 31 bits to store an
array of subrange elements, one could opt for an array of ints to store the
array. The manipulation of the individual elements of the array gets even
more complex, though. If this amount of storage is really needed, the brave
verification engineer should combine the macros in harray of unsigned mapped upon int 103.2i and hbitvector macros using byte-arrays 97.2i to
develop an efficient implementation.
Table 4.11 shows the verification results for a simple P ROMELA model,
that uses three global arrays and three processes. The arrays all contain 15 elements and the size of the elements is 2 bits. We have compared S PIN’s normal ‘array of byte’ implementation, our initial ‘array of
typedef/unsigned’ approach and the ‘array mapped upon int’ method.
Figure 4.5 shows a graph representation of Table 4.11.
We see that the ‘array of typedef/unsigned’ approach is not a practical solution; S PIN’s ordinary ‘array of bytes’ method outperforms both
the memory and time consumption. The ‘array mapped upon int’ implementation, however, is a good and efficient alternative. As expected, the
size of the state vector is much smaller and hence the total memory used
by the verification run is also smaller. It is again remarkable that the bit
manipulation operations seem faster than S PIN’s built-in array operators.
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Figure 4.5: Total memory used by the verification of three
P ROMELA models which differ in the way arrays of elements
that have a size of 2 bits are being used.

All variables in a typedef
When using unsigned variables, we trust S PIN to efficiently encode the
unsigned variables into the state vector. As we have already seen above
and in Section 4.7, though, S PIN does not always live up to our faith. Following our ‘array mapped upon int’ approach we might (paranoiacally) be
tempted to manually encode the variables part of the model’s state vector.
We could collect all global variables in a big typedef structure and also collect the local variables of a process in typedef structures. In this way we
would (try to) force S PIN to store the variables which belong to the same
process in the most efficient way.
We tried this optimisation scheme on our benchmark models. It turned
out, however, that this typedef approach is not profitable at all:





First of all, instead of occupying fewer bytes, the typedef constructs
needed at least as many bytes in the state vector as in the original
model. For several examples, the state vector had actually grown
after assembling all variables into a typedef variable.
If the local variables of a process are captured in a typedef structure,
S PIN will not longer be able to apply the data-flow optimisations as
it does for scalar variables (see Section 4.12). In the worst case, S PIN
will treat the typedef variable as a global variable.
If a field of a typedef variable is not used in the model, S PIN will not
complain; but in the original model, S PIN would have complained
about an unused variable.

We conclude that using P ROMELA’s typedef structure to save some bits
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in the state vector does not work. The last two observations above also
indicate that in general one must be careful when using typedef variables.

4.8.4

Conclusions
If the range of a local or global byte variable is known, one should replace the declaration by an unsigned declaration. One may use S PIN’s
-DVAR RANGES option to collect information on the ranges of variables in
the model. Arrays of subrange elements should not be encoded by an array
of typedef elements. Instead one should map the array upon an int or
short variable.
When the range of a byte variable is known, the declaration of the variable
should use the unsigned type.

4.9

Extending P ROMELA – Deque
P ROMELA is a protocol modelling language; it is not a specification language. One of the complaints about P ROMELA that is often heard is that
P ROMELA resembles the programming language C [113] too much. The
lack of more abstract datatypes than the built-in types bit, byte, array, etc., is seen as a serious disadvantage. This view on P ROMELA is
too restricted, though. The P ROMELA language is rich enough to add userdefined datatypes. The typedef construct can be used to define new datatypes and the inline or cpp macros (see Section 4.4) can be used to define
operations on such new datatypes. If the bodies of the operations are enclosed in d step clauses, the implementation will be highly efficient, as
S PIN treats a complete d step clause as a single transition.
The most important rule that should be followed when adding a new
datatype T to P ROMELA is that a value t of T is always represented by the
same sequence of bits. The reason for this is that two states are considered
equal by S PIN if the memory representation of both states is exactly the
same. If the same value t can have several different memory footprints,
S PIN will not be able to conclude that the same value t is used.
For example, suppose we would try to implement a deque-like datatype
on top of the built-in array type of P ROMELA. A deque is a double-ended
queue, where elements can be added and removed at either ends of the
queue [140, 185, 187]. We treat the array as a circular buffer, using first
and last pointers which point to the first element and last element of the
deque, respectively. Such implementation allows the addition and removal
of elements at both sides of the deque, which can be done quite efficiently.
Figure 4.6 shows the array representations of deque d1 and d2 that are
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d1
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first
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first
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Figure 4.6: Erroneous implementation of a circular deque in
P ROMELA, using dynamic first and last pointers.

semantically equal. Both deques contain the values 2, 3 and 4. However,
apart from the fact that the first and last pointers of d1 and d2 are
different, the array representation of d1 and d2 are clearly not equal. So,
S PIN will treat the two deques as being different.
To illustrate the power and elegance of P ROMELA, we present a correct
implementation of a double-ended Deque datatype in P ROMELA. Elements
can be added and removed from the front and the back of a Deque object.
First we define the Deque datatype itself.
107



hDeque typedef 107i
typedef
byte
byte
byte
} ;

Deque {
a[N] ;
length ;
i ;

The array a is used to hold the elements of the Deque. The array a can
hold at most N elements of type byte. The field length holds the number of
elements in the deque. The first element (i.e. the ‘front’) of a Deque variable
will always be stored in a[0], whereas the last element (i.e. the ‘back’) will
reside in a[length-1]. Entries in a that are not used (i.e. a[length..N1]) will always have value 0.
The field i is only used as a temporary index variable within the array
a. Outside of the Deque operations, it will always have the value 0. Instead
of having a local temporary field i for each Deque, one could also choose
to use a single global variable for all Deque variables.13 Having a single
global temporary variable is more efficient with respect to the state vector,
especially when the P ROMELA model uses several Deque variables. The
advantage of having the local i field in the typedef definition of Deque,
though, is that the typedef definition is sufficient; the user can use the
13 In

Deque.

the programming language C++ we would have made i a static variable to the class
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typedef definitions together with the Deque operations without having to

declare additional variables. There is no danger for having name-clashes.
A clear disadvantage of the hDeque typedef 107i definition is that the
type of the elements (i.e. byte) and the number of elements (i.e. N) are
hard-coded into the Deque definition. If one needs another Deque in which
the type of the elements or the maximum number of elements differs, one
has to define a new typedef definition. To be more generic, we make both
the type and the number of elements a parameter to the Deque datatype:
108.1



hDeque definition 108.1i
#define
typedef
T
byte
byte
}

(111) 108.4 .

DECLARE_DEQUE(T,MAX) \
Deque_##T##MAX { \
a[MAX] ; \
length ; \
i ; \

The ## operation in the typedef is cpp’s string concatenation operator.
Thus, the macro application DECLARE DEQUE(type,N) will expand to a typedef definition with the name Deque typeN.14 For example,
108.2



hDeque example: Deque declarations 108.2i
DECLARE_DEQUE(byte,3) ;
DECLARE_DEQUE(short,5) ;

will define the following typedef definitions:
108.3



hDeque example: Deque declarations expansions 108.3i
typedef Deque_byte3 { ... } ;
typedef Deque_short5 { ... } ;

To ease the declaration of Deque variables, we also define a short-hand for
the Deque ... names:
108.4



hDeque definition 108.1i+

(111) / 108.1

#define DEQUE(T,MAX) Deque_##T##MAX

Now we can introduce Deque variables as follows:
108.5

hDeque example: Deque variables 108.5i
DEQUE(byte,3)
DEQUE(short,5)

d1 ;
d2 ;



Deque operations For the implementation of the Deque operations we
use P ROMELA’s inline construct and cpp macros. Table 4.12 shows the
operations that we defined for Deque in [166].15 We use P ROMELA’s d step

construct to encode the operations as efficiently as possible.
14 The reader familiar with C++ [187] will recognise the similarity between the DECLARE DEQUE construct and C++’s template mechanism. In fact, early C++ compilers used

macro expansion to implement templates.
15 We borrowed the names for the Deque operations from C++’s Standard Template Library
(STL) [187].
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PUSH FRONT(deq,x)
PUSH BACK(deq,x)
FRONT(deq)
BACK(deq)
POP FRONT(deq)
POP BACK(deq)
CLEAR(deq)
COPY(src,dest)
PRINT(deq)
SIZE(deq)
IS EMPTY(deq)

adds a new element x at the front of deq
adds a new element x at the back of deq
returns the first element of deq
returns the last element of deq
removes the first element of deq
removes the last element of deq
removes all elements from deq
copies the elements of Deque src to Deque dest
writes the contents of deq to the standard output
returns the number of elements in deq
returns true if deq does not contain any elements

Table 4.12: Deque operations.

In this chapter, we only present the definitions of PUSH FRONT, PUSH BACK,
COPY, FRONT, BACK, SIZE and IS EMPTY. The other Deque operations are left
as an exercise.
109



hDeque operations 109i

(111) 110.1 .
inline PUSH_FRONT(deq,x)
{
d_step {
deq.i=deq.length ;
do
:: deq.i > 0 -> deq.a[deq.i]=deq.a[deq.i-1] ; deq.i-:: deq.i == 0 -> break
od ;
deq.a[0]=x ;
deq.length++ ;
deq.i=0 ;
}
}

The operation PUSH FRONT(deq,x) adds the element x to deq by shifting
all elements of deq to the right in array deq.a. The ‘local’ field deq.i is
used to iterate through the array deq.a. At the end of the operation this
temporary variable is reset to 0.
The danger of PUSH FRONT is that if the array deq.a is full, the operation
will still try to add a new element. Fortunately, the pan verifier will trigger
this ‘index out of bounds’ error on run-time.16 It would have nicer been
though, if we had added an assertion like assert(deq.length<N) to the
operation. Unfortunately, this is not possible as N is not fixed: there may
be several Deques defined, all with different MAX arguments. We could have
solved this by storing the size of the array into the typedef definition of
Deque, but this would have enlarged the Deque objects.
16 Unless

the pan verifier has been compiled using the directive -DNOBOUNDCHECK.
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PUSH FRONT is an expensive operation: all elements in the deque have
to be shifted one place to the right in order to insert a single element.
Still, due to the d step construct the complete operation only uses a single
transition within S PIN.
The Deque type is a double-ended List, so we can also add elements to
the back of the Deque object:
110.1



hDeque operations 109i+

(111) / 109 110.2 .

inline PUSH_BACK(deq,x)
{
d_step {
deq.a[deq.length]=x ;
deq.length++ ;
}
}

Like with PUSH FRONT, there is no explicit check for an ‘index out of bounds’
error. The operation PUSH BACK is more efficient than PUSH FRONT. In fact,
when using an array to implement a Deque type, adding to the back of the
array is always more efficient than to the front of the array.17
Because typedef and array objects in P ROMELA are not assignable, we
also need a operation to copy the contents of one Deque variable to another
Deque variable.
110.2



hDeque operations 109i+

(111) / 110.1 110.3 .
inline COPY(src,dst)
{
d_step {
CLEAR(dst) ;
dst.length=src.length ;
dst.i=0 ;
do
:: dst.i < dst.length -> dst.a[dst.i] = src.a[dst.i] ; dst.i++
:: dst.i >= dst.length -> break
od ;
dst.i=0 ;
}
}

Note that we first call CLEAR on dst to set all elements of dst.a to 0.
Below we define the operations on Deque objects that return a value:
110.3



hDeque operations 109i+
#define
#define
#define
#define

FRONT(deq)
BACK(deq)
SIZE(deq)
IS_EMPTY(deq)

(111) / 110.2

(deq.a[0])
(deq.a[deq.length-1])
(deq.length)
(deq.length==0)

17 It will be clear that the implementation of a Stack-like datatype on top of an array is
most efficient: addition and removal of elements is always done at the back of the array.
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Note that the macros FRONT and BACK do not check whether deq is nonempty.
Here our Deque implementation is ended. In [166] all Deque definitions
and operations are defined and stored (using noweb) in a single ‘header’ file
deque.hpr:
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hdeque.hpr 111i
hDeque definition 108.1i
hDeque operations 109i

P ROMELA models that need Deque objects can simply #include this file.

4.9.1

Conclusions
In this recipe we have shown that P ROMELA allows the definition of efficient user-defined types. A double-ended Deque type has been defined. In
the same way, other abstract data types like single-ended Queues, Lists
and Stacks can be defined and offered to the user via the usual #include
mechanism.
P ROMELA’s inline macros and d step clauses can be used to implement
efficient (user defined) abstract data types.

4.10

Lossy Channels
Within distributed systems, messages that are being transferred between
distributed processes may get lost due to errors in, for instance, the transmission medium between processes. A protocol should be designed and
implemented in such a way that the protocol can cope with or recover from
errors caused by the environment of the protocol. This means that the
models of a protocol should not only be verified in an environment which
behaves according to the protocol description, but should also be exposed
to faults in the environment.
Protocols are typically designed using a layered architecture [83, 175,
195]. Consequently, errors can either be introduced by the upper layer
service that uses the protocol or by the lower layer service on top of which
the protocol is built. Even if we restrict ourselves to a lower level service
which provides a means to transmit messages between protocol entities,
several types of errors can be introduced by a faulty service, for instance:

 messages can get lost;
 messages can be duplicated;
 messages can be inserted;
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 messages can be reordered;
In the realm of P ROMELA the lower layer service of a (flow control) protocol
is usually modelled by channel(s) between processes. In this recipe we
discuss some ways to model an erroneous transmission medium between
two or more processes, where messages can get lost.
Alternating Bit Protocol We illustrate the different ways in which
messages can get lost from a channel using a model of the well-known
Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP) [8]. Before actually introducing errors into
the underlying channels, we briefly define a model of the protocol. Our
model is based on the abp model that is part of S PIN’s version 3.3.x source
distribution.
The ABP is defined using two processes: a Sender and a Receiver. The
two processes are connected using two FIFO channels of length 1.
112.1



habp: channels 112.1i

chan s2r = [1] of {byte, bit} ;
chan r2s = [1] of {bit} ;

The Sender uses the s2r channel to send messages together with an (alternating) bit to the Receiver. The Receiver uses the channel r2s to send
acknowledgement bits to the Sender. Next, we define the Sender process.
112.2



habp: proctype Sender 112.2i

proctype Sender(chan out, in)
{
byte msg ;
msg=1 ;
do
:: sending(msg, 1, 1, 0) ;
sending(msg, 0, 0, 1)
od
}

The Sender tries to send a msg over its out channel to the Receiver. Most
of the work is done by the inline macro sending, which takes care of actual
sending of a message:
112.3



habp: inline sending 112.3i

inline sending(msg, ab, good_ack, bad_ack)
{
do
:: in ? good_ack -> break /* ack accepted */
:: in ? bad_ack
:: timeout -> out ! msg, ab
od ;
msg=(msg+1) % MAX ;
}
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The macro has four parameters. The msg parameter corresponds with
the message to be transmitted. The ab parameter relates to the current
value of the ‘alternating bit’. The good ack and bad ack correspond with a
good and bad acknowledgement of the Receiver, respectively. The actual
sending of the message msg is triggered by the global timeout mechanism,
which only becomes executable if none of the other processes in the system (i.e. the Receiver) can proceed. As long as the Sender has not yet
received the correct acknowledgement good ack, the process keeps waiting
for acknowledgements or keeps sending the message.18 After successfully
sending the message msg, this byte is incremented, modulo the constant
MAX. For our experiments, we set MAX to 4. If none of the other processes
(i.e. the Receiver) can do a step, the timeout statement of sending becomes executable and the Sender process resends the current msg.
In a similar way the Receiver process is defined:
113.1

habp: proctype Receiver 113.1i



proctype Receiver(chan out, in)
{
byte msg, lmsg ;
lmsg = 0 ;
do
:: receiving(msg, lmsg, 1, 0) ;
receiving(msg, lmsg, 0, 1)
od
}

The variable lmsg corresponds with the last message that has been received successfully. Again, the actual work of the Receiver is done by the
receiving activity:
113.2



habp: inline receiving 113.2i

inline receiving(msg, lmsg, cur_ab, prv_ab)
{
do
:: in ? msg, cur_ab -> out ! cur_ab ; break /* msg accepted */
:: in ? msg, prv_ab -> out ! prv_ab
od ;
assert(msg==((lmsg+1)%MAX)) ;
lmsg=msg ;
}

The Receiver only accepts a message if it is accompanied by the expected
alternating bit cur ab. Finally, the init process starts the Sender and
Receiver using the global channels s2r and r2s as parameters.
18 Note that instead of using four parameters for the sending inline macro, two parameters
would have been sufficient: the value of the good ack and bad ack parameters follow directly
from ab. The (redundant) explicit parameters are kept for readability reasons.
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habp: init 113.3i



init {
atomic {
run Sender(s2r, r2s) ;
run Receiver(r2s, s2r) ;
}
}

Clearly, the transmission between the Sender and Receiver is implemented through the channels s2r and r2s. Next we present four methods to
lose messages from these channels.
1. Stealing daemon In the first method, we introduce a Daemon process
into the model which steals messages from both the s2r and r2s channels:
114.1



habp: proctype Daemon 114.1i

active proctype Daemon()
{
do
:: s2r ? _, _
:: r2s ? _
od
}

As we are not interested in the actual contents of the messages that are
stolen, we receive the messages into P ROMELA’s write-only variable ‘ ’.
Note: a possible difficulty of this method occurs when one (or more) of
the receiving processes uses a xr declaration to claim the exclusive receiving rights on one of the channels. If this is the case, this xr declaration
should be removed from the particular process as now the Daemon process
may also read from the channel.
2. Sending processes lose messages Instead of introducing a separate
process that steals the messages, we can also let the sending processes
‘lose’ (i.e. not send) the message that they are supposed to send. Please
note that both the Sender and Receiver process are ‘sending processes’;
the Sender sends msgs, whereas the Receiver sends acknowledgements.
We only include the redefinition of the receiving process, the sending
process is left as an exercise.
114.2



habp: inline receiving - sending processes lose messages 114.2i

inline receiving(msg, lmsg, cur_ab, prv_ab)
{
do
:: in ? msg, cur_ab -> if
:: out ! cur_ab ; break /* accepts msg */
:: break /* accepts msg, but loses ack */
fi
:: in ? msg, prv_ab -> if
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:: out ! prv_ab
:: skip /* loses ack */
fi
od ;
assert(msg==((lmsg+1)%MAX)) ;
lmsg=msg ;
}

3. Receiving processes lose messages Instead of having the sending
processes lose the messages, we can also let the receiving processes lose
the messages. We only include the redefinition of the sending process.
115.1



habp: inline sending - receiving processes lose messages 115.1i
inline sending(msg, ab, good_ack, bad_ack)
{
do
:: in ? good_ack -> if
:: break /* ack accepted */
:: skip /* ack got lost */
fi
:: in ? bad_ack
:: timeout -> out ! msg, ab
od ;
msg = (msg+1) % MAX ;
}

Note: with both the methods 2. and 3. – unlike the Daemon solution –
the (possible) xs and xr declarations within the Sender and Receiver processes can be retained.
4. Line processes In this method, we model the transmission lines
between the Sender and Receiver by two line processes K and L. We let
the Sender and Receiver handshake with the processes K and L which
now act as 1-place buffers. This approach corresponds with the way one
typically models FIFO channels in a process algebraic formalism.
115.2



habp: channels - line processes 115.2i
chan
chan
chan
chan

s2k
k2r
r2l
l2s

=
=
=
=

[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]

of
of
of
of

{byte, bit} ;
{byte, bit} ;
{bit} ;
{bit} ;

Now as all channels have become handshake channels, we cannot longer
use any xs or xr declarations on the channels. We only define the process
K.
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habp: proctype K 115.3i

active proctype K()
{
byte msg ;
bit
ab ;
do
::

s2k ? msg,ab -> if
::
::
fi

k2r ! msg, ab
skip /* message lost */

od
}

After handshaking with the Sender, the process K either passes the msg to
the Receiver or does not nothing, to model the fact that the message has
been lost.
One might be tempted to reset the variables msg and ab to zero after
passing them to k2r. In this (special) case, however, this would be counter
productive. Without the resetting, S PIN is smart enough to conclude that
the local values msg and ab will not be used after the send operation. If we
would reset both values, we just would introduce a new intermediate state.
For a more thorough discussion on local variables and S PIN’s optimisation
algorithms, the reader is referred to Section 4.12 further-on in this chapter.
Instead of having two separate processes K and L, the processes can also
be combined into a single process, of course.

4.10.1

Comparison
Method 1. ‘Stealing daemon’ is the easiest method to apply as we only
need to define a new process. A drawback of the method is the (possible)
invalidation of xr declarations in the original model. The last method 4.
‘Line processes’ is also straightforward to implement. Only the definitions
of the channels have to be altered and one or two processes have to added.
Due to the handshake communication, all xs and xr have become invalid,
though.
When the methods 2. and 3. are used, no extra processes have to be
defined. The bodies of the processes, though, have to be altered considerably. Any xs or xr declarations will not be invalidated by these methods.
Table 4.13 lists the results of the verification runs on the ABP model
using the different methods to implement message loss. Figure 4.7 shows
a graphical presentation of the number of states needed by the different
models.
From Table 4.13 we learn that the line processes occupy too much space
in the state vector. Also the number of states of these models is too large.
As expected, method 2. ‘sending processes lose messages’ shows the best
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Table 4.13: Comparison of several methods to model message
loss in the channels of an alternating bit protocol.
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Figure 4.7: Number of states needed by the several methods
to model message loss in the channels of an alternating bit
protocol.

results: both the number of states and the size of the state vector are
minimal. We also see that although method 1. ‘stealing daemon’ needs 4
additional bytes in the state vector for the extra process, the number of
states is not increased dramatically; the method even requires two states
less than method 3. ‘receiving processes lose messages’.
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Conclusions
The ‘Reducing Complexity’ help dialog of X SPIN advises the user to consider the following change to a verification model in order to reduce the
complexity of the model:
“: : : if an intermediate process makes choices (e.g., to delete or
duplicate, etc.), let the sender make that choice, rather than the
intermediate process.”
And our verification results indeed show that letting the Sender lose the
messages results in the most effective model. Still, for initial verification
models, the method where a Daemon process steals the messages from the
channels is not a bad choice: the model does not have to be altered severely
and the cost in terms of the size of the state vector and the number of states
is bearable.
We also have seen that one should use xs and xr declarations whenever
possible to help the partial order reduction algorithm to minimize the number of states.
Lossy channels can best be modelled by letting the sending process ‘lose’
messages or by a ‘stealing daemon’ process.

4.11

Multicast and Broadcast Protocols
Multicast protocols are protocols for the support of group communication.
In a multicast protocol, a calling user can define a set of called users to
which a message should be delivered. The multicast protocol makes sure
that the message is delivered to all users in the set. As each node within
a multicast protocol typically can send messages to all other nodes, a multicast protocol uses a many-to-many transmission paradigm. An example
application which is typically built on top of a multicast protocol is a chat
or conference protocol, where users can selectively send messages to one
or more users that are on-line. A specific case of multicast is a broadcast,
where the message of the calling user is expected to be delivered to all
users.
The P ROMELA language does not provide a direct means for multicast
or broadcast communication. Instead the user has to exploit P ROMELA’s
channel construct to simulate multicast communication. In this recipe we
discuss in depth several ways to model multicast and broadcast communication within P ROMELA.

Node(2)

Node(1)
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bus

Figure 4.8: Communication structure between nodes in a
multi-point protocol using a communication bus.

Preliminaries In the sequel, we assume that the group of users consists
of three identical nodes, which are modelled by P ROMELA processes. Three
is the minimal number of nodes for which the analysis of a many-to-many
protocol like a multicast protocol seems meaningful. For simplicity, we will
first focus our discussion on broadcast communication only: every process
may send a message that will be delivered to all processes, including itself.
Later we will show how to model a multicast protocol.

4.11.1

Bus
Perhaps the easiest way to model a broadcast or multicast protocol is to use
a bus for the communication between the different nodes. Figure 4.8 shows
a schematic view of the communication structure using a bus. Every node
uses the same channel for reading and writing messages. The addresses of
the source and destination nodes are encoded in the message that is sent
over the bus.
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hbus: declarations 119.1i

#define MAX_BUS 3
chan bus = [MAX_BUS] of { byte, byte, mtype } ;

The bus channel carries (dest,src,msg) tuples. The first parameter dest
holds the destination address. The parameter src corresponds with the
source address and the parameter msg holds the actual message that is being sent. The constant MAX BUS designates the maximum number of messages in the bus, i.e. the maximum number of messages that can be in
transit at any time.
Using this bus channel, we now define a process Node, which either
sends a message msg to all other processes or receives a message from one
of the other processes.
119.2



hbus: process Node - first attempt 119.2i
proctype Node(byte i)
{
byte msg, src ;
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do
::

hconstruct msg to be senti ->
bus ! 0, i, msg ;
bus ! 1, i, msg ;
bus ! 2, i, msg

::
od

bus ? eval(i), src, msg -> hprocess msg receivedi

}

The eval expression forces the evaluation of the variable i; it will only
match a message that is intended for this Node i. The order of the broadcast messages that are send by a Node is fixed. A non-deterministic order
can easily be modelled instead, but this will increase the number of states
considerably.
This approach has at least one important drawback, though: it is errorprone to deadlocks. The deadlock situation is easy to spot. When a Node is
in the process of sending a broadcast message, it cannot receive incoming
messages. Now suppose that the bus is full and all Nodes decide to send another broadcast message: all Nodes will be blocked in trying to put another
msg into the bus channel.
Note that we cannot solve the problem by just enclosing the sending of
the broadcast in an atomic clause. If there are less than 3 places left in the
bus channel, the atomic clause cannot be completed, and this situation will
give other Nodes the possibility to enter their own atomic broadcast clause.
But if we only allow Nodes to start their broadcast sequence if there are
sufficient places in the bus channel to finish the broadcast, we will avoid
the deadlock.
120

hbus: process Node - atomic broadcast 120i
proctype Node(byte i)
{
byte msg, src ;
do
::

::
od



atomic { MAX_BUS - len(bus) >= N ->
hconstruct msg to be sendi ->
bus ! 0, i, msg ;
bus ! 1, i, msg ;
bus ! 2, i, msg
}
bus ? eval(i), src, msg -> hprocess msg receivedi

}

Due to the atomic construct, the broadcast messages of the different Nodes
cannot longer be interleaved. Consequently, because of the FIFO characteristics of the bus, the order of reception of the broadcast messages is
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completely dictated by the order of sending by the different nodes.
Sorted send, Random receive Apart from the FIFO send and receive
operations (the single ‘!’ and ‘?’), P ROMELA supports two other types of
communication primitives [181]:
!!

When using the sorted send operation a new message is inserted
into the channel immediately ahead of the oldest message in the
channel that succeeds it in numerical order.

??

A random receive operation is executable if there exists at least one
message in the channel that matches the pattern from the receive
statement. The oldest such message is then used.

If we would replace the FIFO receive operation ‘?’ by a random receive ‘??”
in the Node process above, the reception of the broadcast messages would
not longer be completely dictated by the sending order. Again, the price to
be paid is a huge increase in the number of states of the model, though.
If we would also replace the FIFO send ‘!’ by the sorted send ‘!!’, broadcast messages may even overtake each other. For example, suppose that
node 2 sends a message m to node 0: a tuple (0,2,m) is inserted into the
bus. If afterwards, node 1 sends the same message m to node 0, the tuple
(0,1,m) will be inserted before the first tuple in the bus channel.
option -m Another approach to get rid of the potential deadlock situation
is to use S PIN’s run-time option -m. Normally, a send action will be blocked
if the target message buffer is full. When using the -m option a message
that is sent to a full buffer is simply lost. But beware: like the timeout
statement of P ROMELA , the global -m option can hide potential deadlocks
in the model. Furthermore, the total number of states will usually increase
when using the -m option: states that were previously identified as ‘invalid
end states’ will not longer be end states.
When modelling a complex application that uses a multicast protocol,
the -m option can sometimes be quite useful. In multicast applications,
Nodes typically exchange control messages and data messages between
each other. As it is not possible to specify the ‘relative speed’ of processes in
P ROMELA, there is always the possibility that one or two of the processes
send so many messages that all buffers of the system get full and all processes get to a stop. The -m option makes sure that send operations will
never block.
However, instead of using the global -m option, it is better modelling
style to anticipate potentially full buffers with a nfull or len guard on selected channels. One may even discriminate between the type of messages
that are being sent. As control messages are usually more important than
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data messages, it is better to lose data messages than to lose control messages. In such cases, one would only allow new data messages to be sent if
they would not cause a full channel.

4.11.2

Matrix of Channels
Instead of using a single bus channel to model the communication between
the Nodes, P ROMELA’s one-to-one communication paradigm can also easily
be adopted to one-to-many or many-to-many communication paradigms by
combining P ROMELA’s array and typedef mechanisms:

122.1



hmatrix: declarations 122.1i
#define
#define
typedef
T_to

N
3
MAX_CH 1
T_to { chan to[N] = [MAX_CH] of { mtype } ; } ;
from[N] ;

This defines a 3  3 matrix of channels.19 The channel from node i to node
j is designated by the expression from[i].to[j]. Using the from matrix,
we can now define the process Node which sends and receives broadcast
messages.
122.2

hmatrix: process Node - first attempt 122.2i
proctype Node(byte i)
{
byte msg ;
do
::



hconstruct msg to be senti ->
from[i].to[0] ! msg ;
from[i].to[1] ! msg ;
from[i].to[2] ! msg

::
::
::
od

from[0].to[i] ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 0i
from[1].to[i] ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 1i
from[2].to[i] ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 2i

}

Similar to the approach using the bus channel, this broadcast scheme suffers from the potential deadlock in the sending of the broadcast messages.
Again, the deadlock can be resolved by only allowing a atomic broadcast
sequence to start if it is certain that the broadcast can be completed.
19 Although

P ROMELA does support arrays of built-in and user defined types, it does not
support arrays of arrays. One has to use the typedef mechanism to simulate matrices.
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hmatrix: process Node - atomic broadcast 122.3i
proctype Node(byte i)
{
byte msg ;
do
::

::
::
::
od

atomic {
nfull(from[i].to[0]) &&
nfull(from[i].to[1]) &&
nfull(from[i].to[2]) -> hconstruct msg to be senti ;
from[i].to[0] ! msg ;
from[i].to[1] ! msg ;
from[i].to[2] ! msg
}
from[0].to[i] ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 0i
from[1].to[i] ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 1i
from[2].to[i] ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 2i

}

Due to the atomic clause – similar to the bus approach – the broadcast
sending of the messages by the different nodes cannot be interleaved. However, because the different channels of the matrix do not induce a FIFO
order, the reception of the messages can be interleaved. This differs from
the bus communication scheme where the order of reception is fixed.
xr - exclusive receive

The matrix of channels communication scheme
offers an opportunity for a (possible) optimisation of S PIN verification runs.
Each channel of the from matrix can be read by exactly one Node process: for a channel from[j].to[i], only Node(i) will try to receive messages from the channel. This means that we can declare the channel
from[j].to[i] to be an exclusive-receive channel for Node(i). With this
exclusive use information on channels, S PIN’s partial order reduction algorithm can be optimised and the verification complexity can be reduced
[181].
For a non-aggregated channel ch, the declaration
xr ch ;

within a process P is sufficient to state that P has exclusive read-access
to channel ch. As a matter of fact, P ROMELA only allows xr (and xs) declarations for non-aggregated channel variables. As the from variable is a
matrix of channels, we have to introduce the following channel aliases to
be able to use xr declarations:
123



hmatrix: xr declarations 123i

chan from_0_to_i = from[0].to[i] ;
chan from_1_to_i = from[1].to[i] ;
chan from_2_to_i = from[2].to[i] ;
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xr

from_0_to_i, from_1_to_i, from_2_to_i ;

Naturally, in the body of Node all occurrences of the channels from[0].to[i],
from[1].to[i] and from[2].to[i] have to replaced by their newly declared aliases as well.
The observant reader will have noticed that apart from the explicit
receive operation, each channel is also queried by all Node processes for
nfull-ness before the sending of the broadcast messages. Fortunately,
nfull is the only safe channel poll operation that is consistent with xr,
so our xr declarations are valid.
These nfull-tests are indeed the reason that we cannot declare channels as being used exclusively for sending (i.e. xs) by the Nodes, as nfull is
not consistent with xs; the only safe channel poll operation that is consistent with xs is nempty [181].

4.11.3

Sending and Receiving Entities
So far we did not discuss the code chunks hconstruct msg to be sendi and
hprocess msg receivedi. These fragments will be specific and different for
each particular multicast or broadcast application. In our approach we assumed that the Node process could autonomously decide when to send a
new broadcast message and how to process messages received. Furthermore, we assumed that the hconstruct msg to be sendi and hprocess msg
receivedi chunks could not be blocked.
In practice, these assumptions are not very realistic. Within more complex protocols, a node usually waits for commands from an upper layer,
which it has to translate to multicast or broadcast messages. The requirement that Node processes should always be able to receive broadcast messages usually puts constraints on the design of the Node that are difficult
to meet. If the Node communicates with an upper layer, the Node should
always be able to receive messages from its upper layer as well.
To accommodate messages from both the upper- and lower layer of
a Node process, it has proven useful to split the sending and receiving
streams within a Node into two different processes:




A Sender process waits for commands from the upper layer and sends
the broadcast messages to the other Nodes.
A Receiver process waits for broadcast messages and transfers the
messages to the upper layer.

The two processes communicate with each other using global variables.
The many-to-many communication scheme between the Sender and Receiver processes can either be modelled using a bus channel or a matrix
of channels approach. Figure 4.9 shows the communication structure of
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Figure 4.9: Sender and Receiver processes communicate
with each other using a matrix of channels.

Sender and Receiver processes using the matrix of channels broadcasting

approach.
Below we only show the definitions of the Sender and Receiver processes
for the matrix of channels case. The channel declarations are taken from
hmatrix: declarations 122.1i.
125.1

hmatrix: process Sender with xs 125.1i



proctype Sender(byte i)
{
chan from_i_to_0 = from[i].to[0] ;
chan from_i_to_1 = from[i].to[1] ;
chan from_i_to_2 = from[i].to[2] ;
xs
from_i_to_0, from_i_to_1, from_i_to_2 ;
do
::

hconstruct msg to be senti ->
from_i_to_0 ! msg ;
from_i_to_1 ! msg ;
from_i_to_2 ! msg

od
}

Note that a check on nfull channels is no longer needed to avoid a potential deadlock. Consequently, each Sender(i) can now be tagged as being
the only process that has ‘exclusive-send’ rights on the channels originating from node i.
Now that the sending of broadcast messages is not longer atomic, a
broadcast request of node i can be interleaved by broadcast messages from
all other nodes.
125.2

hmatrix: process Receiver with xr 125.2i



proctype Receiver(byte i)
{
chan from_0_to_i = from[0].to[i] ;
chan from_1_to_i = from[1].to[i] ;
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chan from_2_to_i = from[2].to[i] ;
xr
from_0_to_i, from_1_to_i, from_2_to_i ;
do
::
::
::
od

from_0_to_i ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 0i
from_1_to_i ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 1i
from_2_to_i ? msg -> hprocess msg from node 2i

}

Discussion Modelling a multi-point Node(i) process using a Sender(i)
and Receiver(i) process has a clear structural advantage over the monolithic approach where only a Node(i) process is used. Two conceptually
different activities are split into two separate processes. The two processes
are usual small and straightforward to model; the complexity of the protocol is much better controlled. Furthermore, experience has shown that
deadlock situations can much easier be avoided using two processes.
There is also a price to be paid. As each Node process is split into two
processes, the state vector of the model will be increased. Furthermore,
the variables that used to be local to a Node process, now have to declared
globally, which is more expensive in terms of the number of states (see
Section 4.12 for details). But the largest drawback for verification is that
the model allows for many more interleavings: the Sender and Receiver
processes can independently execute statements.

4.11.4

Broadcast Service
On the one hand, the monolithic Node approach to the broadcast protocol
restricts the possible interleavings of the broadcast messages too much.
One the other hand, the separate Sender and Receiver processes are too
general and allow too many interleavings of messages. Both approaches
suffer from the fact that we try to model a broadcast protocol, whereas
what we really need is a model of the service that the broadcast protocol
delivers.
In this section we present a Broadcast process which models a broadcast service. Instead of having a bus or matrix of channels, the Broadcast
process takes care of the broadcast communication between the nodes. The
nodes simply issue a broadcast request to the Broadcast process. The
Broadcast process is responsible for delivering the message to the other
nodes. Our approach closely follows the approach taken by Jensen et. al.
[103].
Figure 4.10 shows the communication structure of the Node processes
and the Broadcast process. The difference with Figure 4.9 is apparent.
Whereas in Figure 4.10 the Broadcast service is a black box that delivers the broadcast communication, in Figure 4.9 the Sender and Receiver

Node(2)

Node(1)
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Node(0)
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to_bcast

Broadcast

from_bcast[i]

Service

Figure 4.10: Communication structure of a broadcast service.

processes together with the matrix of channels constitute a possible implementation of a broadcast protocol. Text books like [83, 175, 195] discuss protocols, services and the differences between them in much greater
depth. They also discuss protocol layering in detail. The Nodes communicate with the Broadcast process through the following channels:
127.1



hbroadcast service: channels 127.1i

chan to_bcast
= [0] of { mtype, byte } ;
chan from_bcast[N] = [MAX_CH] of { mtype, byte } ;

Each Node can issue a (msg,src) request on the handshake channel to bcast.
The Broadcast process issues a broadcast indication (msg,src) to the
Nodes via from bcast, an array of channels. The constant N designates
the number of Nodes and the constant MAX CH holds the length of the channels from the Broadcast process to the individual Nodes. The definition of
the Broadcast process is straightforward:
127.2

hbroadcast service: proctype Broadcast 127.2i
proctype Broadcast()
{
byte msg, src, i ;
do
::



to_bcast ? msg, src ->
i=0 ;
do
:: atomic { i<N -> from_bcast[i] ! msg, src ; i++ }
:: atomic { i>=N -> i=0 ; msg=0 ; src=0 ; break }
od

od
}

Only one request of the multicast protocol received at to bcast is serviced
at a time. This means that a broadcast indication is delivered to all addressees before a new request will be serviced. Only the intermediate computations of Broadcast are made atomic, allowing the other processes (i.e.
the Nodes) to proceed between the delivering of the individual messages.
We reset the local variables to 0, to minimize the number of states that is
needed for this process.
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In general the number of nodes N in a validation model will be small:
typically at most 4. Instead of using a do loop to send the broadcast messages to the different nodes, we could also replace the inner do-loop by the
sequence of N send messages. This sequence is more efficient than the doloop as the variable i is not longer needed. Section 4.4 explains how to use
m4 macros to parameterise the sequence of send messages in the constant
N.
128
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proctype Node(byte i)
{
byte msg ;
chan from_bcast_to_i = from_bcast[i] ;
xr
from_bcast_to_i ;
do
:: hconstruct msg to be sendi -> to_bcast ! msg, i
:: from_bcast_to_i ? msg, i -> hprocess msg receivedi
od
}

As a Node(i) is the only node reading from from bcast[i], we have added a xr declaration to the definition of Node. Note that if to bcast and
from bcast are asynchronous channels (and there is only a single Broadcast process), the definition of the Broadcast process can be further improved upon by adding xr and xs declarations to the to bcast and the (aliases of) from bcast channels, respectively. Note that also for the broadcast
service approach, the Node process might be split in separate Sender and
Receiver processes.
Similar to the original matrix of channels approach to broadcast communication, all broadcast messages are delivered to the Nodes in the same
order of the subsequent broadcast requests. Broadcast indications of different broadcast requests cannot overtake each other. If one needs to analyse
broadcast protocols where messages can overtake each other, the broadcast service approach is easily accommodated. We only need to create two
Broadcast processes instead of one. Both processes can service the broadcast requests from the Nodes in parallel. Now, the xr declarations are not
longer valid, though.

4.11.5

Comparison
We have presented three communication schemes to model broadcast communication in P ROMELA: bus, matrix of channels and service. Furthermore, we have distinguished between monolithic Node processes and dedicated Server and Receiver processes.
The 32 approaches to broadcast communication are certainly not equivalent. Apart from the quantitative differences like the number of chan-
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number of channels
minimal chan. size
channel contents
state vector
xs/xr declarations
receiving order

monolithic Node

Sender &
Receiver: full

channels
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bus
1

matrix of channels

service

NN

1+N

N

1

1

(dest,src,msg)

(msg)

(msg,src)

smallest
no
Messages are
received in the same
order as they were
sent.
If the size of the bus
is N, all nodes have
to have received a
broadcast message
before a new
broadcast message
can be sent.

biggest
yes
Messages can be
received in any
order.

average
yes
Messages can be
received in any
order.

If channels of size 1
are used, all nodes
can send a single
broadcast message
before any of the
nodes needs to
retrieve a message
from its ‘to’ channel.
When all channels
are full, and a
message is retrieved
from one of the
channels, e.g.
from[i].to[j], only
Node i can send a
new message to j.

If channels of size 1
are used, only a
single broadcast
message can be
serviced at once.

When the bus is full,
and a message is
retrieved by one of
the nodes, any node
can insert a new
message into the
bus.

When all channels
are full, and a
message is retrieved
by Node i, only a
new message can be
sent to Node i.

Table 4.14: Summary of differences between the bus, matrix
of channels and service approach to broadcast communication.

nels, the size of the channels, etc., there are also qualitative differences.
For example, the bus approach dictates that the messages are received in
the same order as they were sent, whereas the matrix of channels approach
does not dictate any order. Table 4.14 shows the most apparent qualitative
and quantitative differences between the three communication schemes.
Experiments Comparing the 3  2 approaches is a bit like comparing
apples and oranges. The approaches should not be regarded as equivalent
approaches to model many-to-many communication in P ROMELA. Instead,
the different communication schemes should be treated as starting points
for possible models of multi-point communication in P ROMELA. The verification engineer should choose which of the schemes is best suited for the
modelling problem at hand.
To give the reader a feeling on the effectiveness of the different approaches, however, we have verified a very simple broadcast protocol with
S PIN. The protocol has the following characteristics:



The protocol uses 3 identical nodes.
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The nodes only send a bit message to each other: either zero or one.
The nodes also send the bit message to themselves.
The protocol does not stop: the nodes keep sending and receiving
messages.
The contents of the messages that are received is not used: broadcast
messages are received in P ROMELA’s ‘ ” global write-only variable.
Consequently, the state space of the models is determined by the contents of the channels only.

Broadcast protocols that only send bits around are not very realistic. But
they constitute a ‘lower bound’ for the class of useful broadcast or multicast
protocols: all protocols with more behaviour have at least as many states
as the bit-sending versions.
The state space of the models could have been reduced even further if (i)
we would have sent around a single message instead of two possible bits
or (ii) we would not have let the broadcast protocol deliver the message to
the original sender of the message.
The following variations of the P ROMELA models have been verified:






Three different types of communication means: bus, matrix of channels or service.
bus: FIFO receive vs. random receive.
bus and matrix of channels: monolithic Node processes (with guarded
atomic clause) vs. nodes split into separate Sender and Receiver
processes.
bus and matrix of channels: changing the size of the channels.

For the matrix of channels approach, it makes no difference whether exclusive read or write declarations are used or not. For the service approach,
we only chapter on the P ROMELA model which contains xs and xr declarations; the results are slightly better than for the models without these
declarations.
Table 4.15 shows the results of verifying the different models with
S PIN. For these verification runs we let pan use 96Mb of main memory
and limited the search depth to 500000 steps. We let S PIN only search for
‘invalid end states’.
As expected, the number of states explodes when the lengths of the
channels are increased (esp. for the matrix of channels approach) or when
the level of concurrency is increased by splitting the Node process (esp. for
the bus approach). The service approach performs quite reasonable.

4.11.6

Multicast Service
So far we only discussed several ways to model a broadcast protocol. In this
section we will define a Multicast process that models a multicast service.
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14.3
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776
14.3
0.2
mono
3 yes
40
9
44
14.3
0.1
random 6 yes
52
5620
21464
15.3
0.8
bus
9 no
64 > 500000 > 1368560 100.6 55.4
3 yes
52
1987
8622
14.6
0.4
FIFO
6 yes
64
107824
474750
41.7 14.0
9 no
76 > 500000 > 1211640 100.6 30.0
split
3 yes
52
17065
78996
17.9 4.45
random 6 no
64 > 500000 > 1453640 100.6 64.6
9 no
76 > 500000 > 1196910 100.6 42.7
1
yes
92
3310
3376
14.5
0.4
mono n.a.
2 no
92 > 500000
> 719106
77.6 76.3
matrix
1 yes 104
2537
3376
14.5
0.4
split n.a.
2 no 104 > 500000
> 709172
76.6 77.5
1 yes
80
343
1658
14.3
0.2
service mono n.a.
2 yes
92
6160
26714
16.2
2.2
3 yes 104
76704
294810
39.5 23.9

Table 4.15: Verification results of verifying P ROMELA models
of a simple broadcast protocol using bus, matrix of channels or
service as communication means.

The Multicast process is based on the Broadcast process of Section 4.11.4.
A calling user of a multicast service can define a set of called users to
which a message should be delivered. The service makes sure that the
message is delivered to all users in the destination set. The set of destination addresses might be represented by an array of bits. From Section 4.7
we learned, though, that it is better to use a bitvector instead. For the
manipulation of bitvectors, we use the library developed in Section 4.7.
As the number of nodes in a multicast protocol will generally be small –
certainly not more than 8 – we use the BITV 8 type (i.e. which is an alias
for a byte) to represent sets of addresses. For readability reasons we will
introduce a new alias SET. The Nodes that use the multicast service now
communicate with the Multicast process through the following channels:
131

hmulticast service: channels 131i



#define SET byte
chan to_mcast
= [0] of { mtype, byte, SET } ;
chan from_mcast[N] = [MAX_CH] of { mtype, byte } ;

With respect to the channels of the Broadcast process, only the to channel has been changed. Each Node can issue a (msg,src,dest set) request
on the synchronous to mcast channel. The Multicast process will deliver
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an indication (msg,src) to all Nodes in dest set, the set of of destination
addresses. As before, the constant N designates the number of Nodes and
MAX CH holds the length of the channels from the Multicast process to the
individual Nodes. The Multicast process is now a straightforward adaption of hbroadcast service: proctype Broadcast 127.2i:
132



hmulticast service: proctype Multicast 132i
proctype Multicast()
{
byte msg, src, i ;
SET dest_set ;
do
::

to_mcast ? msg, src, dest_set ->
i=0 ;
do
:: atomic { i<N -> IF IS_1(dest_set,i) ->
from_mcast[i] ! msg, src
FI ; i++ }
:: atomic { i>=N -> i=0 ; msg=0 ; src=0 ; break }
od

od
}

When a multicast request is received over to mcast from one of the connected Nodes, the Multicast process sends the message msg together with
the src address of the node that issued the multicast to all nodes that are
listed in dest set. Again, we do not enclose the complete body of Multicast in an atomic clause because we want the other processes to proceed
concurrently while the multicast is being executed. As with the Broadcast
process, it is more efficient to unfold the inner do-loop of the Multicast
process to a sequence of N send messages.
Completion Order The communication approaches discussed for the
broadcast communication all ensured that the completion of a broadcast
request is always in FIFO order: requests cannot overtake each other relatively in time. For multicast communication this is a little different. For
the bus approach, the completion of multicast requests is still FIFO because the bus channel itself is FIFO ordered (by default). The matrix of
channels and service approach do not guarantee in-order delivery, though.
As messages do not have to be sent to all nodes, subsequent multicast request services can be completed while the recipients of previous requests
still have to collect ‘older’ indications from their ‘to’ channel.
Multicast Application To compare the different multi-point communication schemes within a more realistic application, we have analysed
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Figure 4.11: Communication structure of the conference protocol of [150] using a Multicast Service.
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Table 4.16: Verification results of verifying P ROMELA models
of a conference protocol with two users using bus, matrix of
channels or service as communication means.

a simple conference protocol [150] with S PIN. The conference service allows its users to join a conference, communicate on-line in the scope of
this conference, and leave the conference. This conference protocol uses a
multicast protocol.
The complexity of the conference protocol makes it intractable to analyse the protocol exhaustively for more than two users. But already for two
users we found several flaws in the original protocol description of [150].
Figure 4.11 shows the processes of the P ROMELA models and how they
are connected. The service access points between the processes are modelled by P ROMELA channels. The User processes specify the behaviour of
the conference service. For all models, the conference protocol entities are
split into Sender and Receiver processes, following the strategy outlined
earlier in this recipe.
Table 4.16 shows the results of generating the complete state space
for the different P ROMELA models. For all models, we have exploited all
possible P ROMELA and S PIN optimisations that we know of (e.g. xs/xr
declarations, resetting of local variables, all do-loops unfolded, etc.).
The verification results seem reasonable. All communication approaches succeed in computing the complete state space within reasonable time.
Remember though, that we only consider 2 users of the conference protocol.
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For 3 nodes and using 512Mb of main memory, all approaches failed to
compute the state space.

4.11.7

Symmetry Reductions
Multi-point protocols like broadcast and multicast protocols typically consist of several identical nodes or processes, which only differ in their process identifiers (i.e. the variable i of a Node process). We have seen that
even for a small number of nodes, the number of states of the P ROMELA
model grows exponentially.
One may wonder whether S PIN could take advantage of the symmetry
within a P ROMELA model due to the set of identical processes. For instance, it is easy to see that in verifying a multi-point protocol, it is not
needed to explore all possible interactions between identical nodes. For
example, whether node i starts with sending a message to node j or node
j starts with sending a message to i is conceptually the same. For each
‘type’ of interaction, only one of all possible permutations needs to be considered.
Although much promising research has been and is being conducted on
exploiting structural symmetries within protocols for verification purposes
(e.g. [29, 30, 51, 98, 128]), unfortunately such reduction techniques are not
(yet) implemented into standard S PIN. This means that for the verification of a symmetric protocol, S PIN currently explores all permutations of
‘equivalent’ interactions, causing the state space explosion as mentioned
above.
If one does not manage to verify a multi-point protocol with S PIN and
all the strategies offered in this recipe fail, one may, however, consider the
following alternatives:





Try to model and verify the system using the description language
and tool Murφ [48]. Like S PIN, Murφ’s verifier is based on explicit
state enumeration. The language Murφ supports a special data type
called scalarset that can be used to indicate symmetries in the model
to the verification tool. The description language of Murφ differs considerably from P ROMELA, though.
Try to verify the P ROMELA model with the experimental package
S YMM S PIN, recently developed by Bošnački et. al. [17, 189]. S YMM S PIN is a symmetry reduction package on top of standard S PIN. The
preliminary experiments with the package show promising results.
The package S YMM S PIN is based on the symmetric reduction approach of Murφ.
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Conclusions
Judging from the verification results, modelling a multi-point protocol using monolithic Nodes which send the atomic broadcast messages themselves does not seem to be a bad choice. Both the bus and matrix of channels approaches showed reasonable results for small buffer sizes. Bear in
mind, however, that the models that we verified only send around bits
that were not used by the receiving Nodes. In practice, the Nodes have to
communicate with each other in a meaningful way. The requirement that
Nodes should always be able to receive broadcast messages usually puts
constraints on the design of the Node that are difficult to meet.
Splitting the Node processes into separate Sender and Receiver entities
will make it easier to model complex multicast or broadcast protocols. Unfortunately, the generality of this modelling approach causes a blow up of
the state space. Now all possible interleavings of the broadcast messages
will be considered.
When modelling an application protocol which uses a multicast or broadcast protocol, one should not let the processes themselves send messages
to the other processes. Such a modelling approach would model a multicast protocol, where usually only a model of multicast service is needed. We
have seen that a multi-point service can be modelled by a single process
which synchronises with the calling user and delivers the messages to all
called users. When modelling a multi-point service, one usually can use
xs and xr declarations to give the partial order reduction algorithm more
opportunities to improve the verification runs. Another advantage of the
service approach is that it is easier to make modifications to the behaviour
of the service. The qualitative and quantitative characteristics are easier
to tune for a single service process than for the case where functionality of
the protocol is scattered over different protocol entities.
A more general rule is applicable here. A validation model of an protocol or application typically models a single layer of that protocol or application. Both the upper- and lower-layer protocols should not be modelled
in detail. Instead one should use models of the services that these upperand lower-layers deliver.
Generality When developing a validation model, it is important to be
clear about the assumptions and desired properties of the model. This
is especially true for a multi-point protocol where several (interleaving!)
processes are involved. Trying to model a multicast protocol where ‘the
sending of multicast messages can be interleaved’ will most certainly blow
up the state space and will make a meaningful validation impossible. One
should not try to be as general as possible. Generality will lead to an
(uncontrollable) state space explosion as we saw with the separate sending
and receiving entities.
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Two is already more than one If one needs to analyse a many-to-many
protocol it is recommended to first restrict the model of the protocol to only
two nodes. For non-trivial models the state space of models with only two
nodes can already be quite large, but still manageable. From the verification of the conference protocol, we learned that S PIN can already detect
many flaws in a multicast model which includes only two node processes.
After finishing the analysis for two nodes, one should try, however, to redo
the analysis for three (or more) nodes, to analyse the intrinsic properties
of the protocol.
Lossy Communication Note that we only discussed broadcast and multicast protocols where all sent messages that were send were eventually
delivered at the destination addresses. In order to analyse the fault-tolerance of multicast protocols, one should also take into account the possibility of message loss. See Section 4.10 for a thorough discussion on lossy
channels.

 Multicast and broadcast applications are best modelled on top of a mul

4.12

ticast or broadcast service.
xs and xr declarations should be used to give S PIN’s partial order reduction algorithm more opportunities to improve the verification runs.

Reordering the P ROMELA Model
This recipe discusses several ways to reorder a P ROMELA model without
changing the behaviour of the model. In most cases, only the location of
declarations or the order of declarations is changed. The semantic meaning of the P ROMELA model is not altered. Naturally, we are especially
interested in the consequences of such reorderings on the effectiveness of
verification runs with S PIN.
The algorithms used by S PIN contain several aspects which make it
difficult to predict the exact results (i.e. number of states, depth of the
search, etc.) of a verification run on basis of the P ROMELA model alone. To
name a few:







S PIN’ partial-order reduction algorithm;
S PIN’s algorithm to merge ‘safe and atomic’ sequences of statements;
S PIN’s optimisation of local variables;
S PIN’s bitstate hashing verification mode;
the number of hash-conflicts when using S PIN’s exhaustive verification mode.

4.12 Reordering the P ROMELA Model
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Reordering the P ROMELA model may have consequences on the effectiveness of these algorithms.
This recipe presents some heuristics on structuring a P ROMELA model.
Some techniques can be quite effective, others only have marginal impact
on verification runs with S PIN. But when squeezing those last few megabytes out of S PIN the guidelines presented here may prove helpful.

4.12.1

Local and Global Variables
A local variable is a variable that is declared and used within a process
definition. A global variable is a variable that is declared outside all process definitions. Due to the nature of local variables, they cannot be accessed outside of the process in which they are declared. Consequently,
local variables cannot be used in never claims; if one needs to access a
local variable outside its process, the variable has to be declared as a global
variable.
Because local and global variables are semantically equal (unless the
global variable is used in more than one process, of course), one might be
tempted to frequently use global variables to ease the definition of LTL formulae and never claims. There is an efficiency consequence, though. S PIN
can optimise the use of local variables more aggressively than global ones,
because, by definition, a local variable will never be used by other processes. Among others, S PIN invokes the following optimisation algorithms
on variables of a P ROMELA model.






partial order reduction (can be disabled with -DONOREDUCE);
data-flow-optimisations in verifier (can be disabled with -o1);
dead-variable elimination (can be disabled with -o2);
merging of safe and atomic sequences of statements (can be disabled
with -o3);
 live-variable analysis [1] (cannot be disabled).
Although S PIN considers both local and global variables in these optimisation algorithms, the local scope of local variables gives S PIN much more
opportunities to remove states. To illustrate the live-variable analysis
of S PIN, we consider the following simple P ROMELA model, which nondeterministically sets a variable i to a value between 1 and 3.
137

hAap: set i to a random value 137i
active proctype Aap()
{
byte i ;
if
:: i=1
:: i=2
:: i=3
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Figure 4.12: State space of hAap: set i to a random value 137i
where i is either a local variable (a) or a global variable (b).

fi ;
assert(i>0) ;
}

Figure 4.12 shows the state space of process Aap where i is either a local
variable (a) or a global variable (b).
The process Aap non-deterministically chooses one of the three guards
of the if-clause. So from the start state 0, there are three possible successor states: one for each different value of i. S PIN can statically conclude that after executing the assert statement, the local variable i will
not be used later in the program: i is not longer ‘live’. Consequently, after
the assert transition, states which differ only on the basis of this local
variable i can safely be merged together. Therefore, in Figure 4.12 (a) the
successor states of the states 1, 3 and 4 all collide on state 2.
When the variable i is defined as a global variable, things are different.
As the global variable i might be used in other processes, S PIN cannot
merge states which only differ in the value of variable i. Consequently,
after setting the variable i, the paths in Figure 4.12 (b) cannot be merged
together.
The merging of the transitions assert() and -end- in the local variable
case is due to S PIN’s algorithm to merge ‘atomic and safe’ statements.
From Figure4.12 it is clear that global variables are more expensive
than local ones. To combine the advantages of local variables (i.e. their
efficiency) and global variables (i.e. their visibility in never claims), since
S PIN version 3.3.0, P ROMELA offers the designator local for global vari-
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Table 4.17: Verification results of setting a ‘pure’ local, a
local global and a ‘pure’ global variable to a random value
between 1 and 3.

ables. This designator expresses the fact that the particular global variable
will be used by a single process only. S PIN will use this information in the
partial order reduction algorithm and the statement merge algorithm. The
validity of the local tag is not checked by S PIN, though. Global variables
that are declared with the designator local may be used in never claims.
To compare the three methods of declaring a variable in P ROMELA, we
let S PIN verify a P ROMELA model which consists of the process Aap and
the following dummy process Noot:
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hNoot: dummy process 139i

active proctype Noot()
{
bit j ;
atomic { j==0 -> j=1 }
}

The process Noot only tests and sets a local variable j. This dummy process is added to ensure that S PIN’s partial order reduction algorithm is
fully operational.
Table 4.17 lists the verification results of verifying the P ROMELA model
consisting of the processes Aap and Noot. We considered three different
models: in the first model, the variable i was declared as a local variable,
in the second one i was a local global variable and in the third one i was
a global variable. We have verified the models with all optimisations enabled (i.e. default), with partial order reduction disabled (i.e -DNOREDUCE),
smart merging disabled (i.e. -o3) and both optimisation algorithms dis-
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Figure 4.13: g
lobal variable]Number of states for setting a ‘pure’ local, a
local global and a ‘pure’ global variable to a random value
between 1 and 3.

abled (i.e. -DNOREDUCE -o3).20 Figure 4.13 shows a graph representation
of the number of states of the different models when applying the different optimisation settings. Figure 4.13 corresponds to the column ‘states
stored’ of Table 4.17.
Unless all optimisation algorithms are disabled, usage of a local variable clearly outperforms the usage of a global variable. On the other hand,
the difference between a local variable and a local global variable is negligible. These results do scale up: global variables are (far) more costly
than local and local global variables.

4.12.2

Controlling the Depth-First Search
Algorithm 4.2 (from [92]) shows a basic depth-first search algorithm which
generates and examines every global state that is reachable from a given
initial state. Although S PIN uses a slightly different (nested) depth-first
search algorithm, for the discussion here Algorithm 4.2 suffices.
There is only one place in the algorithm where we can influence S PIN’s
depth-first search: line 4, where the algorithm iterates over the successor
states of state s. S PIN always uses the same well-defined routine to order
the list of successors. This list is ordered as follows:



Processes. S PIN arranges the processes in reverse order of creation
(i.e. stack order). That is, the process with the highest process id

20 Disabling ‘data-flow-optimisations’ (using -o1) or ‘dead-variable elimination’ (using -o2)
does not have any effect on the outcome of the default verification runs. In other words, these
two optimisations do not gain anything in this small example.
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Algorithm 4.2 Basic depth-first search algorithm [92].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

procedure dfs(s: state)
if error(s) then report error fi
add s to Statespace
foreach successor t of s do
if t not in Statespace then dfs(t) fi
od
end dfs

(pid) will be selected first.



Statements. Within each process, S PIN considers all possible executable statements. For a statement without guards, there is at most
one successor. For an if or a do statement, the list of possible successors is the (possible empty) list of executable guards in the same
order as they appear in the P ROMELA model.

As the P ROMELA processes can be created in any order and we are also free
to order the guards within if and do clauses, we now have limited control
over S PIN’s search algorithm. But what can we do with this freedom?
If the model contains an error, it is of course preferable that S PIN will
find the error as soon as possible; we would like to have S PIN analyse the
dubious sections of the model first in its depth-first search. This means
that (i) we should create ‘trivial’ processes first (such that S PIN will consider them last) and (ii) in case of non-deterministic guards, put the suspicious guards or boundary guards first in the list of guards. If we cannot
analyse the model exhaustively, having S PIN analyse the dubious sections
first gets even more important. When using an approximation method like
S PIN’s bitstate hashing, we need to minimize the risk that an ‘error state’
is masked by a hash collision. It should be noted, however, that in general
it is quite difficult to order the P ROMELA model in such a way that errors
are found as early as possible.
For an exhaustive verification run that does not reveal any error, it may
seem that the generation order of the states does not matter: the number of different states should not be changed by reordering the P ROMELA
model. In general this is not true, however. Due to S PIN’s (optimisation)
algorithms (e.g. partial order reduction, S PIN’s merging of safe and atomic
steps, state hashing, etc.), several aspects of the verification runs will be
different for the reordered models. The most important aspects are the
number of states and the depth reached by the verification runs.
In the following sections we will discuss some special cases were the
reordering of the P ROMELA model actually makes a substantial difference.
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-end0
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Figure 4.14: Finite state models for monitor processes which
check for global invariance. Part (a) corresponds with the state
machine for a monitor process with a single assert statement.
Part (b) shows the state machine for a monitor process which
continuously executes the assert statement using a do-loop.

4.12.3

Terminating Processes - Invariance
In this section we discuss the ‘hidden’ cost of a P ROMELA process that
terminates during a verification run when reaching its closing bracket ‘}’.
We illustrate the problem using a straightforward method for checking an
invariant property.
Consider the following simple P ROMELA model:
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hmodel with monitor process with single assert 142i

#define MAX 3
#define P (i>=0)
byte i ;
active proctype Mies()
{ do :: i = (i+1) % MAX od }
active proctype monitor() { assert(P) }

Process Mies keeps incrementing the global variable i. After reaching the
value MAX-1, the variable is reset to 0. The process monitor contains a
single assert statement which checks whether property P is true. As process monitor is executed independently from Mies, the assert statement
may be evaluated at any time: it checks whether P holds for all states in
the system. This method is proposed in assert.html of [181] as a method
for checking ‘invariance’.
Figure 4.14 (a) shows the finite state machine of process monitor. State
1 is monitor’s initial state. The process can always go to state 2, evaluating
the assert statement in its transition. After state 2 can only do an -endtransition.
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The -end- transition is a special transition: it takes care of the actual
termination of a process. When it is executed, the process disappears from
the system. S PIN only allows processes to disappear from the system in
stack-order. This means that an -end- transition of a process will only
become executable if the process is the youngest process in the system (i.e.
the process with the highest pid).
Figure 4.15 (a) shows the state space of hmodel with monitor process
with single assert 142i. The model has 9 states. The transitions are labelled with the statements of the two processes. The value of the variable
i in a state is denoted by a small number above the states. Because process monitor is created last, the -end- transition will always be executable
after executing the assert process.
Now consider the model where the activation order of the process Mies
and monitor is reversed. Now process Mies is the youngest process. Figure 4.15 (b) shows the state space of this model. As Mies does not terminate, process monitor cannot become the youngest process in the system.
Consequently, the transition -end- of process monitor will not become executable. So, in this case only state 1 and 2 of the process monitor (cf. Figure 4.14 (a)) are actually reachable. The state space of the model has 6
states.
Instead of letting process monitor evaluate the assert statement only
once, we can also let monitor check the property P continuously:
143



hproctype monitor - do assert 143i

active proctype monitor() { do :: assert(P) od }

This construct seems more ‘expensive’ than our original approach, as the
monitor process now gets into an endless loop. The opposite is true, though.
Figure 4.14 (b) shows that the state machine of the new monitor process
has only a single state. Figure 4.15 (c) shows the state space of the original model where the process monitor is replaced by the new do assert
variant. This model has only 3 states.
Permuting the creation order To compare the consequences of changing the creation order of the processes for more realistic P ROMELA models, we have analysed the following two models: brp and philo. Each model
has been verified against an invariant property that holds for the particular model. We used a monitor process to check for invariance. We
performed two batches of verification runs. In the first one the monitor
process contained a single assert statement and in the second one the
monitor process contained the do assert loop as described above.
The models of the three protocols consist of several processes including
the monitor process itself. We have generated all permutations of the possible creation order of the processes. Finally, we used S PIN to verify all
these permutated models. In Table 4.18, we have listed the best and the
worst results for all these verification runs. The actual creation order in
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Figure 4.15: Checking a counting process. State spaces of
three methods for checking invariance using a monitor process. In (a) and (b) the monitor process contains a single assert statement. In (a) the monitor process is created last,
while in (b) the monitor process is created first. In (c) the monitor process contains a do-loop which continuously executes an
assert statement.

the fourth column is of less importance for us; we were only interested in
the maximum variation that is caused by changing the creation order of
the processes. The monitor process in the ‘process creation order’ column
is represented by the letter ‘I’. Figure 4.16 shows a graph representation
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Table 4.18: Best and worst verification results (w.r.t. the total
memory used) of checking invariance on the brp, and philo models using a ‘monitor process’, which is represented by I. The
monitor processes either consisted of a single assert statement or a do-loop with an assert statement.
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Figure 4.16: Total memory used by the verification runs of
the brp and philo models using a ‘monitor process’. The monitor
process either consisted of a single assert statement or a doloop with an assert statement.

of the total memory used by the different verification runs of Table 4.18.
Table 4.18 and Figure 4.16 show that for all three protocols, the single
assert method for checking invariance behaves inferior compared to the
do assert method. In all three cases of the single assert method, the
worst results are obtained when the monitor process is created last. Furthermore, for the single assert method, the variation between the best
and worst verification runs is quite substantial. This difference is caused
almost completely by the -end- transition which only becomes executable
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when the monitor process is created last. For the do assert method, the
variation between the best and worst verification runs with respect to the
total memory used is less than 5%, which is acceptable. Note that the
depth of the verification runs of the do assert method may fluctuate much
more than 5%.
From Table 4.18 we also learn that for the brp and philo models the analysis on the -end- transition holds. The number of states of the best ‘single
assert’ model (where the monitor process is not created last) is roughly
two times the number of states of the ‘do assert’ model. The number of
states of the worst ‘single assert’ model (where the monitor process is created last) is roughly three times the number of states of the ‘do assert’
model.
We can conclude that checking invariance with a monitor process with a
single assert statement is not very effective. Especially, if the monitor process is created as the last process of the system. For the do assert monitor
process, the difference in effectiveness caused by changing the creation order of processes can be neglected. In Section 4.13 we will investigate and
compare some other means of checking invariance with S PIN in greater
depth.
Intermezzo – timeout The assert methods to check for invariance are
based on the observation that an assert statement is always executable.
Unfortunately, this method may not work if the original P ROMELA model
contains a timeout statement. A timeout statement will only become
executable if in the global system no other statement is executable; the
timeout provides an escape for a global deadlock. By adding a process
with an assert statement – which is always executable – to a system that
contains a timeout statement, we are potentially changing the behaviour
of the original system.
As a monitor process with a ‘single assert’ will eventually terminate
(i.e. after executing the assert statement), the behaviour of the original
system is not changed. But, the states ‘after’ the first timeout statement
will not be checked by the monitor process as this has already terminated.
The do assert monitor process, however, will never terminate; the
assert statement will always be executable. Consequently, none of the
timeout statements in the system will ever become executable. Thus by
adding the ‘do assert’ process we have actually changed the behaviour of
the original system.
It will be clear that the monitor processes cannot be used safely when
the original model contains a timeout statement. In Section 4.13 we will
discuss a variation on the assert monitor methods which does not suffer
from the timeout anomaly.
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Table 4.19: Verification results of the inc-dec.pr model.

4.12.4

Bitstate Hashing
In this section we will illustrate how the order of a P ROMELA model can
influence the quality of a verification run that uses S PIN’s bitstate hashing
mode. As an example, consider the following simple P ROMELA specification inc-dec.pr.

147.1



hinc-dec.pr 147.1i

#define MAX 999
int xx, yy ;

hinc-dec: monitor process 147.2i
active proctype Inc() { do :: xx = (xx + 1) % MAX od }
active proctype Dec() { do :: yy = (yy - 1) % MAX od }

The process Inc keeps incrementing the global variable xx, whereas the
process Dec keeps decrementing the global variable yy. Suppose we want
to check the invariant property 2P where P is defined as:

 xx+yy<MAX-1
The property 2P is not true, as it is e.g. violated when xx is MAX-1 and yy
P

is equal to 0. We add the following monitor process to the model:
147.2



hinc-dec: monitor process 147.2i

(147.1)

#define P (xx+yy<MAX-1)
active proctype monitor() { do :: assert(P) od }

Table 4.19 presents the results of verifying the inc-dec.pr model with
S PIN. We have verified two versions of the model. The first version is the
original model where the global variables are of type int, whereas in the
second version we used variables of type short. We used pan’s -c0 option
to let S PIN find all errors in the model.
We can see that the bitstate hashing verification behaves unacceptably
bad on the int model. Although S PIN happily reports that it expects to
have seen 99.9% of the states, in reality S PIN has only seen less than 0.91%
of the states! In this case, we expected the failure of the bitstate hashing
as S PIN encountered 5:48  108 (resolved) hash conflicts (i.e. on average 549
conflicts per state!) in the exhaustive search. In general, however, one
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resorts to the bitstate hashing mode if an exhaustive search is not possible
because the number of states is too big. In such cases, it is not known
beforehand how the hash function(s) will behave on the states in the state
space.
Because the state machines of the processes in the inc-dec.pr model
all consist of a single state, only the values of the variables xx and yy
are used to identify states. As MAX is equal to 999 < 210 , only 10 bits of
the variables xx and yy change during the verification run. For the int
version of the model, the 22 unused bits (which are always zero) for each
variable are enough to cause many hash conflicts. For the short version
of the model, only 6 bits of the variables are unused. The small change is
enough to let both the exhaustive and bitstate search run reliably.
Apart from the wrong coverage estimation, S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode
also failed to find the error in the int version of the inc-dec.pr. The
reason for this is that we deliberately ‘put’ the error in the ‘lower right’
corner of the state space of the model. As the process Inc is created first,
this process is selected last in the depth-first search. Consequently, only
after generating all (MAX 1)  MAX = 997002 states where xx is still smaller
than MAX-1, the error state where xx is equal to MAX-1 and yy is 0 is visited.
If we interchange the order of creation of the Inc and Dec, processes,
though, the error state will be in the upper left corner of the state space.
Now after MAX-1 states xx will be increased to MAX-1 and the error state is
reached. When using the -c1 option to let pan stop after finding the first
error, pan will find the error within a tenth of a second. And also on the
int version of the model, S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode will find the error.
Of course, the inc-dec.pr example is not a very realistic P ROMELA
model. The state vector of the model is unrealistically small, whereas the
number of states and the depth reached are very high. Furthermore, only
20 bits of the 224 bits (for the int version) or 192 bits (for the short
version) of the state vector change during the verification runs. Still, the
inc-dec.pr models belongs to the type of small models that is used by
beginning S PIN users to experiment with S PIN. In fact, the inc-dec.pr is
based on one of the examples from [177]. The danger of such ‘Hello World’
type of examples is that they may undermine the confidence in S PIN. The
fact that the model is not representative for the type of models that should
be verified with S PIN is not relevant for the casual S PIN users. For them,
the verification results of inc-dec.pr model serve as the proof that S PIN’s
‘expected coverage’ cannot be trusted.
Different hash-functions Since version 2, S PIN supports up to 32 different hash-functions (i.e. predefined polynomials), each of which can be
used to form two independent hash-functions (forward and backward) [182].
pan’s runtime option -hN can be used to pick one of the 32 predefined
hash-functions. As described in detail in [89], the coverage of a supertrace search can be increased by repeating the verification runs several
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times, each time with independent hash-functions. For that reason, pan’s
-RN option allows the user to specify that a bitstate verification run is to
be repeated N times, each time with a different (pair of) hash-functions.
Although the different hash-functions are defined using different polynomials, they all belong to the same hash family. Consequently, there exist
models with (regular) state vectors, on which all hash-functions behave
poor.
We used pan’s -R32 option to verify the inc-dec.pr model with the int
variables in bitstate hashing model with all predefined hash-functions.
Strangely enough, all but S PIN’s default hash-function managed to find the
error. All runs but the default one reported to have visited 21081 states
(i.e. less than 2.2% of the total number of states) with a hash factor of
3183.23. However, if we change the invariant property P to the following
expression
P

 !((xx==MAX-1)&(yy==1-MAX))

none of the 32 verification runs will find the state where P does not hold.
Still, S PIN happily reports that it expects to have seen 99.9% of the state
space (again with a hash factor of 3183.23), where it has only seen less
than 2.2% in each verification run. We conclude that the state vector for
the inc-dec.pr model with the int variables is too regular for S PIN’s family of bitstate functions.
Layout of the state vector Earlier in this recipe we saw that changing
the scope of variables may have an impact on the number of states or the
maximum depth of a verification run. Apart from modifying the scope of
variables, one may also reorder the declarations of variables. As a result
the layout of the variables within the state vector will be changed. Naturally, changing the creation order of the processes of the model also modifies
the layout of the state vector.
For exhaustive runs, changing the layout of the state vector will not be
very useful; only the number of hash conflicts may be affected. For bitstate
hashing runs, however, changing the state vector can be quite profitable.
Modifying the state vector changes the input for the hash-functions and
consequently the outcome of the hash-functions may also be changed.
As a matter of fact, if we change the declaration order of the two variables xx and yy in inc-dec.pr, such that yy comes before xx, S PIN does
find the error when using the bitstate hashing mode.
Summarising, if S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode does not find an error in
a verification model, one has two methods to increase the confidence that
the model is indeed correct:



Use pan’s -hN option to reverify the model with a different hashfunction(s). Or even better, use the -R32 option to exploit all hashfunctions.
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Change the layout of the state vector by reordering the declaration of
some variables or by changing the creation order of the processes.

For our simple inc-dec.pr model, both methods proved successful in exposing the error within the model.

4.12.5

Conclusions
It is good modelling (and programming) practice to use local variables for
variables that are only used within a single process. If the variable is to be
used in a never claim, one should define it as local global variable. ‘Pure’
global variables should only be introduced for variables that are shared
between several processes.
The user has limited control over S PIN’s depth-first search through the
state space. Within processes, the non-deterministic choices within if and
do clauses can be ordered in such a way that suspicious guards are first to
be selected by S PIN. Furthermore, the depth-first search can be altered by
changing the creation order of the processes. In this case one uses the fact
S PIN selects the processes in a stack-like fashion: the process created last
will be the first one selected in the search.
We have seen that processes that may terminate - like the monitor process with the single assert statement - should not be created last: the
implicit -end- transition to the process’ end-state increases the number of
states considerably. For bitstate hashing mode it is further preferable to
have the error state in the ‘upper left’ corner of the state space. In general,
this is difficult to control.
When using S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode, the confidence in the verification results can be increased by (i) reverifying the model with different
hash-functions or (ii) changing the layout of the state vector.

 Use local variables for variables that are only used within a single process.

 If a local variable is to be used in a never claim, one should define it as
a local global variable.

 P ROMELA processes that may terminate should not be created last in


a P ROMELA model, unless you want the terminating processes to be
replaced by new processes.
Do not use an unguarded monitor process with an assert statement
to check for invariance if the original model contains a timeout statement.

4.13 Invariance
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Invariance
Manna and Pnueli [131] consider three main classes of temporal properties
of reactive programs: invariance, response and precedence properties. This
section is devoted to checking invariance properties with S PIN. An invariance property refers to a boolean expression P, and it requires that P is an
invariant (i.e. is equal to true) for all reachable states of all computations
[131]. In temporal logic notation, invariance properties are expressed by
2P for a state formula P.
Dwyer et. al. [50] have conducted a valuable survey on the practical
use of temporal properties with respect to finite-state verification. They
collected more than 500 temporal specifications to classify temporal properties into property patterns. One of the results of [50] is that 25% of the
temporal properties that are being checked are invariance properties (i.e.
universality or absence patterns in the terminology of [50]).21
For novice users of S PIN, the invariance property is easy to grasp and
probably one of the first properties that they will verify with S PIN. There
are several ways to verify an invariance property 2P with S PIN. In Section 4.12 we already discussed three methods to check for invariance, viz.
1. monitor process - single assert, created first
2. monitor process - single assert, created last
3. monitor process - do assert 22
In Section 4.12 we have seen that there is a a difference in effectiveness
between a P ROMELA model where the monitor process is created last and
the model where the monitor is not created as the last process. The reason
for this is that a process that is created last may terminate first and thus
may induce an extra state. A variant of the first two methods is a monitor
process where the assert statement is continuously enabled in a do-loop.
Although the construct may seem expensive as the assert statement is
now stored in an ‘endless loop’, the corresponding finite state machine is
very efficient: it only contains a single state! In Section 4.12 we also saw
that all methods which use a monitor process cannot safely be used if the
original system contains a timeout statement.23
In this recipe we will discuss four additional invariance methods. We
have tested the different invariance schemes on several P ROMELA specifications to find out which is most efficient. Our approach only allows
references to global variables to appear in the expression P. This does not
21 Response properties are even more common: they constitute nearly 50% of the temporal
properties.
22 Unfortunately, this method to check for invariance has not been included in [165]. At the
time of writing, the author discarded – without experimentation – the method on the assumption that a single statement is less expensive than any repetition of statements. For S PIN,
however, only the number of states does matter, not the number of P ROMELA statements.
23 Unfortunately, in [165] we were not aware of the feature interaction of assert and
timeout.
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restrict the approach as local variables can always be declared as global
variables. Using global variables is less efficient than using local variables, though. See Section 4.12 for a detailed discussion on the difference
between local and global variables.
4. guarded monitor process. A drawback of the first two methods to
check for invariance is that the assert statement is enabled in every state.
To verify 2P, though, it is equal to check that 3:P does not hold.
152.1



hinvariance - guarded monitor process 152.1i
proctype monitor()
{
end:
atomic { !P -> assert(P) ; }
}

The atomic statement only becomes executable when P itself is not true.
The end label is needed because if the atomic clause never becomes executable, the monitor process would have an ‘invalid end-state’. Note that
the ‘guarded monitor process’ does not suffer from the problems regarding
the timeout statement: the atomic clause only becomes executable when
P does not hold.
5. never claim - do assert. Apart from the monitor process with a
single assert statement, the S PIN documentation [181] also suggests another method to check for invariance.
152.2



hinvariance - never do assert 152.2i
never {
do
:: assert(P)
od
}

The never claim ensures that after every step of the system the assertion
is checked. In this way the number of states is not doubled, only the search
depth of the verification run.
A minor drawback of this method is the fact that S PIN always gives the
following warning after verifying a never claim:
warning: for p.o. reduction to be valid the never claim must be stutter-closed
(never claims generated from LTL formulae are stutter-closed)

As this never claim is not generated from a LTL formula, the novice S PIN
user is not likely to trust the verification results after this warning about
‘stutter-closed’-ness. In [166], stuttering is discussed in more detail. Here
we only assure the reader that the never do assert method is always
safe with respect to partial order reduction. And the warning can thus be
ignored.
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6. LTL property. The most logical way to check for invariance is to use
S PIN’s support for Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae. S PIN’s command line option -f translates a LTL formula to a never claim, encoding
the corresponding Büchi acceptance condition.
The LTL formula 2P is translated to the following (stutter-closed) never
claim:
153.1

hinvariance - LTL never claim 153.1i



never {
TO_init:
if
:: (!P) -> goto accept_all
:: (1) -> goto TO_init
fi ;
accept_all:
skip
}

7. unless. Our last method to check for invariance uses P ROMELA’s unless statement. The idea is to enclose the hbodyi of one of the processes of
the system into the following unless clause:
153.2

hinvariance: unless 153.2i



proctype Foo()
{
{ hbodyi
} unless { atomic { !P -> assert(P) ; } }
}

Whenever P becomes false, the hbodyi will be interrupted and S PIN will
conclude that the invariant property P does not hold. The unless method
has some advantages, but these are outweighed by the disadvantages:
+
+

No extra proctype is needed, which saves 4 bytes in the state vector.
The local variables of the process can also be used in the property P.
The definition of a proctype has to be changed. This involves even
more work when the process contains labels and goto’s.
The unless construct can reach inside atomic clauses, which means
that if the property P is false inside an atomic clause, the unless
method will erroneously report an error.
The partial order reduction may be invalid if rendez-vous communication is used within the body (see also [16]).
The hbodyi of the process is not allowed to end, because otherwise
the unless statement also terminates, preventing subsequent tests
on !P.
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brp

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

monitor process - created first
monitor process - created last
monitor process - do assert
guarded monitor process
never do assert

LTL property

mem
26.441
38.115
14.971
14.971
14.971
15.688

leader

time
10.56
16.96
5.55
4.60
4.95
5.77

mem
2.542
2.542
2.542
2.542
2.542
2.542

philo

time
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

mem
16.318
21.336
11.710
11.915
11.710
11.915

time
23.20
34.85
12.01
11.46
11.44
13.98

pftp

mem
9.441
9.441
9.953

time
1.76
1.69
2.03

Table 4.20: Results of the invariance experiments using
S PIN’s default settings: total memory used (Mb) and verification time (sec).

total memory used (Mb)

40

1. monitor process - single assert first
2. monitor process - single assert last
3. monitor process - do assert
4. guarded monitor process
5. never do assert
6. LTL property

30

20

10

0
brp

philo

pftp

Promela models

Figure 4.17: Total memory used by the verification runs of
the invariance experiments using S PIN’s default settings.

4.13.1

Comparison
To compare the different invariance methods we have used these methods
to verify the following four (standard) P ROMELA specifications: brp, leader,
philo and pftp. We conducted two types of verification runs. In the default
case, we used S PIN’s default settings and only adjusted the depth of the
depth-first search (DFS) stack (via option -m) when needed. Because the
unless method is not reliable in combination with rendez-vous communication and partial order reduction (i.e. for the brp and philo runs), we
repeated the verification runs with partial order reduction disabled (i.e, DNOREDUCE). Furthermore, we omitted the results of the verification of the
pftp model using the three unguarded monitor processes. As the pftp model
contains a timeout statement, it is not safe to use these unguarded monitor assert methods.
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brp

monitor process - created first
monitor process - created last
monitor process - do assert
guarded monitor process
never do assert

LTL property
unless

leader

time
24.64
38.49
13.01
10.33
10.80
12.52
9.69

mem
7.725
10.387
5.062
5.062
5.062
5.307
14.011

philo

time
2.65
4.19
1.45
1.20
1.23
1.37
5.77

mem
11.504
16.317
7.203
7.408
7.203
7.835
17.973

pftp

time
19.65
30.78
10.20
9.98
9.62
11.98
35.21

mem
20.608
20.608
22.037
22.037

time
7.82
8.19
9.30
8.33

Table 4.21: Results of the invariance experiments with S PIN’s
partial order reduction algorithm disabled (i.e. -DNOREDUCE):
total memory used (Mb) and verification time (sec).
60
1. monitor process - single assert first
2. monitor process - single assert last
3. monitor process - do assert
4. guarded monitor process
5. never do assert
6. LTL property
7. unless

50

total memory used (Mb)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

mem
40.777
59.415
22.140
22.140
22.140
24.735
21.048

40
30
20
10
0
brp

leader

philo

pftp

Promela models

Figure 4.18: Total memory used by the verification runs of
the invariance experiments with S PIN’s partial order reduction algorithm disabled (i.e. -DNOREDUCE)
.

The Tables 4.20 and 4.21 list the results of verifying some (trivial) invariance properties using the methods discussed. The rows of the tables
correspond with the invariance methods. Table 4.20 reports the total memory used and the verification time needed by the verification runs in the
default case. We have omitted the results of method ‘7. unless’, because the
partial reduction (may have) failed due to the rendez-vous communication
in the body of the unless clauses. Table 4.21 reports the total memory used
and the verification time needed by the runs in the -DNOREDUCE case. Due
to space considerations, we have not included other significant parameters
of the verification runs, like ‘depth reached’ or ‘number of states stored’.
Figure 4.17 shows the memory consumption of the verification runs us-
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ing S PIN’s default settings. We have omitted the results of the leader protocol, as they are the same for all invariance methods. Finally, Figure 4.18
shows the memory consumption of the verification runs with S PIN’s partial
order reduction algorithm disabled.

4.13.2

Conclusions
From the verification results we can immediately conclude that methods 1
en 2, which use a monitor process containing a single assert statement,
should be avoided. Both methods show the worst results in terms of the
number of states, the total memory used and the verification time. Especially method 2, in which the monitor process is created last, shows unacceptable results compared with the other methods. See Section 4.12 for a
thorough explanation of this phenomenon.
We have seen that method 7. ‘unless’ has too many restrictions to
be generally applicable. Furthermore, from the experiments where we
disabled the partial order reduction algorithm (see Table 4.21 and Figure 4.18), it is clear that the performance of this method is not very predictable.
It is interesting to see that, although it never performs bad, there is
no verification run where method 6. ‘LTL property’ shows the best results. Using this method to check for invariance is not a bad choice but the
remaining methods simply perform better.
From the memory consumption and the verification time of the verification results of the methods 3, 4 and 5, it is difficult to decide on the
most effective strategy. The differences between the methods 3 and 4 are
marginal, but on average method 3. ‘monitor process - do assert’ performs slightly better. Furthermore, method 3 is bit more elegant than the
4. ‘guarded monitor process’ method. However, due the problems with the
timeout statement, the use of method 3. ‘monitor process - do assert’
should be discouraged.
The comparison with method 5 is harder. On the one hand, due to the
never claim that is used by method 5. ‘never do assert’, in the worst
case, this method needs a double amount of states for the DFS stack compared to the methods 3 and 4 that use a monitor process to check for invariance. On the other hand, method 5 allows for checking of properties
which contain local global variables, whereas the monitor strategies require such variables to be declared as ‘pure’ global variables.
To conclude we recommend to use method 4. ‘guarded monitor process’
when checking invariance with S PIN. When one needs to verify a property P which contains local variables, one should use method 5. ‘never do
assert’.
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When checking an invariant property with S PIN, use a monitor process with
a guarded assert statement.

4.14

Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented several ‘recipes’ to cook more efficient
P ROMELA models and to use the model checker S PIN in a more effective
way.
One may argue that the S PIN recipes are closely related to a particular version of S PIN. For some of the recipes this is true. For instance,
Section 4.7 on bitvectors is only meaningful because S PIN translates an
‘array of bits’ to an ‘array of bytes’. If a future version of S PIN fixes this
omission, the recipe will become redundant. However, most recipes exploit
the intrinsic semantic model of S PIN and are thus unrelated to any particular version of S PIN. Only if the semantics of P ROMELA would change
drastically, some recipes have to be revised.
Several recipes (e.g. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9) are related to minimisation of the
state vector. The recipes propose a smart way of encoding data and variables using P ROMELA’s existing data types. These recipes are only effective because S PIN’s manipulation of variables in the state vector is not
optimal. To the defense of S PIN we should add that S PIN’s -DCOLLAPSE
compression method is quite reasonable in compressing the state vector.
Still, the manual optimisations turned out better than S PIN’s compression
method(s). We argue that (future) model checkers (including S PIN) should
follow the approach of ESML [46] – a specification language and tool similar to P ROMELA and S PIN – which uses an optimal representation for
integer (subrange) variables in the state vector. An efficient model checker
should be efficient with the number of states and the representation of the
state vector.
This chapter and the forthcoming [166] are not claimed to constitute
a complete and finished collection of best practices for S PIN. On the contrary, the author hopes that this collection of techniques will stimulate
other S PIN users to contribute their own best practices and experiences to
this list. In this way not only the common knowledge on modelling and
verification with S PIN will grow, it will also yield opportunities to optimise
and improve the S PIN system itself.
We conclude this chapter with a brief summary of the most important
recommendations by the recipes:

 The macro processor m4 is more powerful than cpp and can be used to
generalise P ROMELA models (Section 4.4).

 Beware of infinite loops in the presence of atomic and d step clauses
(Section 4.5).
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 A non-deterministic random construct should be constructed using an
if-clause (Section 4.6).

 Do not use an array of bits in Promela; use a bitvector instead (Section 4.7).

 Variables whose values are always smaller than 16 should be declared









as unsigned variables (Section 4.8).
User defined types can be efficiently implemented in P ROMELA using
macros and d step constructs (Section 4.9).
Lossy channels can best be modelled by letting the sending process
‘lose’ messages or by a ‘stealing daemon’ process (Section 4.10).
A multicast or broadcast application is best modelled on top of a multicast or broadcast service (Section 4.11).
Use local variables for variables that are only used within a single
process. If a local variable is to be used in a never claim, one should
define it as a local global variable (Section 4.12).
P ROMELA processes that may terminate should not be created last in
a P ROMELA model, unless you want the terminating processes to be
replaced by new processes (Section 4.12).
Do not use an unguarded monitor process with an assert statement
to check for invariance if the original model contains a timeout statement (Section 4.12).
Changing the layout of the state vector can have (positive) effects on
the effectiveness of S PIN’s bitstate hashing mode (Section 4.12).
When checking an invariant property with S PIN, use a monitor process with a guarded assert statement (Section 4.13).

We hope that the recipes will not only be adopted as efficient ways to
achieve specific goals in P ROMELA or S PIN, but also induce a new way
of thinking about the verification process with S PIN.

Chapter

5

F OREST

“I don’t believe you,” Haroun said to the Genie Iff.
“How did he send the message?
I’ve been right with him almost all the time.”
“He sent it by the usual means”, Iff shrugged.
“A P2C2E.”
“And what is that?”
“Obvious,” said the Water Genie with a wicked grin.
“It’s a Process Too Complicated To Explain.”
Salman Rushdie – Haroun and the Sea of Stories
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Introduction
One of the major problems in the verification of (distributed) systems is
the state explosion problem. This problem may occur if the modelling of a
system consisting of parallel subsystems causes the model to have a number of states that is of the same order of magnitude as the product of the
state spaces of the subsystems.
In modelling languages based on process algebra (e.g. [7, 12, 81, 139]),
the state space explosion may occur when using the standard interleaving semantics. In order to deal with this problem one line of research has
been to look for alternative semantic models based on partial orders, of
which event structures [14, 120, 200] and occurrence nets [107, 142] are
prominent examples. A problem with these models is that in general recursion is dealt with via a fixed point technique leading to infinite structures, whereas one would like to have finite representations, especially for
computer aided verification.
An interesting direction of research has been initiated by McMillan,
originally for finite-state 1-safe Petri nets [134, 135, 136]. McMillan has
presented an algorithm that for a given Petri net constructs an initial part
of the special occurrence net, called unfolding or maximal branching process [107, 142]. The so-called complete finite prefix of the occurrence net
contains all information on reachable states and transitions. An important optimisation of the algorithm has been defined in [54]. The complete
finite prefix can be used as the basis for model checking [52, 66, 196].
In [122], Langerak and Brinksma have adopted the complete finite prefix approach for process algebra for a model similar to occurrence nets
called condition event structures. In doing so, they have given an event
structure semantics to process algebra. In [121], Langerak has shown how
to derive a graph rewriting system from the complete finite prefix of a condition event structure.
In [53], Esparza and Römer present an unfolding algorithm for Arnold’s
[4] synchronous product of transition systems. The synchronous product
of such systems consists of a fixed number of communicating components
which simplifies the unfolding procedure as compared to the more general
process algebra approach of [122].
In this chapter, we describe F OREST1 , a tool for the analysis of event
structures. The design and implementation of F OREST closely follows the
finite prefix construction of [122]. The current version of F OREST is only
capable of computing the finite prefix of a process algebra expression. It
is planned, however, to add model checking features to F OREST in the
style of [121] or [52, 66, 196]. In Section 5.2 we will recall the definitions
and algorithms of [122]. In Section 5.3, the design and implementation of
F OREST is discussed. Section 5.4 presents the results of some early exper1 The

acronym F OREST stands for “a tool for event structures”.
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hspeci
hdefinitionsi
hbehaviouri
hdef i
hexpri

haction seti
hproc idi
haction idi
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::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
j
j
j
j
::=
::=
::=

[ hdefinitionsi ] hbehaviouri .

"definitions f" hdef i+ "g" .
"behaviour f" hexpri "g" .
hproc idi ":=" hexpri "." .
P := B
"stop"
B ::= stop
haction idi ";" hexpri
j a; B
hexpri "+" hexpri
j B+B
hexpri "|[" haction seti "]|" hexpri
j B jjA B

hproc idi .
[ haction idi ("," haction idi)+ ]
hidentifieri .
hidentifieri .

j

P

Figure 5.1: BNF grammar of pa, F OREST’s process algebra.

iments with F OREST. Finally, in Section 5.5, we will conclude the chapter
and discuss some future directions of the tool. In Chapter 6 an application
of F OREST will be discussed.

5.2

Preliminaries
Before describing the design and implementation of F OREST, we need to
define the conceptual framework for condition event structures, unfoldings, complete finite prefixes and adequate orders. This section closely
follows [122].

5.2.1

Process Algebra pa
As input for F OREST, we use a simple process algebra named pa. The left
part of Figure 5.1 shows the BNF grammar for the input language pa. The
right part of Figure 5.1 shows a condensed representation of the expression
part of pa. In this chapter we will mostly use the condensed notation.
A pa specification consists of a hbehaviouri part and an optional hdefinitionsi part. The hbehaviouri part defines the top level process algebra
expression of the specification. The hdefinitionsi part can be used to define
processes. A process is identified by a unique hproc idi identifier.
The hexpri non-terminal defines a process algebraic expression. The inaction process stop cannot do anything. Action prefix is denoted by a; B,
where a 2 Act, with Act the set of actions. The distinction between observable and invisible actions plays no role in this chapter. The choice operator
+ is used to specify a (possibly non-deterministic) choice between two ex-
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a; B ! B

B1

a

(a

2= A)

a
a
!
B01 B2 ! B02
a
B1 jjA B2 ! B01 jjA B02

(a

2 A)

B1

or B2

B1 + B2

a
!
B01
a
B1 jjA B2 ! B01 jjA B2

B1

a
!
B0

a
!
B0

a
!
B0

a
!
B02
a
B1 jjA B2 ! B1 jjA B02

B2

B ! B0
a

a
P!
B0

(

(a

2= A)

P := B)

Figure 5.2: Operational semantics for pa.

pressions. Parallel composition is specified using the |[ haction seti ]| operator, where haction seti is a (possibly non-empty) set of action identifiers
on which the two process algebra expressions have to synchronise. If the
set of synchronisation actions A is empty, we usually write B jjj B instead
of B jj? B. The semantics of the parallel operator jjA follows the semantics
of the parallel operator of LOTOS [12] and thus allows for multi-way synchronisation. The hproc idi alternative of hexpri denotes process instantiation, where the process hproc idi is assumed to be defined in the hdefinitionsi part of the specification. The process algebra pa does not provide
for operators for abstraction, hiding or renaming, as such operators would
not play a role in the unfolding algorithms. Such operators, however, can
readily be added to the language.
The operational semantics of pa is defined in terms of a labelled transition system, where the transitions are labelled with actions. Figure 5.2
shows the inference rules for pa, using the structured operational semantics (SOS) style introduced by Plotkin [153].
Indexed Process Algebra Just like in [14, 120], we need to distinguish
between different occurrences of the same action. Occurrences of actions
are modelled by events labelled by actions. We assume that each occurrence of an action and a process instantiation in a pa specification, is labelled by an unique occurrence identifier. For technical reasons we also
attach occurrence identifiers to occurrences of the stop inaction process.
The occurrence identifier of an action is called a simple action index and
the occurrence identifier of an inaction process and process instantiation
is called a simple process index. Simple action indices are denoted by numbers, whereas Greek letters are used for simple process indices. These
indices will be used in creating event indices.
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D EFINITION 5.1 — process index Φ, action index x, event index e

 A process index Φ is a sequence of simple process instantiations, i.e.
Φ ::= α j Φα, where α is a simple process index.

 An action index x is either a simple action index or the concatenation

of a process index and an action index, i.e. x ::= i j Φx, where Φ is a
process index and i is a simple action index.
 An event index e is either a single action index, or a tuple of two event
indices, i.e. e ::= x j (e; e), where x is an action index.

2

A process algebra expression with action and process indices is called an
indexed expression. Intuitively, the indices are created as follows. When
a process instantiation is encountered during the derivation of transitions
of an indexed process algebra expression, new indices are created by prefixing the (simple) indices within the defining expression with the process
instantiation list of the instantiation. The syntactical operation of prefixing indices with a process index is given in the next definition.
D EFINITION 5.2 — Φ-indexing
Let Φ be a process index and B an indexed process algebra expression. The
Φ-indexing of B, denoted by Φ(B), is inductively defined by:
Φ(stopΨ )
Φ(ax ; B)
Φ(B1 + B2 )
Φ(B1 jjA B2 )
Φ(PΨ )

= stopΦΨ
=
=
=
=

aΦx ; Φ(B)
Φ(B1 ) + Φ(B2 )
Φ(B1 ) jjA Φ(B2 )

PΦΨ

2
For generality, we used non-simple indices for the indexed expressions that
appear on the left side of the equality signs of Definition 5.2. During the
unfolding process, however, the actual indices that will be prefixed by Φ
will always be simple indices.
The event indices are only used to distinguish between different action occurrences. The unique identity of the events is needed to guarantee
correctness of our approach. Furthermore, these indices will be used to
efficiently compute the finite prefix.
Event Transitions Semantics Using the Φ-operation, we now define a
ae
rule system for event transitions of the form !
. Such an event transition can be interpreted as the execution of an event labelled with action a
and event index e. The event transitions semantics for pa is presented in
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ax ; B

!B

! B01
a
B1 jjA B2 ! B01 jjA B2
B1

B1

! B01

ae

jjA B2

! B02
! B01 jjA B02
B2

a(e;e0 )

! B0

ae

or B2

B1 + B2

ae
e

B1

B1

ax

(a

2= A)

ae0

(a

2 A)

! B0

ae

! B0

ae

! B02
a
B1 jjA B2 ! B1 jjA B02
B2

ae
e

(a

2= A)

! Φ(B0 ) (P := B)
PΦ ! Φ(B0 )

Φ(B)

ae

ae

Figure 5.3: Event Transition Semantics for pa.

Figure 5.3, which again uses SOS inference rules.2 The event transitions
of Figure 5.3 give rise to a semantics in terms of event transitions. In his
PhD Thesis [120], Langerak shows how a partial order semantics can be
derived from event traces. Event traces can be seen as the underlying
semantics of event structures like prime or stable event structures [200],
flow event structures [15] or bundle event structures [120].
D EFINITION 5.3 — indexed expression without process indices Bb
Let B be an indexed process algebra expression. The result of deleting
b similarly, the result of deleting
from B all process indices is denoted by B;
all process indices from event ae is denoted by abe . Two process expressions
B1 and B2 are equal modulo process indices, notation B1 =
b B2 , iff Bc1 = Bc2 . 2
E XAMPLE 5.4
In the rest of this chapter we use the following process algebra expression
as a running example:

Bex  P jja Q
where P and Q are defined by:

P
Q

:= x1 ; a2 ; stopα + y3 ; a4 ; Qβ
:= z5 ; a6 ; stopγ

2

2 Note that deleting all event index information from Figure 5.3 gives us back the labelled
transition semantics of Figure 5.2.
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Condition Event Structures
A process algebra expression can be decomposed into so-called components,
which are action prefix expressions together with information about the
synchronisation context. This approach has been inspired by the Petri net
semantics for process algebra as presented in [143].
D EFINITION 5.5 — component s
A component s is defined by
s ::= stopΨ

j

ax ; B

j

s jjA

j

jjA s

where B is an indexed process algebra expression. The universe of all com2
ponents is denoted by S.

Intuitively, a component of the form s jjA means that s is the left operand of
a parallel operator with action set A. Similarly, a component of the form
jjA s means that s is the right operand of a parallel operator with action
set A. A component s consists of an action prefix ax ; B (or stop) and a list
of parallel synchronisation contexts. Given a component s the function
par ctx lst(s) returns the list of parallel synchronisation contexts of s. We
use the following convention. For S = fs1 ; : : :; sn g a set of components, S jjA
denotes fs1 jjA ; : : :; sn jjA g, and similarly for jjA S.
D EFINITION 5.6 — state (S ; R )
A state is a tuple (S ; R ) with S a set of components, and R  S  S , an
irreflexive and symmetric relation between components called the choice
relation.
2
A state (S ; R ) corresponds to a ‘global state’ of the system; for each concurrent process in the system it stores the possible next component(s). In fact,
a state can always be represented by a process algebra expression and each
process algebra expression can be represented by a state; components and
their choice relations can be obtained by decomposing a process algebra
expression.
D EFINITION 5.7 — dec(B)
The decomposition function dec, which maps an indexed process algebra
expression B onto a state, is recursively defined by dec(B) = (S (B); R (B))
with
dec(stopΨ )
dec(ax ; B)
dec(B1 jjA B2 )
dec(B1 + B2 )
dec(PΦ )

f
f

g ?)
g ?)
jj [ jjA S (B2 ); R (B1 ) jjA [ jjA R (B2 ))
(S (B1 ) [ S (B2 ); R (B1 ) [ R (B2 ) [ (S (B1 )  S (B2 )))

= ( stopΨ ;
= ( ax ; B ;
= (S (B1 ) A
=
=

dec(Φ(B)) if P := B

where dec(B1 ) = (S (B1 ); R (B1 )) and dec(B2 ) = (S (B2 ); R (B2 )).

2
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In order to avoid that the decomposition of a process instantiation leads
to an infinite chain of substitutions, we have to adopt the constraint that
all process definitions are guarded (e.g. [7]). Note that as B is an indexed
process algebra expression, all components in S (B) are uniquely identified.

E XAMPLE 5.8
We decompose the process algebra expressions of our running example:
dec(P)
dec(Q)
dec(Bex )

fx1 ; a2; stopα ; y3 ; a4 ; Qβ g; f(x1; a2 ; stopα; y3 ; a4; Qβ )g)
fz5 ; a6 ; stopγ g; ?)
(fx1 ; a2 ; stopα jja ; y3 ; a4 ; Qβ jja ; jja z5 ; a6 ; stopγ g;
f(x1 ; a2; stopα jja ; y3 ; a4 ; Qβ jja)g)

= (
= (
=

2

We define an event structure model which is very similar to a type of Petri
nets called occurrence nets [142, 143]; the main difference is that there are
no tokens, and conditions can be in a binary choice relation.
D EFINITION 5.9 — condition event structure (c.e.s.)
A condition event structure (c.e.s.) is a 4-tuple (C ; E ; ./; ) with C a set of
conditions, E a set of events, ./  C C , the choice relation (symmetric and
irreflexive), and   (C E ) [ (E C ) the flow relation.
2
D EFINITION 5.10 — choice relation ./
Let c be an condition within a c.e.s., then we define ./ (c) to be the set of
conditions in choice with c, i.e. ./ (c) = fc0 2 C j c ./ c0 g. Similarly for a set
of conditions C: ./ (C) = fc0 2 C j 9c 2 C : c ./ c0 g.
2
D EFINITION 5.11 — component event structure
A c.e.s. E = (C ; E ; ./; ) with mappings
lC : C ! S
(mapping conditions to components)
lE : E ! Act
(mapping events to actions)
is called a component event structure.

2

We will often be often be sloppy and denote a condition by its component
label (but note that different conditions may be labelled with the same
component).
Let (C ; E ; ./; ) be a c.e.s. We adopt some Petri net terminology.

D EFINITION 5.12 — marking, preset n, postset n, M0 and enabled
A marking is a set of conditions. A node is either a condition or an event.
The preset of a node n, denoted by n, is defined by n = fm 2 C [E j m  ng,
and the postset n by n = fm 2 C [ E j n  mg. The initial marking M0 is
defined by M0 = fc 2 C j  c = ?g. An event e is enabled in a marking M
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if e  M. Let M be a marking, then we define the function enabled(M ) as
follows: enabled(M ) = fe 2 E je  M g.
2
Next the ./ and  relations are used to define the conflict relation #.

D EFINITION 5.13 — causal relation  and conflict relation #
The transitive and reflexive closure of the flow relation  is denoted by ,
the causal relation. The conflict relation on nodes, denoted by #, is defined
as follows: let n1 and n2 be two different nodes, then n1 # n2 iff there are two
distinct nodes m1 and m2 , such that m1  n1 and m2  n2 , with either

 m1 and m2 are two conditions in the choice relation, i.e. m1 ./ m2 , or
 m1 and m2 are two events with m1 \m2 6= ?.

2

D EFINITION 5.14 — well-formed c.e.s.
A c.e.s. is well-formed if the following properties hold:

1.  is anti-symmetric, i.e. n  n0 ^ n0  n ) n = n0 ;
2. finite precedence, i.e. for each node n the set fn0
finite;
3. no self-conflict, i.e. for each node n: :(n # n);
4. for each event e: (e 6= ?) ^ (e 6= ?);
5. for each condition c: j cj  1; and
6. for all conditions c1 and c2 : c1 ./ c2 ) c1 = c2

2 C [ E j n0  ng is

2

Nodes that are neither causally dependent nor in conflict, are said to be
independent.
D EFINITION 5.15 — independence relation 
Nodes n1 and n2 are independent, notation n1  n2 , iff
:(n1  n2) ^:(n2  n1) ^:(n1 # n2 ).

2

D EFINITION 5.16 — event transition, event sequence, event trace
For an event e 2 E , and M and M 0 markings, there is an event transition
e
M ! M 0 iff e  M and M 0 = (M [ e) n (e [ ./ (e)). An event sequence is a
sequence of events e1 : : : en such that there are markings M1 ; : : : ; Mn with
e1
e2
en
M1 !
::: !
Mn . The sequence σ = e1 : : : en is also called event trace
M0 !
σ
2
and denoted by M0 ! Mn .
D EFINITION 5.17 — configuration C and local configuration [e]
A configuration C of a c.e.s. is a set of events that is

 conflict-free (8e; e0 2 C : :(e # e0 )) and
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fae ; Bg a! dec(B)
e

! (S 0 ; R 0 )
a
S jjA ! (S 0 jjA ; R 0 jjA )
S

ae
e

(a

ae
S !
(S 0 ; R 0 )
ae
jjA S ! (jjA S 0; jjA R 0 )

2= A)

! (S10 ; R10 ) S2 a ! (S20 ; R20 )
a
S1 jjA [ jjA S2
! (S10 jjA [ jjA S20 ; R10 jjA [ jjA R20 )
S1

ae1

e2

(e1;e2)

(a

(a

2= A)

2 A)

Figure 5.4: Derivation system for condition event transitions.

 left-closed (8e 2 C : e0  e ) e0 2 C).

For an event e 2 E , the local configuration [e] is defined by
[e] =

fe0 2 E j e0  eg

2
A finite configuration can be seen as the set of events that have occurred
up to a certain moment in a run of the system.
The causal ordering  restricted to E E induces a partial order over a
local configuration [e] (see [120, 142, 160]).
D EFINITION 5.18 — cut and the mappings Cut(C) and Conf (M )
A cut is a marking M which is maximal w.r.t. set inclusion and such that
for each pair of different conditions c and c0 in M the following holds: c  c0
or c ./ c0 . Let C be a configuration and M a cut. Then we define the
Cut(C)
Conf (M )

=
=

[ C) n (C[ ./ (C))
fe 2 E j 9c 2 M : e  cg

(M0

and

2

The next theorem is from [122].
T HEOREM 5.19
Let C be a configuration and M a cut. Then
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut(C) is a cut;
Conf (M ) is a configuration;
Conf (Cut(C)) = C; and
Cut(Conf (M )) = M.

2
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Unfolding
Figure 5.4 shows a derivation system (again inspired by [143]) for condition
event transitions (i.e. the flow relation ) which uses the decomposition
function dec.
D EFINITION 5.20 — possible extensions PE(E )
Let E = (C ; E ; ./; ) be a c.e.s. The possible extensions of E , denoted by
ae
PE(E ), is the set of all pairs (S ; S !
(S 0 ; R 0 )) such that:

 S is a set of pairwise independent conditions of E : S  C such that
8s; s0 2 S : s 6= s0 ) s  s0.
ae
 S !
(S 0 ; R 0 ) can be derived from the rules in Figure 5.4; and
 E does not already contain an event ae with ae = S .

2

We can add a possible extension (S ; S ! (S 0 ; R 0 )) 2 PE(E ) to E by adding
a new event ae and new conditions S 0 , such that ae = S and ae  = S 0 , and
the choice relation over the conditions S 0 is R 0 .
ae

Algorithm Let B be a process algebra expression. The unfolding of B, denoted by Unf (B), is generated by Algoritm 5.1. Recall that dec(B) = (S0 ; R0 ).
The initial marking of Unf (B) is S0 . In line 4, the ces is initialised on dec(B).
As the decomposition function dec returns a tuple containing a set of components and the choice relation between these components, the init function
adds an empty set of events and an empty flow relation to dec(B) to initialise the ces. In line 5, the set of possible extensions pe of the initial ces is
computed. As long as this set is not empty, a possible extension is selected
ae
from pe and added to ces. The addition of a pair (S ; S !
(S 0 ; R 0 )) to the ces
in line 8 involves the following: (i) adding the event ae to the E of ces, (ii)
adding the components S 0 as conditions to the C of ces, (iii) updating the
ae
flow relation  of ces w.r.t. !
and (iv) updating the choice relation ./ of
0
ces w.r.t. R .
Algorithm 5.1 only terminates for expressions with finite behaviour.
For expressions with infinite behaviour, the algorithm produces arbitrarily
large unfolding approximations (under the fairness assumption that each
pair in pe is eventually added to E ). In that case we define Unf (B) as
the limit of these approximations. It is easy to see that the properties of
Def. 5.14 hold for Unf (B); Unf (B) is a well-formed c.e.s.
E XAMPLE 5.21
Figure 5.5 shows the complete unfolding Unf (Bex ) of Bex . The conditions of
Unf (Bex ) are denoted by circles and the events are denoted by boxes. The
choice relation c1 ./ c2 between two conditions c1 and c2 is denoted by a
dotted line (e.g. between the conditions 1 and 2). The flow relation n1  n2
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1

x1 ; a2 ; stopα jja

2

6 x1

7

y3 ; a4 ; Qβ jja

8 y3

a2 ; stopα jja

9

a4 ; Qβ jja

5

jja

jja a6 ; stopγ

13 a(4 6)

;

stopα

jja z5 ; a6 ; stopγ

4 z5

10 a(2 6)
12

3

;

11

jja stopγ

15

14

zβ5 ; aβ6 ; stopβγ jja

jja stopγ

16 zβ5
17

aβ6 ; stopβγ jja

Figure 5.5: Unfolding Unf (Bex ).

between two nodes n1 and n2 is denoted by an arrow from n1 to n2 . The
initial marking of Unf (Bex ) is denoted by the conditions 1, 2 and 3. Note
that this set of conditions corresponds with dec(Bex ). The marking of event
4 is f1; 2; 5g. The marking of event 6 is f3; 7g. The local configuration of
event 16 is f4; 8; 13; 16g. The component of condition 15 is created using
the Φ-indexing operator of Qβ . Note that condition 17 does not have a
synchronisation partner and thus corresponds with a deadlock situation.

2

D EFINITION 5.22 — restriction d
Let ~ be a relation: ~  S  S , and S 0  S , then the restriction of ~ to S 0 is
denoted by ~dS 0 = R \ (S 0  S 0 ).
2
Theorem 5.19 shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
cuts and configurations. In [120] (Theorem 7.4.1) it has been proven that
there is also a one-to-one correspondence between configurations and reachable states (where each reachable state is a process algebra expression). It
follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between cuts and states
of our unfolding Unf (B); therefore given a cut M0 , there is a process algebra
expression B0 such that dec(B0 ) = (M 0 ; ./ dM 0 ).
The following theorem from [122] relates event traces of a process algebra expression and event traces of the unfolding of the same process
algebra expression.
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Algorithm 5.1 Pseudo-algorithm to unfold a process algebra expression.
1

function Unf(B)

5

input: a process algebra expression B.
output: the unfolding Unf (B).
ces := init(dec(B)) ;
pe := PE (ces) ;

6

while pe =

2
3
4

7
8
9
10
11
12

6 ? do

e
select a pair (S ; S !
(S 0 ; R 0 )) from pe ;
ae
add (S ; S ! (S 0 ; R 0 )) to ces ;
pe := PE (ces) ;

a

end do
return ces ;
end Unf

T HEOREM 5.23
Let B be a process algebra expression, Unf (B) its unfolding and M0 the
initial marking of Unf (B). Let σ be an event trace. Then:
σ
σ
B ! B0 , M0 ! M 0
with dec(B0 ) = (M 0 ; ./ dM 0 ).
2
D EFINITION 5.24 — mapping St(M )
Given an unfolding Unf (B), we define a mapping St from cuts to process
algebra expressions by St(M ) = B where B is the reachable state corresponding to Conf (M ), so dec(B) = (M ; ./ dM ). If C is a configuration, we will
also write St(C) for St(Cut(C)).
2
Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between process algebra
expressions and states using the dec mapping. So, instead of having the
mapping St return a process algebra expression, we often let it return a
state (S ; R ), which corresponds with dec(B). Furthermore, if we are not
t(M ), which is
interested in the process indices within a state, we write S\
the result of deleting all process indices from St(M ).

5.2.4

Complete Finite Prefix
In the previous section we saw that the condition event structure Unf (B) for
a process algebra expression B may be infinite for recursive processes. For
obvious reasons, we prefer a finite representation of Unf (B). In this section
we discuss the adaption by Langerak and Brinksma [122] of McMillan’s socalled complete finite prefix algorithm of an unfolding. The complete finite
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prefix is an initial part of the unfolding Unf (B) which is complete in the
following sense.
D EFINITION 5.25 — complete finite prefix
Let B a process algebra expression with an unfolding Unf (B). A finite prefix
FP(B) is complete if for each cut M of Unf (B) there is a cut M0 of FP(B) such
that:

\
 S\
t(M ) = St
(M 0 ), so the prefix FP(B) contains all reachable states; and
 if M

! 2 Unf (B), then M0 a! 2 FP(B), so the prefix contains all trans-

ae

e0

itions.

2
The complete finite prefix and McMillan’s algorithm for computing it have
originally been defined in the context of 1-safe Petri nets (see [52, 54, 136]).
However, the approach (using the concepts of event, configuration and cut)
can be transferred completely to the setting of condition event structures
as shown by Langerak and Brinksma. For details and proofs we refer to
[52, 54, 136]. The complete finite prefix approach only works for finitestate processes, i.e. processes with a finite number of reachable states. It
is in general undecidable to determine whether a process algebra expression is finite-state. However, there exist syntactical restrictions that are
sufficient to guarantee that an expression is finite-state (see [55] for discussion and overview). In the following we simply assume that all process
algebra expressions are finite-state.
We first need some preliminary definitions where we closely follow [54]
and [122].
D EFINITION 5.26 — extension , suffix, successor nodes and continuation *
Let E be a set of events and let C be a configuration of a c.e.s. If C [ E is a
configuration, and C \ E = ?, then we denote C [ E by C  E, the extension
of C by E; E is an suffix to C. Let M be a marking of a c.e.s. Define the
successor nodes of M by N (M ) = fn 2 C [ E j 9m 2 M : m  ng. We define
*M = (C \ N (M); E \ N (M); ./ dN (M);  dN (M)).
2

It is easy to check that *M is a well-formed c.e.s. Furthermore, for configur[
ation C, the unfolding Unf (St
(C)) is isomorphic to *Cut(C). So, if C1 and C2
are two configurations such that S\
t(C1 ) = S\
t(C2 ), then *Cut(C1 ) and *Cut(C2 )
are isomorphic. So there is an isomorphism ICC12 from *Cut(C1 ) to *Cut(C2 );
this induces a mapping from the extensions of C1 onto the extensions of C2 ,
so C1  E is mapped onto C2  ICC12 (E ).
The following definition presents an important aspect of the construction of a complete finite prefix.
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D EFINITION 5.27 — adequate order @
A partial order @ on the finite configurations of the unfolding is an adequate order if:

@ is well-founded, i.e. there is no infinite sequence C1 A C2 A : : : ;
@ refines , i.e. C1  C2 implies C1 @ C2 ; and
@ is preserved by finite extensions; if C1 @ C2 and St(C1 ) = St(C2), then
the isomorphism I as defined above satisfies C1  E @ C2  I (E ) for all
finite extensions C1  E of C1 .
2
The original algorithm by McMillan uses as adequate order @m defined by
C1 @m C2 , jC1 j < jC2 j. This order is intuitive to understand but can be very




inefficient. An improvement has been given in [54]. In the next section we
will present an adequate order that is suitable for a process algebra prefix.

D EFINITION 5.28 — cut-off event and cutoffs(E )
Let Unf (B) be an unfolding of B and @ be an adequate order on the configurations of Unf (B). An event e is a cut-off event if Unf (B) contains an event
e0 for which the following hold:
(S\
t([e]) = St\
([e0 ]) and [e0 ] @ [e]
The set of cut-off events of c.e.s. E is denoted by the mapping cutoffs(E ). 2
So, a cut-off event is an event of which the marking corresponds with a
global state which has already been identified ‘earlier’ in the unfolding.
Conceptually a finite prefix is obtained by taking an unfolding Unf (B) and
cutting away all successor nodes of cut-off events. It is clear that the (size
of the) finite prefix depends on the adequate order @ used to compare configurations.
D EFINITION 5.29 — complete finite prefix FP@
Let Unf (B) = (C ; E ; ./; ) be the unfolding of process algebra expression B.
Let P be the set of nodes of Unf (B) such that P = f p 2 C [E j 8e 2 E : e  p )
e2
= cutoffs(Unf (B))g. Then the finite prefix FP@ (B) of Unf (B) using adequate
order @ is defined by FP@ (B) = (C \ P; E \ P; ./ dP;  dP).
2
So FP@ (B) contains all local configurations, and stops at cut-off events
since their local configuration has been encountered already. The nice result (originally proven by McMillan for 1-safe Petri nets [136]) is that this
suffices to guarantee completeness, so the prefix contains also non-local
configurations; FP@ (B) is finite and complete.
D EFINITION 5.30 — possible extensions PE @
Let E be a c.e.s. The possible non-cut-off extensions of E , denoted by
ae
(S 0 ; R 0 )) 2 PE (E ) such that 8c 2
PE@ (E ; cut), is the set of all pairs (S ; S !
S : c 2= cutoffs(E ).
2
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Algorithm 5.2 Pseudo-algorithm to generate the complete finite prefix
FP@ (B) as a c.e.s. from a process algebra expression B.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

function FP(B)

input: a process algebra expression B.
output: finite prefix FP@ (B).
ces := init(dec(B)) ;
cutoffs := ? ;
pe := extensions(ces; ?; cutoffs) ;

6 ?

while pe = do
ext := front(pe) ;
e:= event(pe) ;
ces:= addnew nodes(ces; e; e )
if isCutOff(ces; e) then
cutoffs := cutoffs
e ;
else
pe := pe extensions(ces; e; cutoffs) ;
fi ;
end do ;
return ces ;
end FP



[f g

]

Conceptually a finite prefix is obtained by taking an unfolding and cutting
away all successor nodes of cut-off events. This is not a very practical
recipe. Algorithm 5.2 presents a pseudo-algorithm to obtain the complete
finite prefix directly without first creating (part of) the (possibly infinite)
unfolding. The ? event that is used in line 6 is the imaginary start-event of
FP@ (B); i.e. the parent event of the state dec(B). The object pe is a priority
queue of possible extensions. A priority queue is a queue which is ordered
using a priority function; in this case using the adequate order @. The
priority queue pe is ordered in such a way that the ‘smallest’ extensions
w.r.t. to adequate order @ are at the front of the queue. The front function
(line 8) on such a priority queue object returns the first possible extension
ext, which is minimal w.r.t. @. The operation extensions(E ; e; cut) (line 6
and 14) computes the possible extensions for E caused by the new event e
(i.e. its children conditions e). The operation pe1 ] pe2 (line 14) on priority
queues returns a priority queue which contains the extensions of both pe1
and pe2 . So, the expression pe ] extensions(ces; e; cut) essentially computes
PE@ (ces; cut).
The operation extensions(E ; e; cut) (line 6 and 14) needs some explanation. For each condition ci 2 e, the function searches the E for synchronisation partners. Suppose the component of condition ci is an action prefix
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x1 ; a2 ; Pα0 jja

y3 ; a4 ; Qβ0 jja

jja

2

3

6 x1

8 y3

4 z5

7

a2 ; Pα0 jja

9

a4 ; Qβ0 jja

jja

5

10 a(2;6)

12

0
xα1 ; aα2 ; Pαα
jja

z5 ; a6 ; Qγ0

1

13

0
yα3 ; aα4 ; Qαβ
jja

11

jja

a6 ; Qγ0

14 a(4;6)

0
zγ5 ; aγ6 ; Qγγ

16

0
zβ5 ; aβ6 ; Qβγ
jja

19 zβ5

15
jja

17 zγ5

0
aβ6 ; Qβγ
jja 20

18

21

jja

0
aγ6 ; Qγγ

a(β6;γ6)

23
0
zβγ5 ; aβγ6 ; Qβγγ
jja

0
zγ5 ; aγ6 ; Qγγ

22
jja

0
zγγ5 ; aγγ6 ; Qγγγ

0 ).
Figure 5.6: Finite prefix FP@m (Bex

of the form a; B together with a parallel context list (conditions labelled
with a stop inaction process cannot fire a new event). The function considers par ctx lst(ci ) and removes all parallel contexts jjA that do not need
to synchronise on a (i.e. a 2
= A). If the remaining parallel context list is
empty, we are done: ci does not need a partner to fire event a. If the remaining context list is not empty, however, the condition ci needs partners
in E to fulfill all the remaining contexts. Note that a partner does not need
to be a single condition, but may consist of a set of conditions.
The finite prefix FP@ (B) as generated by Algorithm 5.2 contains all
nodes of Unf (B) that are not causally preceded by a cut-off event, so it
is indeed the finite prefix as defined by Def. 5.29.
E XAMPLE 5.31
We slightly change our running example. Instead of letting the processes
P and Q terminate using the stop inaction process, we now instantiate the
processes again. So:

Bex0  P0 jja Q0
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where P and Q are defined by:

P0
Q0

:= x1 ; a2 ; Pα0 + y3 ; a4 ; Qβ0
:= z5 ; a6 ; Qγ0

0 ), where we used McMillan’s adFigure 5.6 shows the c.e.s. of FP@m (Bex
0 ) has two cut-off events: event
equate order @m . The finite prefix FP@m (Bex
10 and event 21; both are denoted by double-lined boxes. The e0 of cut-off
event 10 is the imaginary initial event ? and event 14 is the e0 of cut-off
event 21.
2
5.2.5

Adequate Order for Process Algebra
As noted in [54], the original McMillan ordering @m defined by C1 @m C2 ,
For example, consider the expression
a; P + b; P. Although both a and b lead to the same state, it is not possible
to make one of them a cut-off event as [a] and [b] have the same number of
events. This makes it possible to find examples in which the finite prefix
has a size that is exponential in the number of reachable states of the
process algebra expression.
In [54] an adequate order has been defined that does not suffer from
this problem. This order is total on all configurations, so whenever two
local configurations have the same state this leads to a cut-off. This is an
important improvement on the original McMillan order, but an adequate
order does not need to be total on all configurations, in order to have this
property. The order in [54] is rather complicated as it requires operations
on configurations like subtracting the set of minimal events of a configuration (in fact this order is defined on suffixes of configurations).
In this section, we define an adequate order which differs from @m only
for configurations having the same state and the same number of events.
This order is easy to implement as it is defined syntactically as a kind of
lexicographical order on process algebra expressions. The adequate order
orders each pair of configurations with the same state, so local configurations having the same state always lead to a cut-off.
In Def. 5.1 we defined process and action indices. We assume an order
on simple process indices; this order is arbitrary but we have (for technical
reasons) the constraint that the order should respect the left to right order of the indices in the indexed process algebra expression that we are
interested in (so if α is ordered before β, it will occur as a process index to
the left of the occurrence of β). Remember that a process index is a concatenation of simple process indices; so the order on simple process indices
induces a lexicographical order on process indices. This lexicographical order is not well-founded but can be used to define a well-founded order on
process indices:

jC1j < jC2j can be quite inefficient.
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D EFINITION 5.32 — order  on process indices
Let Φ1 and Φ2 be two process indices. We define Φ1  Φ2 iff either jΦ1 j <
2
jΦ2 j, or jΦ1j = jΦ2j and Φ1 is lexicographically smaller than Φ2 .
D EFINITION 5.33 — order  on process algebra expressions
Let B1 and B2 be two different process algebra expressions with B1 =
b B2 , i.e.
B1 and B2 are equal up-to process indices (see Def. 5.3). We define B1  B2
iff for the leftmost first two corresponding conditions of B1 and B2 that have
different process indices, say Φ1 and Φ2 , the following holds: Φ1  Φ2 . 2
Using the order  we now define the order
Unf (B):

@lb

[122] on configurations of

D EFINITION 5.34 — adequate order @lb
Let C1 and C2 be two configurations of Unf (B). Then C1 @lb C2 iff

jC1j < jC2j
_ jC1j = jC2j ^ S\
t(C1 ) = S\
t(C2 ) ^ St(C1 )  St(C2 )

(5.1)
(5.2)

2

The following theorem is from [122]:
T HEOREM 5.35

@lb is an adequate order on the configurations of Unf (B).
2
The adequate order @lb is suboptimal. [122] wrongly assumed that within

a c.e.s. the state (with process indices) of the local configuration of an event
e uniquely identifies the event e. It is possible, however, that a c.e.s. contains two different events e1 and e2 , of which the states St([e1 ]) and St([e2 ])
are identical. This phenomenon is illustrated in the following example.
E XAMPLE 5.36
Consider the process algebra expression
B

 (AX jjj AY) jja AB

where the processes AX, AY and AB are defined as follows:

AX
AY
AB

:= a1 ; x2 ; AXα
:= a4 ; y5 ; AYβ
:= a7 ; b8 ; ABγ

The actions and the process instantiations have simple indices attached.
Figure 5.7 shows the finite prefix FP@lb (B) of the unfolding of B. The invisible start event ? is not shown: it is the virtual parent node of the
conditions 1, 2 and 3. The numbering of the nodes reflects the order in
which the nodes are added to the c.e.s. of FP@lb (B).
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1 a1 ; x2 ; AXα

jja

3

jja a7 ; b8 ; ABγ

7 a(1;7)
8 x ; AX
2
α

jja

jja b8 ; ABγ

jja

17

jja

5 y ; AY
5
β

15

20

jja bγ8 ; ABγγ

31 bγ8

28

32

26

jja aγ7 ; bγ8 ; ABγγ

11 aβ4 ; yβ5 ; AY ββ

jja

21 a(4;γ7)

25

jja bγ8 ; ABγγ

jja

10 y5

24 a(β4;γ7)

27 x2

aα1 ; xα2 ; AXαα jja

jja b8 ; ABγ

14 b8

jja aγ7 ; bγ8 ; ABγγ

18 a(1;γ7)
19 x ; AX
2
α

6

16 b8

13 aα1 ; xα2 ; AXαα

jja

4 a(4;7)
9

12 x2

2 a4 ; y5 ; AYβ

yβ5 ; AYββ jja

23

jja bγ8 ; ABγγ

33 bγ8

jja aγγ7 ; bγγ8 ; ABγγγ

34

jja aγγ7 ; bγγ8 ; ABγγγ

22 y5 ; AY β

jja

29 y5

30

aβ4 ; yβ5 ; AYββ jja

35 a(β4;γγ7)

37

jja bγγ8 ; ABγγγ

36

yβ5 ; AYββ jja

Figure 5.7: Finite prefix of (AX

jjj AY) jja AB.

The finite prefix FP@lb (B) has five cut-off events, which are denoted by
double-lined boxes. Table 5.1 shows information on the five cut-off events.
In the third column, the state St([e]) of the marking of [e] is shown. The last
column shows the equation number of Def. 5.34 that caused the particular
event to become a cut-off event.
Note that the states of the local configuration of the events 18 and 21
are identical, i.e.
(x2 ;

AXα jjj y5 ; AYβ ) jja bγ8 ; ABγγ

which corresponds with the conditions f19; 5; 20g for event 18 and the conditions f8; 23; 22g for event 21. The order @lb does not order identical states
and therefore none of these two events can be tagged as a cut-off event in
FP@lb (B).
2
Still, for the cases that the c.e.s. contains two different events e1 and e2
with St([e1 ]) = St([e2 ]), it is clear that one of these events can safely be
tagged as a cut-off event. So, we extend the adequate order @lb in such
a way that e1 and e2 are also ordered when St([e1 ]) = St([e2 ]).
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[e]

St([e])

0; 7; 12g

12

f

24

f

27

f

29

f

35

f

e0

AXαα a4 ; y5 ; AYβ ) a b8 ; ABγ
(a1 ; x2 ; AXα
yβ5 ; AYββ ) a bγ8 ; ABγγ
(aα1 ; xα2 ; AXαα
y5 ; AYβ ) a bγ8 ; ABγγ
(a1 ; x2 AXα
aβ4 ; yβ5 ; AYββ ) a bγ8 ; ABγγ
(x2 ; AXα
yβ5 ; AYββ ) a bγγ8 ; ABγγγ

(aα1 ; xα2 ;

0; 4; 10; 14; 24g
0; 4; 14; 18; 27g
0; 7; 16; 21; 29g
0; 4; 10; 14; 18; 31; 35g

jjj

jj

jjj

jj

jjj

jj

jjj

jjj

jj

jj

Table 5.1: Cut-off events of the c.e.s. of (AX

[e0 ]

@lb

0; 4; 10g

5.2

0; 4g

5.1

0; 4g

5.1

0; 4; 10g

5.1

0; 4; 14; 18g

5.1

10

f

4

f

4

f

10

f

18

f

jjj AY) jja AB.

D EFINITION 5.37 — adequate order @C
Let C1 and C2 be two configurations of Unf (B) and let / be a partial order
on configurations. Then we define C1 @C C2 iff

_

(

C1 @lb C2
C1 @
6 lb C2 ^ C2 @6 lb C1 ^ C1 / C2

)

2

T HEOREM 5.38
Let / be a partial order on configurations for which the following holds:
1. C / C0 ) St(C) = St(C0 );
2. / is well-founded; and
3. / is preserved by finite extensions.

Then, @C is an adequate order on the configurations of Unf (B).

2

P ROOF : see Appendix A.
Now, just like the adequate order presented in [54] (denoted r there),
the adequate order @C has the property that for each pair of events e and
\
e0 with S\
t([e]) = St
([e0 ]): either [e] @C [e0 ] or [e0 ] @C [e], or there is a e00 with
00
00
[e ] @C [e] ^ [e ] @C [e0 ]. This has two desirable consequences:




The number of non cut-off events in a complete finite prefix cannot
exceed the number of local states (i.e. states of local configurations).
Since events are generated in accordance with @C in Algorithm 5.2,
we need for each newly added event e only to check if there is already
an event e0 with S\
t([e]) = St\
([e0 ]) in order to check that e is a cut-off
event (i.e. isCutOff).

The order @lb refines @m and the order @C refines @lb . The test on @lb can
be implemented quite efficiently as it only needs to compare the states of
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process algebraic
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.vcg

condition event
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(visual compiler
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.dot
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(GraphViz)

.pepp
input for PEPP

Figure 5.8: Overview of the F OREST tool.

local configurations. By splitting @C into a test on @lb and on /, we only
need to use the / order in the cases when @lb is not able to order the events.
To implement the adequate order @C one could instantiate, for instance,
the (total) adequate order @r of [54] for /. The order @r is more expensive
than @lb as it needs to examine complete configurations of events instead
of the states of these events. The current version of F OREST only uses the
adequate order @lb and does not yet implement a / order. We are investigating efficient on-the-fly candidates for / to be implemented in F OREST.

5.3

F OREST: Design and Implementation
F OREST is a prototype tool to compute the complete finite prefix as a
c.e.s. starting from a process algebra expression. The implementation of
F OREST closely follows the finite prefix construction of the previous section. F OREST allows to use either McMillan’s original adequate order @m
or the adequate order @lb as defined in Def. 5.34.
Figure 5.8 shows an overview of the current functionality of F OREST.
The input to F OREST is a specification of a process algebra expression in
pa format. F OREST is used as a prototype tool to experiment with several
aspects of the unfolding algorithm, like alternative adequate orderings,
independence algorithms, cut-off criteria, etc. For these experimental purposes, F OREST can generate the finite prefix FP@ (B) to a textual representation (.ces) or to a format suitable as input for the graph drawing tools
vcg [172] or dot [59]. F OREST also exports to .pepp, a specification that
can be imported by P EPP, a tool for the performance evaluation of parallel
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Figure 5.9: Class diagram for the F OREST implementation.

programs [45, 44]. Chapter 6 discusses an application with F OREST and
P EPP, where we show how to numerically compute the first passage time
of selected events within a system.

5.3.1

Design of F OREST
Figure 5.9 shows the class diagram of the F OREST implementation in C++.
Only the most important classes of F OREST are listed. For these classes,
the associations, the multiplicities of the associations and the possibilities
of navigation are shown. Due to limited space in the figure, only selected
attributes of the several classes are listed. The methods of the classes are
not shown.
For the design and implementation of F OREST we stick as close as pos-
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sible to the definitions and algorithms of [122] and consequently to Section 5.2. Figure 5.9 shows that several concepts as defined in Section 5.2
have a corresponding class definition in F OREST.
We briefly discuss some aspects of Figure 5.9. The CES class implements the c.e.s. that is generated from the pa specification. It contains
a vector of CondEv nodes and (optionally) a bit-matrix imat which records
information about the independence between nodes. The independence relation is discussed in greater detail in section 5.3.2. A CES object also has
a PE object associated with it. The PE object is the collection of possible
extensions of the CES object. The PE is defined as a priority queue of Extension objects. The priority queue is ordered using the adequate order (i.e.
@m or @lb) of the finite prefix, such that the ‘smallest’ extensions are at the
front of the queue. An Extension object consist of a set of Condition objects
conds that can fire an event ev.
Each CondEv node has a (possibly empty) set of parent nodes and a
(possibly empty) set of children nodes. A CondEv node is either a Condition
object or an Event object. A Condition object has a list of ParContext objects
associated with it. A ParContext object specifies the relation of the Condition
with respect to a parallel operator in the process algebra specification. An
Event has a pointer to an Action object and furthermore it holds the set of
Event objects that correspond with the local configuration of the Event and a
set of conditions that corresponds with the marking of the Event object. The
State class implements the St mapping and contains a vector of Condition
objects S and the choice relation R.
Finally, the classes depicted below and including the (abstract) PA Node
class correspond with the syntactical entities of the pa language. Each
Condition object includes a pa pointer that refers to a PA Node object. To
be more specific, the Condition object points to a Prefix object which points
at the Action object that the particular Prefix wants to do. When parsing a
pa specification, most PA Node objects get an unique Index object associated
with it. For the Action and ProcInst objects, these Index objects correspond
with the simple action and simple process indices of Def. 5.1. To distinguish between different occurrences of the stop process, Stop objects have
an Index as well. For the parallel context of Condition objects, each Parallel
object (corresponding to an occurrence of a parallel operator) has an unique
Index object associated with it.
Using the classes of the Figure 5.9, F OREST implements the algorithms
of section 5.2. In the next section we discuss how the independence relation
has been implemented in F OREST.

5.3.2

Independence Relation
The independence relation between nodes within a c.e.s. plays a major role
in the unfolding algorithm; only conditions that are independent can form

5.3 F OREST: Design and Implementation
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Algorithm 5.3 Pseudo-algorithms to check for independence between two
conditions (indepC) or two events (indepE).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2 C ; c2 2 C ) : bool
locals: e1 2 E with c1 = fe1 g and e2 2 E with c2 = fe2 g
if par ctx lst(c1 ) = par ctx lst(c2 ) then return false ;
elseif e1 = e2
then return :(c1 ./ c2 ) ;
elseif [e1 ]  [e2 ]
then return c1 2 Cut([e2 ]) ;
elseif [e2 ]  [e1 ]
then return c2 2 Cut([e1 ]) ;
else
return indepE(e1 ; e2 ) ;
fi ;

function indepC (c1

end indepC

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2E


2E
_

function indepE (e1
; e2
) : bool
if (e1 = e2 ) ([e1 ] [e2 ]) ([e2 ] [e1 ]) then
return false ;
else
Ec := [e1 ] [e2 ]
return Cut(Ec ) (Cut([e1 ]) Cut([e2 ])) =
fi ;
end indepE

_

\

n



[

?;

an extension which may fire an event. Furthermore, for experiments with
alternative cut-off criteria, the independence of events is also important.
Definition 5.15 which defines the independence relation , does not
give us insight in an efficient algorithm that can be used to test for independence. For F OREST, only the independence relation between two
conditions or two events is of interest. The independence relation between
a condition and an event is not needed. Within F OREST, two methods of
checking for independence have been implemented: (i) the independence
of two nodes is computed using the c.e.s. and (ii) the independence information on the nodes is stored in a matrix. In this section we discuss both
approaches.

Independence using the c.e.s.
Algorithm 5.3 presents two algorithms, named indepC and indepE, to compute the independence relation of two conditions or two events, respectively.
The pseudo-function indepC of Algorithm 5.3 determines whether
two conditions are independent or not. By construction, every condition in

indepC
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a c.e.s. has a single parent event. Within indepC, the parent event of c1 is
e1 and the parent event of c2 is e2 .
Line 3. Conditions at the same side of parallel operators (i.e. that share
the same parallel context) are either causally dependent or in choice relation. Hence, they are not independent. Note that this step is redundant; it
is also covered by the other tests of indepC. However, the equality test on
the parallel context of two conditions can be implemented efficiently. We
experienced a speed-up by including this test.
Line 4. If two conditions share the same father, the independence of the
conditions depends on the choice relation of the two conditions.
Lines 5 and 6. If the local configuration of one father event, say e1 , is
included in the local configuration of the other father event, say e2 , the
independence of c1 and c2 can be computed using Cut([e2 ]). If c1 2 Cut([e2 ]),
it means that c1 has not been used to arrive at e2 . Hence, c1 and e2 are
not in conflict. Note that when a condition ci , that is in choice with c1 , has
been used to arrive at e2 , c1 will not be an element of Cut([e2 ]) as well.
Line 7. If the configuration of the parent events e1 and e2 are not included in each other, it means that [e1 ] and [e2 ] share a common prefix but
diverge afterwards. The independence of c1 and c2 now follows from the
independence of e1 and e2 .
The pseudo-function indepE of Algorithm 5.3 determines whether
two events are independent or not.
Line 12. The test in line 12 is needed when two events are compared
directly. When indepE is called from line 7 of indepC, the test will always
be false as the function indepC much have failed the tests in lines 4-6 if it
reaches line 7.
Line 16. The configuration Ec contains the set of common events which
appear in both [e1 ] and [e2 ]. After Ec , the local configurations [e1 ] and [e2 ]
have diverged. In order for e1 and e2 to be independent the set of conditions that have been used to reach event e2 should not have been used to
reach event e1 . The set Cut(Ec ) n Cut([e1 ]) contains all conditions of Cut(Ec )
which have been used to reach event e1 . Likewise, the set Cut(Ec ) n Cut([e2 ])
contains all conditions of Cut(Ec ) which have been used to reach event e2 .
The indepE function uses the set equality (A n B) \ (A n C)  A n (B [ C). The
correctness of indepE is based on the following theorem.
indepE

T HEOREM 5.39
Let e1 and e2 be two different events in Unf (B), with [e1 ] 
6 [e2] ^ [e2 ] 6 [e1].
Let Ec = [e1 ] \ [e2 ]. Then
e1  e2 iff Cut(Ec ) n (Cut([e1 ]) [ Cut([e2 ])) = ?

2
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P ROOF : see Appendix A.

Independence Matrix
One of the advantages of the indepC and indepE approaches is that the independence relation between two nodes can be determined on basis of the
c.e.s. alone. The price to be paid, however, is the computation of indepC
and indepE, which may take considerable time. Furthermore, as the (intermediate) independence results are not stored, it is likely that part of the
computations have to be redone for subsequent calls to indepC or indepE.
A different approach to the independence problem is to store the independence information in a bit-matrix, which holds for each pair of nodes
the independence relation. As the independence relation  is a symmetric
relation, only half of a bit-matrix has to be stored. Within F OREST, the independence matrix is called imat. The independence relation between two
nodes n1 and n2 can simply be obtained by interrogating imat(n1 ; n2 ).
When events and conditions are added to the c.e.s., this imat matrix
has to be updated. Algorithm 5.4 shows the pseudo-algorithm to update
the independence matrix imat after adding an event e and its children e =
c1 ; : : :; cn to the c.e.s.
The advantage of the imat method is that the independence test itself is
fast. But the approach has at least two drawbacks:

 Space. The imat matrix takes quite some memory. Given a c.e.s. with

N nodes, the number of bits that is needed to store the imat is 12 N 
N. When N is 104 , the number of bits is 0:5  108 , which is roughly
6Mb of bytes. When N is 105 , the number of bits is 0:5  1010 , which
corresponds to nearly 600Mb of bytes.
 Time. When the number of nodes N is growing, Algorithm 5.4 will
become expensive as both step 1. and 4. are linear in the number of
nodes.
Sparse Matrix If the imat matrix contains significantly more zeros than
ones (or the other way around), the matrix could be implemented by a socalled sparse matrix; instead of storing all elements of the matrix, only the
ones are stored in an efficient way. A straightforward way to implement a
sparse imat is to store for each node a (linked) list of the nodes that are independent with this node. The minimum amount of storage that is needed
to store a node in such a list is 16 bits (for a maximum of 216 nodes). However, when imat is sparse, it is not longer sufficient to only store half of the
matrix, so the double amount of memory is needed. The reason for this is
that the update Algorithm 5.4 needs to efficiently compute the set of all
nodes that a node n is (in)dependent with. And thus 100% = 16 = 2 = 3 18 % of
the original matrix has to consist of ones for the sparse imat to be space
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Algorithm 5.4 Pseudo-algorithm to update the independence matrix imat
after adding a new event e and its children conditions e to the c.e.s.
1. Event e inherits the independence relation from e. A node n is
independent of event e if all conditions e are independent of n.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

C E

forall n 2 [ do
bool b := true ;
forall ci 2 e do
if : imat[n; ci ] then
b := false ;
break ;
fi ;
end do ;
imat[n; e] := b ;
end do ;

2. Event e is causally dependent from its parent conditions and in
conflict with itself.
11
12
13
14

forall ci 2 e do
imat[ci ; e] := false ;
end do ;
imat[e; e] := false ;

3. The conditions in e are causally dependent from e.
15
16
17

forall ci 2 e do
imat[e; ci ] := false ;
end do ;

4. The conditions in e inherit the independence relation from their
parent event e.
18
19
20
21
22

C E

forall n 2 [ do
forall ci 2 e do
imat[n; ci ] := imat[n; e] ;
end do ;
end do ;

5. The choice relations among the conditions e cause a direct conflict
relation for the conditions involved.
23
24
25
26
27

forall ci 2 e do
forall c j 2 e do
imat[ci ; c j ] := (ci 6= c j ) ^ :(ci ./ c j ) ;
end do ;
end do ;
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effective. So for this method to be effective, less than 3% of the imat matrix
has to consist of ones.
A problem here is that the level of sparseness of the imat is difficult
to predict. If the pa model contains a lot of parallel behaviour without
synchronisation actions, most nodes will be independent and hence the
percentage of ones in the imat will be quite high. On the other hand, if
the level of parallelism is low or the c.e.s. contains many synchronisation
actions or the model induces many conflict relations, the percentage of ones
in the imat will be low.
Still, early experiments have shown that the number of ones in the
imat often drops below 3%, so a sparse matrix implementation might be
considered as an optimisation.

Comparison
Initially, only the imat approach to independence checking had been implemented. To analyse larger examples (> 10000 nodes), however, we foresaw
problems with the size of the imat approach and the overhead in updating
the matrix. To solve these problems, we developed the functions indepC
and indepE.3 For obvious reasons, we cannot yet compare the two methods
for independence checking in an objective setting:

 F OREST is still a prototype tool; it has not been optimised in any way.
Several aspects of the implementation have to be improved before a
useful comparison makes sense.
 The F OREST implementation is biased towards the imat approach. For
example, for the computation of possible extensions of configurations,
F OREST searches for conditions that (i) want to do the same action,
(ii) are independent and (iii) have a compatible parallel context. As
the imat check for independence is fast, this search order is reasonable. But for the backward approach which uses the more expensive
indep functions, it is probably more efficient to first check the parallel
contexts of the conditions involved and postpone the checking of the
independence relation.
However, from early experience with F OREST we got an initial foreboding
of both methods. For instance, Table 5.2 compares the verification times
(in sec.) of generating FP@lb for a pa model of the dining philosophers.
With respect to the space requirements, the approach that uses the indep
functions is superior, of course. To see things in perspective, however, for
pa models that have less than 10000 nodes, the memory consumption of
the imat approach (i.e. 6Mb) is still tolerable. In the current prototype
3 We

cannot resist to mention that compared to the elegant algorithms of Algorithm 5.3,
our initial algorithms looked horrible. If one does not exploit the information in the Cut(Ec )
marking, but tries to compute the causal relation  directly, the functions indepC and indepE
will become very complex and inefficient.
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n
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

jC j

jE j # nodes # coes

207
91
540 241
1135 511
2070 937
3423 1555
5272 2401
7695 3511

298
781
1646
3007
4978
7673
11206

indepC

imat

27
3.50
3.36
76
14.92
13.07
165
54.33
43.20
306 167.06 116.39
511 390.22 269.17
792 1164.36 555.07
1161 3024.55 1264.96

Table 5.2: Comparison of the verification times (in sec.) of
generating FP@lb for a dining philosophers between the indepC
function and the imat matrix.

implementation of F OREST (February 2001), the imat approach is slightly
faster than the indep functions. For medium-size models (with more 5000
nodes), the imat approach is at maximum two times as fast as the indep
methods. For larger pa models (> 10000 nodes), both methods currently
need an unacceptable amount of time to compute the finite prefix.

5.3.3

Historical Perspective
Clean The development of F OREST started in January 1999. First we
tried to build a prototype in the functional language Clean [151, 152].
Although the language Clean offers excellent features to model isolated
concepts of the unfolding and finite prefix algorithms, it proved hard to
integrate the functions into an efficient finite prefix algorithm. The main
difficulty of the implementation of the finite prefix algorithm in a pure
functional language is that one has to carry around all global state information (i.e. the complete c.e.s., the set of possible extensions, the independence information, etc.) from function to function. Moreover, when adding
a new node to the c.e.s., one does not want to rebuild the complete c.e.s.
Pure functional Languages like Haskell [148, 11] solve the latter problem by offering so-called monads, which prescribe the evaluation order of
(sub) expressions. The developers of the language Clean went a different
way and implemented uniqueness typing features into Clean to ensure that
at any time only a single reference exists to an unique object. When using
monads and/or uniqueness typing, (large) objects do not have to be rebuild
within each function application; these objects can be modified in place.
Although we believe that pure functional languages can be used to
build complex verification programs like the finite prefix algorithm – see,
for example, the model checker T RUTH [119], which is implemented in
Haskell – we encountered several obstacles during our attempts with Clean.
The ‘global state’ related problems severely hampered our progress and
made a successful and efficient implementation seem far away. Without
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doubt, our inexperience with Clean accounted for several of the problems.
C++ In July 1999 we cancelled the development of F OREST in Clean and
switched to the programming language C++ [187]. Not all our efforts into
the Clean implementation were lost, though. Several of the ‘standard’
modules – that implemented standard datatypes like sets, queue, etc. –
that we developed in Clean could be ported without too many difficulties
to C++’s Standard Template Library (STL) [5, 140, 185].
The current version of F OREST (February 2001) is written as a literate program [117] in C++ [187]. As literate programming tool we use
noweb [157]. The literate document consists of 8000 lines of noweb source,
which ‘untangles’ to roughly 4000 lines of C/C++ code. The development of
F OREST (including both the Clean and C++ efforts), on basis of [122], took
eight man-months of work.
Goals The design of F OREST started as a project to implement the ideas
and algorithms of [122]. On top of the finite prefix algorithm for process
algebra it was planned to extend the tool with model checking capabilities
following the approach of [121]. Ultimately, F OREST should grow into tool
for the analysis of event structures, hence the acronym “a tool for event
structures”.
Building the tool from scratch took more effort and time than was anticipated. Furthermore, along the way, the goals for F OREST shifted. Instead of only focusing on an efficient implementation, we began to use
F OREST as a vehicle to experiment with various aspects of the unfolding
algorithms, e.g. alternative cut-off criteria, alternative adequate orders,
etc. Although the results of these experiments look promising, research on
the theoretical framework for the alternative algorithms is still needed.

5.4

Early Experiments
In this section we present the results of some early experiments with
F OREST. Following [53], for our experiments we have chosen a set of
benchmarks compiled by Corbett in [34]. The benchmark models are simple
communication models where different parallel processes can do internal
steps or pair-wise synchronise with each other. The benchmark models are
available as Finite State Automata (FSA, [34]) or as P ROMELA [83] models.4 Translation of a FSA model to the pa specification format of F OREST
is straightforward. We have let F OREST generate the finite prefix for the
following models of the benchmark set:
4 The

benchmark models themselves can be retrieved from ftp://ftp.ics.hawaii.edu/pub/corbett/.
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cyclic
dp
dpd
elevator
gasnq
hartstone
key
ring
sentest
speed

Milner’s cyclic scheduler [139];
dining philosophers (standard version);
dining philosophers (with passing dictionary);
controller for a building of m elevators;
model for a self-service (non-queuing) gas station [74];
model in which a task starts and then stops m worker
tasks [132];
model that manages keyboard/screen interaction [132];
token ring mutual exclusion protocol;
model that starts up m task to test sensors [132]; and
model with 10 tasks that monitor and regulate the speed
of a car [132].

Table 5.3 shows the results of generating the finite prefixes for the different models. We used F OREST to generate the finite prefix FP@lb 5 of the pa
models and let S PIN generate the complete state space for the corresponding P ROMELA model.
For the experiments with F OREST we list the number of conditions,
events, cut-off events (coes) and the total running time. For all experiments with F OREST, we used the imat approach to check for independence.
The size of the matrix was limited to 10000 nodes. For the experiments
with S PIN we list the size of the state vector, the total number of states
and the running time. As a rule, the larger the state vector of the P RO MELA model, the more (parallel) processes are defined in the model. We
used version 3.3.10 of S PIN with the default settings.
For the (memory) effective analysis of validation models, the number of
objects in the representation of the model is important. For this reason,
a comparison between the number of events as generated by F OREST and
the number of states as generated by S PIN is interesting.6 Table 5.3 shows
that for several cases (e.g. cyclic, dp, dpd, ring) the number of events generated by F OREST is an order(s) of magnitude smaller than the number
of states needed by S PIN. These results are encouraging. However, from
Table 5.3 it is also clear that the current implementation of F OREST is
notably slower than S PIN. There are obvious reasons for this:



The F OREST tool is a prototype. The tool has not yet been optimised
in any way. For example, adding a new node to a (nearly) empty c.e.s.
is much faster than adding a new node to a c.e.s. which already contains thousands of nodes. This is clearly undesirable. The S PIN tool,
on the other hand, is the result of years of research and improvements.

5 Due to the structure of the FSA models, the unfoldings of the pa models generated from
these FSA models do not contain different events with identical states. So for all these models
B, the following holds: FP@lb (B) = FP@C (B) for any partial order /.
6 Note that the set of conditions is only needed to construct the prime event structure and
can afterwards be discarded.
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m

jC j

F OREST
jE j # coes

cyclic
9 182
70
cyclic
12 245
94
dp
8 552 177
dpd
6 6027 1893
elevator
2 7082 819
gasnq
3 5647 1282
hartstone 100 706 203
key
2 3447 670
ring
7 822 370
ring
9 1559 713
sentest
100 811 222
speed
1 6403 2074

10
13
56
499
331
401
1
208
79
137
40
848

S PIN
sec st.vec # states
2.92
7.03
12.52
104.48
38.88
40.21
384.60
20.24
13.62
45.82
723.01
153.52

220
288
236
208
188
224
1416
208
244
308
976
100

sec

7423 1.26
77823 20.50
6561 1.57
11211 1.70
923 0.10
1256 0.14
203 0.11
507 0.08
5909 0.94
52012 12.01
275 0.14
9986 0.89

Table 5.3: Results of generating the finite prefix with F OREST
and generating the state space with S PIN.





The pa specifications of the benchmark models have been translated
from FSA models. It may be the case that the resulting pa specifications are not very efficient. For instance, the FSA models only use
pairwise synchronisation whereas F OREST also supports multi-way
synchronisation.
The Corbett benchmark set is probably not the most appropriate set
of examples to illustrate the effectiveness of the partial order approach of F OREST.

We did not yet compare F OREST with other tools which are based on the
unfolding algorithms of McMillan [53, 54].

5.5

Conclusions
F OREST is a prototype tool that has been built from the ground up. Much
emphasis has been put on a clean and maintainable design and implementation. The source files have been commented profoundly using the
literate programming style. We have experienced that the object-oriented
architecture and implementation allows for easy modification and experimentation. The F OREST tool is intended to grow into a general analysis
tool for event structures that are generated from process algebra expressions.
The current version of F OREST has limited functionality. It allows for
(i) the direct computation of the finite prefix of a process algebra expression
without using an intermediate Petri net representation and (ii) generating
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a textual or graphical representation of this finite prefix. It is clear that
F OREST can be extended and improved upon in several ways, including:

 major optimisations of expensive data-structures and operations;
 optimisation of the method to check for independence between two
nodes using a cache of independence information;

 implementation of a model checker (following the approach of [121]);
 implementation of a visual simulator;
 enriching the process algebra input language with, among others:
 (simple) data types
 more process algebra operators (e.g. hiding, renaming)
 and as event structures are easily extended with timing, probabilistic and stochastic information [23, 110, 112] such extensions are also
planned for F OREST.
Furthermore, we plan to continue our experiments with F OREST to investigate alternative cut-off criteria to arrive at smaller finite prefix representations and to look for more effective adequate orders.
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Introduction
In the classical view of system design, two main activities are distinguished: performance evaluation and validation of correctness. Performance
evaluation studies the performance of the system in terms like access time,
waiting time and throughput, whereas validation concentrates on the functional behaviour of the system in terms of e.g. safety and liveness properties [118]. With the advent of embedded and multi-media communication
systems, however, insight in both the functional and the real-time and performance aspects of applications involved becomes of critical importance;
the separation of these issues does make sense anymore.
As a result, performance aspects have been integrated in various specification formalisms. A prominent example is stochastic process algebra
in which features like compositionality and abstraction are exploited to
facilitate the modular specification of performance models. Most of these
formalisms, however, restrict delays to be governed by negative exponential distributions. The interleaving semantics typically results in a mapping onto continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) [10, 64, 80], a model
for which various efficient evaluation algorithms exist to determine (transient and stationary) state-based measures. Although this approach has
brought various interesting results, tools, and case studies, the state space
explosion problem – in interleaving semantics parallelism leads to the
product of the component state spaces – is a serious drawback. Besides
that, the restriction to exponential distributions is often not realistic for
adequately modelling phenomena such as traffic sources or sizes of data
files stored on web-servers that exhibit bursty or heavy-tail distributions.
This chapter uses a partial order semantics for a stochastic process algebra with general (continuous) distributions and combines this with techniques to compute the first passage time between a pair of events. In
this stochastic process algebra the advance of (probabilistic) time and the
occurrence of actions is separated. This separation of discrete and continuous phases is similar to that in many timed process algebras and has been
recently proposed in the stochastic setting [77, 78]. Most recent proposals
for incorporating general distributions into process algebra follow this approach [19, 40]. As a result of this separation, interaction gets an intuitive
meaning – ‘wait for the slowest process’ – with a clear stochastic interpretation. Moreover, abstraction of actions becomes possible. We use the tool
F OREST – as described in chapter 5 – to automatically generate a complete
finite prefix from a (stochastic) process algebraic specification.
From the finite prefixes we generate so-called stochastic task graphs,
acyclic directed graphs where nodes represent tasks of which the delay
is represented by a random variable and arcs denote causal dependencies between tasks. Efficient numerical analysis techniques exist for task
graphs, and have been implemented. For series-parallel graphs numerical results are exact and algorithms exist to compute the distribution of
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the delay between a start and finish task. For arbitrary graphs various
approximate techniques exist to compute (rather exact) bounds on the average delay [115]. We use the P EPP tool suite [45, 70] to analyse the task
graphs generated from the complete prefixes.
Most attempts to incorporate general distributions in process algebra
aim at discrete-event simulation techniques [19, 40, 69]. To the best of our
knowledge, this chapter presents the first approach to analyse stochastic
process algebraic specifications that may contain general distributions in
a numerical manner.
The applicability of our approach is illustrated by analysing the root
contention phase within the IEEE 1394 serial bus protocol [97]. In particular, we analyse the delay between the detection of a root contention and
its first resolution.
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.2 we present a stochastic process algebra with general distributions. With F OREST we can obtain
an annotated partial order for a stochastic process algebra expression. In
Section 6.3 we discuss how such partial orders can be seen as task graphs
that can be analysed with the tool P EPP. In Section 6.4 we show how
to combine F OREST and P EPP in order to perform a first passage time
analysis of events after a specific state. Section 6.5 contains an application
to the IEEE 1394 protocol, and Section 6.6 is devoted to conclusions and
further work. This chapter is based on [171].

6.2

A Stochastic Process Algebra
Let Act be a set of actions, a 2 Act, A  Act, and F, G be general continuous
probability distributions. The distinction between observable and invisible
actions plays no role in this chapter. The stochastic process algebra used
here is a simple process algebra that contains two types of prefix processes:
process a; B (action prefix) that is able to immediately offer action a while
evolving into B, and hF i; B (timed prefix) that evolves into process B after a
delay governed by the continuous distribution F. That is, the probability
that hF i; B evolves into B before t time units is F (t ). In the sequel such
actions are called delay actions. The syntax of our language is given by the
following grammar:
B ::= stop j a; B j hF i; B j B + B j B

jjA B j P

With respect to the process algebra language pa of F OREST, only the (syntactical) timed prefix construction has been added. A few words on B1 + B2
are in order. B1 + B2 behaves either as B1 or B2 , but not as both. At execution the fastest process, i.e. the process that is enabled first, is selected.
This is known as the race condition. If this fastest process is not uniquely
determined, a non-deterministic selection among the fastest processes is
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a; hGi; d; stop jja;d jjc

jja;d

a; hF1 i; c; hF2 i; d; stop jjc

a

jjc

b; c; stop

jjc

c; stop

jjc

stop

b

Gi; d; stop jja;d jjc

F1 i; c; hF2 i; d; stop jjc

h

jja;d h

Gi

F1 i

h

h

d; stop jja;d jjc

jja;d

c; hF2 i; d; stop jjc

c

F2 i; d; stop jjc

jja;d h

h

F2 i

jja;d

d; stop jjc

jja;d

stop jjc

d

stop jja;d jjc

Figure 6.1: Condition event structure of the unfolding Unf (Bex ).

made. In the next section we briefly discuss the event structure semantics
of our process algebra language.
E XAMPLE 6.1
In the rest of this chapter we use the following stochastic process algebra
expression as a running example:
Bex := (a; hGi; d; stop

jja d a; hF1 i; c; hF2 i; d; stop) jjc b; c; stop
;

2
For the construction of the complete finite prefix from a stochastic process algebra expression, the distinction between action prefix conditions
and time prefix conditions plays no role. The unfolding algorithms of
chapter 5 can be used to compute the unfolding Unf (B) of a stochastic process algebra expression B. In chapter 5, actions and process instantiations
were labelled with unique indices. These indices were needed to create
unique event identifiers and to efficiently compute the finite prefix. For
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this chapter, these indices and identifiers are not important, and therefore
omitted.
The unfolding Unf (B) is a c.e.s. (C ; E ; ./; ), where the set of events E
consist of the union of two disjoint sets: E = E act [E delay , and E act \E delay =
?. The set E act is the set of action events and E delay is the set of delay
events. Let E be a set of events, then the function delay(E ) returns the
delay events of E, i.e. delay(E ) = fe 2 E j e 2 E delay g.
Recall from chapter 5 that the construction of the unfolding as a c.e.s.
induces a partial order on the events of a (local) configuration. F OREST
can be used to compute this partial order.
E XAMPLE 6.2
Figure 6.1 shows the condition event structure of the unfolding Unf (Bex ) of
the process algebra expression Bex . As the process algebra expression Bex
does not contain process recursion, the unfolding Unf (Bex ) is already finite
by itself. The local configuration of event d is
[d ] = fa; b; hGi; hF1 i; c; hF2 i; d g. The partial order of the events within [d ]
is induced by the flow relation  which is depicted by the arrows between
the conditions and events.
2

6.3

Task Graph Analysis and P EPP
The tool P EPP1 has been developed at the University of Erlangen [45, 70]
in the early nineties of the previous century. The tool has a broad functionality, amongst which are program instrumentation, monitoring (using the
hardware monitor ZM4) and trace analysis. In this chapter we only use
the following functionality of P EPP: (i) the creation of task graphs and (ii)
the automatic analysis of task graphs.
Task graphs consist of nodes connected by directed edges. Nodes, which
represent tasks to be executed, can be of several types (e.g. hierarchical,
cyclic and parallel nodes) but here we will only use so-called elementary
nodes that model activities taking a certain amount of time, i.e. delay
actions. The time that an activity or task takes is governed by a continuous
distribution function. The dependency between tasks is modelled by the
directed edges between the nodes.
P EPP supports several built-in distribution functions, like deterministic, exponential, approximate, and mixed Erlang distributions, the parameters of which can be chosen by the user. It is also possible to use general
distributions in a numerical form, that can either be created by the user
or by the additional tool CAPP2 [137]. A numerical representation of a
distribution is given by a text file containing the offset of the density function, the step size and the integral density values for each step. CAPP also
1 P EPP
2 C APP

stands for “Performance Evaluation of Parallel Programs”.
stands for “Calculation and Presentation Package”.
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?

?

F1

G0
G1

G
F2

F0

d

root1

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: Task graphs of (a) the local configuration of event d of the
running example Bex and (b) the local configuration of event root1 of the
root contention protocol (discussed in Section 6.5).

allows the graphical representation of distribution and density functions.
Nodes can be created interactively by the user via a graphical interface.
Nodes can be connected by edges representing causal dependencies. These
dependencies are required to be acyclic and the resulting graph is called a
task graph. In fact a task graph can be seen as a partial ordering of nodes.
E XAMPLE 6.3
Suppose we are interested in the first passage time (i.e. the runtime) of
event d of Bex , starting from the initial state. If we only consider the delay
actions and the causal dependencies of Unf (Bex ) of Figure 6.1, we obtain
the task graph of Figure 6.2 (a).
2
Analysis of Task Graphs After a task graph has been input to P EPP its
run time distribution can be analysed in several ways. The most attractive
mode of analysis is via SPASS3 . In order to analyse a task graph using
SPASS it has to be in series-parallel reducible form. This means it can be
reduced to a single node by successively applying two reduction steps:




Series reduction: in this reduction step a sequence of nodes is reduced
to a single node. The series reduction step is illustrated in part Figure 6.3 (a).
Parallel reduction: in this reduction step several parallel nodes with
the same predecessors and successors are reduced to a single node.
The parallel reduction step is illustrated in part Figure 6.3 (b).

3 SPASS

stands for “Series Parallel Structure Solver”.
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P1
P2

P1
P1:::n

:::

P2

:::

Pn

1

Pn
P1:::n

Pn

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: SPASS reduction steps: (a) series reduction and (b) parallel
reduction.

SPASS analysis is an exact type of analysis; the SPASS reductions preserve the performance analysis aspects. A series-parallel task graph is
reduced by SPASS to a single node with a distribution that represents the
first passage time of the complete task graph. This distribution function
is calculated in a numerical way and can be visualised (together with its
corresponding density function) using CAPP.
If a task graph is not series-parallel reducible it can be analysed using
several well-known approximate (bounding) methods [70, 115]. The basic
idea behind these approximations is that nodes are added or deleted until the task graph becomes series-parallel reducible. This leads to upper
and lower bounds of the first passage time of the task graph. P EPP offers
several of these bounding techniques.
It is also possible to approximate the analysis by transforming the task
graph into an interleaving transition system, and approximating the distributions by deterministic and exponential distributions. This approximation suffers heavily from state space explosion problems and does not
exploit the advantages of the partial order properties; for these reasons
this analysis method has not been used in this chapter.
P EPP is a powerful analysis tool for stochastic task graphs. For simple
examples these task graphs can easily be created in a manual way. For
realistic system designs, though, developing task graphs in a direct way
becomes more and more cumbersome and error prone. An effective solution to this problem, as first recognised by Herzog in [79], is to automatically generate task graphs in a compositional manner from a stochastic
process algebra specification. While [79] reveals some problems in using
task graphs as a semantic model for (non-recursive) stochastic process algebras, our approach – that is aimed at recursive processes – is to generate
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Algorithm 6.1 Algorithm to construct the task graph for the local configuration [e] starting from the initial state of B.
1. Specify the target event e within the process algebra expression B.
2. Use F OREST to compute the finite prefix FP(B) until event e has occurred or the complete finite prefix has been generated. If the prefix
does not contain e (which means that e is not reachable), then stop;
apparently the problem was not well-defined.
3. Consider the local configuration [e]; together with the causal ordering  this induces a partial order P.
4. Project P onto the delay events. This yields a task graph that can be
used as input to P EPP.

task graphs from a finite event structure semantics.

6.4

First Passage Time Analysis
In this section we discuss how partial orders generated by F OREST can be
used for first passage time analysis with P EPP.
Algorithm 6.1 constructs a task graph of the local configuration of an
event e starting from the initial state of a process algebra expression. With
P EPP we can compute the first passage time of event e to occur (starting from the initial state). If the partial order of [e] happens to be seriesparallel reducible, P EPP will even compute the distribution function of the
runtime.
But the analysis is not restricted to starting from the initial state. We
can also supply a set of independent events fe1 ; : : :; en g as a starting point,
and ask for the first passage time for an event e to occur after these events.
There is however a constraint involved here: if after the events fe1 ; : : :; en g
a delay action is enabled, then this delay action is causally dependent on
at least one event in fe1 ; : : :; en g. In other words, the following should hold:
8een 2 enabled(St([e1 ] [ : : : [ [en ])) : een 2 E delay ) 9ei 2 fe1 ; : : :; eng : ei  een . Otherwise there is no way to determine when such a delay event een may have
started. Algorithm 6.2 shows how to apply P EPP when the start state is
determined by a set of independent events within the finite prefix FP(B).
Of course, the target event e has to be causally dependent on the events
in fe1 ; : : :; en g. If this is not the case, Algorithm 6.1 – started in step 5 of
Algorithm 6.2 – will unsuccessfully terminate in step 2.
Note that the partial orders obtained by both algorithms are only useful
for P EPP if the configuration between the initial event(s) and the target
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Algorithm 6.2 Algorithm to construct the task graph for the local configuration [e] starting from fe1 ; : : :; en g.
1. Specify the target event e within the process algebra expression B.
2. Use F OREST to compute the finite prefix FP(B) until the events
fe1 ; : : :; en g have all occurred or the complete finite prefix has been
generated. If FP(B) does not contain all events of fe1 ; : : : ; en g, then
stop; apparently the problem was not well-defined.
3. If there are conflicts among the events in fe1 ; : : :; en g then stop, as
apparently the problem is not well-defined; otherwise continue.
4. Calculate S = St([e1 ] [ : : : [ [en ]).
5. Check if all enabled delay actions which causally depend on S are
dependent on at least one event from fe1 ; : : : ; en g. If not, stop; apparently the problem is not well-defined. Otherwise, apply Algorithm 6.1 with S as initial state and compute the partial order
of the local configuration of target event e.

event e contains at least one delay event.
E XAMPLE 6.4
Consider Figure 6.1 which corresponds to the condition event structure of
Unf (Bex ). Suppose we are interested in the first passage time of event d.
The sets fag and fa; bg can both be used as input for Algorithm 6.2; in fact,
for this example they will all yield the task graph of Figure 6.2 (a). The
singleton set fbg can also be used as a starting point for Algorithm 6.2, as
the delay events hGi and hF1 i are not enabled in St([b]); only the event a
is enabled in St([b]). Again, the task graph of Figure 6.2 (a) will be computed. The singleton set fcg, however, cannot be used as a valid input for
Algorithm 6.2 as the delay event hGi, which is enabled in St([c]), does not
depend on event c. The set fa; cg cannot be used as input for Algorithm 6.2
either, because the events a and c are not independent: a  c.
2

6.5

The Root Contention Phase in IEEE 1394
This section discusses a small case study where we applied our approach to
compute the first passage time of the first resolution of the root contention
phase of the IEEE 1394 protocol.
IEEE 1394 The IEEE 1394 high performance serial bus has been developed for interconnecting computer and consumer equipment such as
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child0

root0
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recv 0

Buf 0

child1

Node0

Proc1
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Wire0

root1

Buf 1

Node1
send 1

recv 1

Wire1
Figure 6.4: Processes and synchronisation actions of the root contention
protocol.

VCRs, CD players and multimedia PCs. It supports the addition and removal of equipment at any time (‘hot-pluggable’) and allows quick, reliable
and inexpensive high-bandwidth transfer of digitised video and audio. The
bus has been originally developed by Apple (FireWire) and has been standardised by IEEE in 1996 [97]. The following description of IEEE 1394 is
adopted from [186].
Leader Election Protocol The IEEE 1394 standard consists of a stack
of protocols. In the operation of the physical layer, the lowest in the protocol hierarchy, a number of phases can be distinguished. During the tree
identification phase, which is entered on occurrence of a bus reset, it is
checked whether the network topology is a tree, and if so, a leader is elected among the nodes in the tree. The leader election takes place by constructing a spanning tree in the network and electing the root of the tree
as leader. Informally, the basic idea of the protocol is as follows: leaf nodes
send a ‘parent request’ message to their neighbour. When a node has received a parent request from all but one of its neighbours it sends a parent
request to its remaining neighbour. In this way the tree grows from the
leafs to a root. If a node has received parent requests from all its neighbours, it knows that it has been elected as the root of the tree. It is possible
that at the end of the tree identification phase two nodes send parent request messages to each other; this situation is called root contention. To
resolve this situation, a root contention protocol is invoked. After completion of the execution of this protocol, one of the two nodes has become root
of the network.
Root Contention Protocol Suppose that the two contending nodes are
node 0 and node 1. When node i (i = 0; 1) has detected root contention it first
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The root contention protocol is modelled by the following stochastic process
algebra expression:
(Node0

jjj

Node1 ) jjGlob (Wire0 jjj Wire1 )

with the following (process) definitions (i 2 f0; 1g) :

Nodei
Proci
SndAcki
SndReqi
Buf i
BufReqi
BufAcki
Wirei
WireReqi
WireAcki

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

Glob

==

Loc

==

(Proci

jjLoc Buf i )
hGi i; (check empi ; SndReqi + check reqi ; SndAcki )
send acki ; rooti ; stop
send reqi ; (check reqi ; Proci + check acki ; childi ; stop)
check empi ; Buf i + recv reqi ; BufReqi + recv acki ; BufAcki
check reqi ; Buf i + recv reqi ; BufReqi + recv acki ; BufAcki
check acki ; Buf i + recv reqi ; BufReqi + recv acki ; BufAcki
send reqi ; WireReqi + send acki ; WireAcki
hFi i; recv req(1 i) ; Wirei + Wirei
hFi i; recv ack(1 i) ; Wirei + Wirei
fsend req0 ; send req1 ; send ack0 ; send ack1 ;
recv req0 ; recv req1 ; recv ack0 ; recv ack1 g
fcheck empi ; check reqi ; check acki g

Figure 6.5: Process algebra expression of the root contention protocol.

flips a coin. If head comes up it waits a short period of time, somewhere in
the interval [δfast ; ∆fast ]; otherwise, it waits a long period of time somewhere
in the interval [δslow ; ∆slow ]. It is assumed that
0  δfast  ∆fast < δslow  ∆slow
If after the waiting period no message has been received from the contender, the node sends a request message to its contender and declares
itself to be a child, i.e., it assumes the contender to become a leader. Otherwise, it acknowledges the receipt of the message and declares itself to
be the leader. If a node that has sent a request subsequently receives a
request, then it concludes that there is a root contention again, and the
protocol starts all over again.
The basic idea behind the protocol is that if the outcomes of the coin
flips are different, the node with outcome tail (i.e. the slow one) will become
root. Since with probability one the outcomes of the two coin flips will
eventually be different, the root contention protocol will terminate with
probability one [186].
F OREST Figure 6.5 presents the specification of the root contention protocol in our process algebra. The model itself is based on [186]. Figure 6.4
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shows a schematic overview of the processes involved and some of the synchronising actions. The Nodei processes are connected to each other by
two Wirei processes, that represent the communication lines between the
components. Each Nodei process has a Buf i process which can hold a single
message from the other Node(1 i) . New messages from Node(1 i) will simply
overwrite older messages. Both nodes start (via Proci ) to wait gi (t ) units of
time. If after waiting, the buffer is still empty (i.e. check empi ), the node
will sent a send reqi to its partner and will subsequently wait for an acknowledgement. If this acknowledgement (i.e. check acki ) arrives, Nodei
will declare itself a child using action childi . On the other hand, if after
waiting gi (t ) units of time, Nodei receives a check reqi action, it declares itself to be the leader using action rooti . The delay of the communication line
is modelled by the delay action hFi i.
Apart from the performance analysis of the protocol that we report on
in this chapter, the specification of Figure 6.5 may readily be used for a
functional analysis of the protocol. The condition event structure generated by F OREST for this process algebraic expression contains 57 events
(of which 8 are cut off-events) and 210 conditions.
To illustrate both algorithms of Section 6.4 we have identified a start
state in the process algebra expression of Figure 6.5 (i.e. corresponding
with the events fe1 ; : : :; en g) from which we want to compute the first passage time to another state e. The start state is defined by the first occurrence of the following actions: send req0 , recv req0 , send req1 and recv req1 .
That is, just before both the check req0 and check req1 actions are about to
happen. In the root contention protocol, this corresponds to the situation
in which both processes are about to receive the parent request of their
contender, which will initiate a new contention resolution phase. In the
graph representation of the corresponding condition event structure, this
set of starting events can easily be identified, due to the flow relation 
and the induced causal order . The complete FP(B) is omitted due to its
size, though.
From these four events, we are interested in the average delay until
the first occurrence of the event corresponding with action root1 , that is,
the first resolution after the contention, which declares Node1 to be the
root. Figure 6.6 shows the partial order of the events leading to this root1
event. It is generated using the graph drawing tool dot [59]. Note that the
events check req0 and check req1 are indeed the first events that can occur.
Within F OREST, distribution events all have a del prefix.
P EPP For the first passage time analysis with P EPP4 , only the delay
events of the partial order are of interest. Figure 6.2 (b) shows the task
graph as used by P EPP containing only the delay events and the elementary start and end events; it is the projection of Figure 6.6 on the delay
4 For

our experiments we used version 3.3 of P EPP (released in July 1993) [44].
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Figure 6.6: Partial order of the events leading to the root1 event.
events. For the events hG0 i and hG1 i we have used the same uniform distribution function G(t ), that is used in [39] for the transient analysis (via
simulation) of the root contention protocol. The function G(t ) is defined by:

8
0
>
>
>
t δfast
>
1
>
>
< 2  ∆fast δfast
1
G(t ) =
2 

>
>
t δslow
1
>

1
+
>
>
∆slow δslow
>
: 2
1

if t < δfast ;
if δfast  t < ∆fast ;

if ∆fast  t < δslow ;

if δslow  t < ∆slow ;
if ∆slow  t

This distribution corresponds to first choosing either a short delay in the
interval [δfast ; ∆fast ] with probability 12 or choosing a long delay in [δslow ; ∆slow ]
with probability 12 and then choosing the precise delay according to an
uniform distribution in the selected interval. For our experiments we used
the following constants: δfast = 0:24 µsec, ∆fast = 0:26 µsec, δslow = 0:57 µsec and
∆slow = 0:60 µsec. These constants correspond with the situation where the
cable between the components has a length of 2 meters [97]. A graphical
representation of the distribution function G(t ) is given in Figure 6.7. The
1
unit of the Figures 6.7 and 6.8 is 100
µsec as P EPP requires fixed step-size.
The parameters D, N and I are parameters of the density function g(t )
which is defined as tuple g = (D; N ; g0 ; : : :; gI ), where D is the displacement
between 0 and g0 and N is the order of the distribution [70]. For the delay
2
event hF0 i we used an uniform distribution function F (t ) between 198
and
3
,
assuming
that
the
transmission
speed
of
the
lines
is
198m
=
µsec.
198
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Figure 6.7: Distribution G(t ).

Figure 6.8: Density function of
the first passage time of the configuration leading to the root1 event.

Finally, we used P EPP to analyse the task graph corresponding with
the local configuration of the root1 event. Figure 6.8 shows a graphical
representation of the density function of the first passage time together
with the average (0:51 µsec) of the partial order leading to root1 . Note that
the results obtained only relate to the meantime of the root contention
when contention is resolved on the first attempt of the protocol. It does not
provide information on the transient behaviour of the protocol.

6.6

Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed a partial order semantics for a stochastic
process algebra that supports general (non-memoryless) distributions and
combined this with an approach to numerically analyse the average delay
between two events. The behaviour between two events is captured by
a partial order of events that can be mapped on a stochastic task graph.
F OREST is used to obtain this partial order of events. We used P EPP for
numerical analysis of such task graphs.
The chapter presents a novel application of McMillan’s finite prefix algorithm. Furthermore, the work can be seen as a successor of [22] in the
sense that it shows the practical feasibility of the use of event structure
semantics for stochastic analysis.
A clear advantage of our approach is that we are able to reason about
both the functional and non-functional aspects of systems using the same
model and notation. Furthermore, as our approach uses general distributions, hence, it can still be used when approximations through exponential
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distributions are no longer realistic.
We foresee three different uses of our approach for performance modelling. First, it is possible that the first passage time between two events is
simply what one is interested in, and then our approach yields the answer.
Secondly, our approach might play an auxiliary role in establishing the
right parameters for performance models of other types that can then be
further analysed. Thirdly, our approach might be the first step in a more
evolved numerical calculation exploiting more features of P EPP.
In the current setting we are able to compute the first passage time of
a single event. Our next step will be to try to adopt our approach to the
combined runtimes of conflicting events and repetitive events. In [121],
Langerak has shown how to derive a graph rewriting system from the complete finite prefix of a condition event structure. We are currently studying
the use of a graph rewriting system as the basis for transient analysis with
P EPP, using its more advanced node types like cyclic nodes, hierarchical
nodes and probabilistic choice. This would make it possible to compare our
work with discrete-event simulation approaches like [39, 40].

Chapter

7

Conclusions

This is not what I planned;
but perhaps the story you finish
is never the one you begin.
Salman Rushdie – Midnight Children

S ERENITY N OW !
Seinfeld
9th Season, Episode 159, Spring 1998
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This chapter concludes the research as presented in this dissertation. Section 7.1 summarises the main results of the research in the thesis. In Section 7.2, we return to the validation projects that initiated this research
and list the key points of attention for validation projects and/or case studies. Finally, Section 7.3 discusses some directions for future work.

7.1

Summary
We started the thesis in Chapter 1 with a brief description of the validation
projects that we have been involved in. The practical obstacles we faced
during these projects formed the motivation for the research of the later
chapters.
In Chapter 2 we proposed the use of literate programming techniques
to manage both the modelling and verification phase of the verification trajectory. We concluded that literate techniques are helpful in the modelling
of systems to make the models more accessible and readable. Furthermore, we showed that literate techniques do not scale up to control the
verification phase for industrial-size applications. In the same chapter we
compared the two approaches to model checking: the verification approach
and the debugging approach. We showed that presently model checking
is clearly most effective in combination with the debugging approach. The
number of situations where the verification approach is required is growing though.
In Chapter 3 we zoomed into the information space explosion of the
verification phase of validation projects. We presented several pseudo-algorithms to manage and control this information space explosion and to
ensure that the validation results are reproducible. We showed that the
verification trajectory should be supported by basic SCM tools. We also
presented X SPIN /P ROJECT, an add-on tool for X SPIN, which offers the user
a conceptual database for P ROMELA models and their validation results.
Chapter 4 presents several techniques to construct efficient P ROMELA
models and to use the model checker S PIN in an effective way. Most techniques are aimed at the minimisation of the number of states and/or the
minimisation of the state vector. Some of the techniques discussed in this
chapter can be regarded as proposals for optimisations to S PIN. The techniques themselves have been thoroughly validated through controlled experiments with S PIN. For a compressed list of recommendations, one is
referred to Section 4.14.
In Chapter 5 we discussed the design and implementation of F OREST,
a tool to generate the finite prefix of a process algebra expression as a condition event structure. The development of the F OREST made it possible to
sharpen the theory behind the tool. Furthermore, we compared two ways
of computing or maintaining the independence relation for the condition
event structure.
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Chapter 6 presents an application of F OREST. We used F OREST to obtain a partial order of delay events between two actions within a stochastic
process algebra expression. This partial order was then mapped on a
stochastic task graph. We used the performance evaluation tool P EPP for
numerical analysis of such task graphs, to compute the first passage time
of an event.

7.2

Validation Projects
The research in this thesis is mainly motivated by the problems we encountered during the validation projects that we reported on in Chapter 1.
Below we summarise some key points of attention for validation projects and case studies in which a model checker is to be adopted.
Approach From the start of the project, one should decide on the approach of the validation project: either the verification approach (to
prove the correctness of a system) or the debugging approach (to
search for errors in the system). Currently, the debugging approach
is most effective. Note that the choice for the approach has important
implications for several aspects of the validation trajectory.
See Chapter 2.

Modelling For the modelling phase one should use literate programming
techniques to annotate the model on the sources of information and
the modelling choices. One should strive to construct an efficient
validation model instead of a readable model. Note that experience
has shown, that the modelling phase is already very useful in finding
weaknesses and inconsistencies in the specification of a system.
See Chapter 2.

Specification Alongside (or before) the construction of the validation model, one should compile the list of properties S that the model should
satisfy.
See Chapter 2.

Service model For many applications it is rewarding to first model a
very abstract model of the behaviour under validation: the service
description of the system. The model of the service should be validated against the list of properties S before the detailed model M is to
be validated.
See Chapter 4.

Verification One should use software configuration management tools
or at least version control tools to control and manage the information space explosion of the verification trajectory. In case an error is
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found, one should reverify all previous properties, that are affected
by the error.
See Chapter 3.

Expert user There is a considerable gap in effectiveness between the casual user and the expert user of model checking technology. Before
embarking on a medium- to industrial-size validation project, one
should be properly educated into the model checking tool at hand.
See Chapter 4.

Aspect-oriented validation Mixing two or more verification paradigms
to analyse different aspects of a system is rewarding for both the
debugging and the verification approach.
See Chapter 1.

7.3

Further Research
Current model checking tools are already quite useful to find errors in
small- to medium-size systems. In this thesis further guidelines for an
effective model checking process have been presented. But to actually arrive at ‘press-the-button’ tools which can be used to reliably verify (designs
of) computer systems, a considerable amount of work still has to be done.
Below we discuss some future directions in the line of this thesis.
Methodology We have discussed the maintenance problems that are
connected with model checking industrial-size applications. We have also
presented techniques to solve these management problems. To improve
the quality of the verification trajectory even further, (manual) abstractions [38, 114] of (part of the) verification models should be supported by
automated tools. Automated guidance of abstractions or checking of abstractions should be offered to the verification engineer.
When finding an error in a model, only those validation models and
properties which are affected by the error should be reverified. The identification of these affected models should be done automatically.
Finally, the message about model checking technology should change;
model checking is should not be marketed as ‘formal verification tools’ but
as ‘smart debuggers’, which can be used to find errors and weaknesses
early in the development of a system.
Pragmatics Chapter 4 and the forthcoming [166] are not claimed to constitute a complete and finished collection of best practices for the model
checker S PIN. On the contrary, we hope that this collection of techniques
will stimulate other S PIN users to contribute their own best practices and
experiences to this list. In this way not only the common knowledge on
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modelling and verification with S PIN will grow, it will also yield opportunities to optimise and improve the S PIN system itself.
True Concurrency The current version of F OREST should be regarded
as a (promising) prototype tool. Apart from the optimisations of both datastructures and operations, we foresee several directions for significant extensions to the capabilities of the tool.








The condition event structure as generated by F OREST is an effective,
finite representation of the behaviour of a process algebra expression.
Following the graph rewriting approach of [121], this finite representation can be used for model checking. Note that others [52, 66, 196]
have been successful in using the finite prefix unfoldings of Petri nets
as basis for model checking.
The process algebra language itself can be extended with (simple)
data types and more process algebra operators. Furthermore, we
plan to add timing, probabilistic and stochastic information to the
language [23, 110, 112], for further analysis.
The adequate orders studied so far ensure that all local and nonlocal configurations of the unfolding are contained in the complete
finite prefix as generated by F OREST. The complete finite prefix,
however, is not minimal and depends on the adequate order which
is used in the unfolding process. Certain redundant parts of the prefix can safely be pruned. Research into alternative cut-off criteria
and adequate orders to arrive at smaller finite prefix representations
could be promising.
We have shown how to use F OREST in combination with P EPP to
analyse the first passage time between two events of a finite prefix.
Our approach can be extended to compute the combined runtimes of
conflicting events and repetitive events. Furthermore, it is planned
to adopt the graph rewriting system of [121] in combination with the
more advanced features of P EPP for transient analysis.
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Proof of Theorem 5.38
We have to prove that 1. @C is a partial order and that @C is adequate, i.e.
that 2. @C is well-founded, 3. @C refines  and 4. @C is preserved by finite
extensions (see Def. 5.27).
1.

@C is a partial order.

We have to show that @C is transitive and irreflexive.



transitivity: Suppose A, B and C are configurations with A @C B
and B @C C. Then there are four possibilities:

 A @lb B ^ B @lb C: by transitivity of @lb , A @lb C, so A @C C.
 A / B ^ B / C: by transitivity of /, A / C, so A @C C.
 A @lb B ^ B / C: then St(B) = St(C) because of the first con-



straint of Theorem 5.38. So because of the definition of @lb
(see Def. 5.34), we now have A @lb C, so A @C C.
 A / B ^ B @lb C: then St(A) = St(B) because of the first constraint of Theorem 5.38. So because of the definition of @lb ,
we now have A @lb C, so A @C C.

irreflexivity: We have to prove that it is impossible that A @C A,
so it should be impossible that
A lo X1 l1 X2 : : :

ln

1 Xn

ln A

with li =@lb _ li =/.
We prove this by induction on n:

 n = 0: then A @lb A or A / A, but both are impossible because
of the irreflexivity of @lb and /.
 induction step: suppose that it holds for n 1, i.e. it is
impossible to create a li -sequence between A and A with
n li symbols.
Consider
A lo X1 l1 X2 : : :

ln

1 Xn

ln A

A lo X1 l1 X2 : : :

ln

1 Xn

ln A

0

ln0

with li =@lb _ li =/. Because of the irreflexivity of @lb
and /, it is impossible that all li symbols are @lb or all li
symbols are /. So there will be an @lb adjacent to an /, so
either: P @lb Q / R _ P / Q @lb R. But then reasoning in a
similar way as in the proof of transitivity, we can deduce
that P @lb R. But then
can be transformed into
A lo0 X10 l1 X20 : : :

ln0

2 Xn 1

1A
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which by the induction hypothesis is impossible.
2.

@C is well-founded.

Suppose there exists an infinite sequence

: : : @C X2 @C X1 @C X0
Then there is a chain

: : : l2 X2 l1 X1 l0 X0

with li =@lb _ li =/.
Note that this chain contains an infinite number of @lb ’s, because
otherwise there would be an infinite subchain containing only /’s,
contradicting the fact that / is well-founded.
Now by the same technique used above (concluding from P @lb Q / R or
P / Q @lb R that P @lb R) we can transform the chain : : : l2 X2 l1 X1 l0 X0
into an infinite chain containing only @lb . But this contradicts with
the fact that @lb is well-founded.

3.

@C refines .

4.

@C is preserved by finite extensions.
Trivial, since both @lb and / are preserved by finite extensions.

Trivial, since @lb refines .

2

Proof of Theorem 5.39
From elementary set theory we recall that A n (B [ C) = (A n B) \ (A n C), so
=

n
n

[ Cut([e2 ]))
\ (Cut(Ec ) n Cut([e2]))

Cut(Ec ) (Cut([e1 ])
(Cut(Ec ) Cut([e1 ]))

We define CU i = Cut(Ec ) n Cut([ei ]) for i = 1; 2. CU i is the set of conditions of
Cut(Ec ) that have been used in the event sequence from Cut(Ec ) to Cut([ei ]).
ui
So 8c 2 CU i  9ui 2 [ei ] n Ec such that 9M0 ; M 00 with M 0 !
M 00 such that c 2
ui _ c 2 ./ (ui ). We denote the event sequence between Cut(Ec ) and Cut([ei ])
by σEc !ei .
We now have to prove that e1  e2 , CU 1 \ CU 2 = ?:

)

Given e1  e2 .
Now suppose CU 1 \ CU 2 6= ?. Then there is at least one condition c
Cut(Ec ), such that c 2 CU1 ^ c 2 CU 2 .
c 2 CU 1 ) 9u1 2 [e1 ] n Ec such that c 2 u1 _ c 2 ./ (u1 ).
c 2 CU 2 ) 9u2 2 [e2 ] n Ec such that c 2 u2 _ c 2 ./ (u2 ).
There are four possibilities:

2
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1. c 2 u1 ^ c 2 u2 .
c 2 (u1 \u2 ) ) u1 \u2 6= ?.
As c  u1  e1 ^ c  u2  e2 , it follows from Def. 5.13 that e1 # e2 .
This is a contradiction with e1  e2 .

2. c 2 ./ (u1 ) ^ c 2 u2 .
c 2 ./ (u1 ) ) 9c1 2 u1 such that c1 ./ c.
From c1  u1  e1 ^ c  u2  e2 ^ c1 ./ c and Def. 5.13 it follows that
e1 # e2 . This is again a contradiction with e1  e2 .
3. c 2 u1 ^ c 2 ./ (u2 ).
This is the symmetric case of 2.

4. c 2 ./ (u1 ) ^ c 2 ./ (u2 ).
c 2 ./ (u1 ) ) 9c1 2 u1 such that c1 ./ c.
c 2 ./ (u2 ) ) 9c2 2 u2 such that c2 ./ c.
There are two possibilities:

 c1 = c2 .
This case is already covered by 1.
 c1 6= c2 .
Although the ./-relation in itself does not need to be transitive (see Def. 5.9), the decomposition function dec (see Def. 5.7
– dec(B1 + B2 )) ensures that the choice relation of a c.e.s. for process algebra is indeed a transitive relation.
So, c ./ c1 ^ c ./ c2 ^ c1 6= c2 ) c1 ./ c2 .
This case is already covered by 2. (and 3.).
From the cases 1-4 it follows that the assumption CU1 \ CU 2 6= ? leads to
contradictions for all four possibilities. Hence, it follows that CU1 \ CU 2 = ?
and consequently e1  e2 ) CU 1 \ CU 2 = ?.

(

Given CU 1 \ CU 2 = ?.
Now suppose that e1 6 e2 . From Def. 5.15 it follows that there are three
possibilities:
1. e1  e2 , but then [e1 ]  [e2 ].
This is a contradiction with the precondition that [e1 ] 
6 [e2].
2. e2  e1 , but then [e2 ]  [e1 ].
This is a contradiction with the precondition that [e2 ] 
6 [e1].
3. e1 # e2 .
Now there are two distinct nodes m1 and m2 with m1  e1 and m2  e2
with two possible cases:

 m1 and m2 are conditions in choice relation, i.e. m1 ./ m2 .
Thus 9e 2 [e1 ] \ [e2 ] = Ec such that m1 2 e 

^ m2 2 e  ^ m1 ./ m2 .
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 e1 it follows that 9e0 2 σE !e such that 9M0 ; M00 with
e
M 0 ! M 00 and m1 2 e0 and M 00 = (M 0 [ e0 ) n (e0 [ ./ (e0 )). As m1 ./
m2 and m1 2 e0 , both m1 2
= M 00 and m2 2
= M 00 . Consequently, as M0
From m1

c

1

0

is either Cut(Ec ) or a successor marking allong σEc !e1 , it follows
that m1 2 CU 1 ^ m2 2 CU 1 .
Similarly, for m2  e2 we can conclude that m2 2 CU 2 ^ m1 2 CU 2 .
So we have found that CU 1 \ CU 2 contains at least the conditions
m1 and m2 . This is a contradiction with CU1 \ CU 2 = ?.
 m1 and m2 are events with m1 \m2 6= ?.
Then 9c 2 C such that c 2 m1 ^ c 2 m2 .
Consider e, the parent node of c; so c = feg.
Then e  c  m1  e1 ^ e  c  m2  e2 .
Consequently,
e 2 [e1 ] \ [e2 ] = Ec

(A.1)

m1 2
= Ec

(A.2)

From m1 \m2 6= ? it follows that m1 # m2 . Consequently, as Ec
is a configuration, it cannot be the case that m1 and m2 are both
elements of Ec .
Suppose m1 2 Ec ^ m2 2
= Ec . This would mean that m1 2 Ec  [e2 ]
and m2 2 [e2 ], which is impossible as [e2 ] is a configuration and
still m1 # m2 .
Likewise, it cannot be the case that m1 2
= Ec ^ m2 2 Ec .
So we conclude that

^ m2 2= Ec :

From A.1 and A.2 it follows that c 2 Cut(Ec ).
Then: c 2 Cut(Ec ) ^ c  m1  e1 ) c 2 CU 1 :
And: c 2 Cut(Ec ) ^ c  m2  e2 ) c 2 CU 2 :
So c 2 CU 1 \ CU 2 6= ?.
This is again a contradiction with the given CU1 \ CU 2 = ?.

From the cases 1-3 it follows that our assumption e1 6 e2 leads to contradictions for all possibilities; hence e1  e2 .
Hence, CU 1 \ CU 2 = ? ) e1  e2 .
2
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Summary

This dissertation describes research into the effective application of model checkers, smart computer programs which can be used to find errors in (the designs of)
systems.
Correctness At present, hardware and software systems are widely used in applications where failure is unacceptable: telephone switching networks, safety-critical systems, medical instruments, embedded systems, highway and air traffic control systems, electronic commerce, etc. And as the involvement of such systems in
our lives increases so does the burden to ensure their correctness. So, the need
for reliable hardware and software systems is critical. Errors should be eliminated
from the design and implementation process as early as possible. Unfortunately,
with respect to established engineering disciplines (e.g. the construction of buildings, bridges, cars, etc.), computer science engineering is simply not yet up to the
task of delivering reliable systems.
Formal Methods There is a strong need to use advanced, systematic techniques
and tools that support the system validation process. A prominent example of such
techniques is the field of so called formal methods. Formal methods cover all approaches to specification and verification based on mathematical formalisms. Their
aim is to establish system correctness with mathematical rigour. Using formal
methods, system designs can be defined in terms of precise and unambiguous specifications that provide the basis for a systematic analysis. A formal method contains the following basic ingredients:

 a mathematical modelling language, to represent a model of the system;
 a formal specification language, to define a specification of the system; and
 a method to verify, whether the model satisfies the specification.
Important validation techniques based on formal methods are testing, simulation,
formal verification, proof checking and model checking.
Model Checking This dissertation takes a closer look at the formal analysis of
designs, in particular of verification by model checking. Within model checking, the
system is modelled by all possible states of the system together with the possible
transitions between these states. A temporal logic is used as the specification language. The verification method now checks whether a temporal formula (i.e. the
specification) is satisfied by the model of the system. For several classes of models and temporal logics, efficient algorithms have been developed to automatically
check whether a formula holds in a model. Computer programs that implement
such algorithms are called model checkers. With respect to verification tools that
need extensive user guidance, model checkers are often put forward as ‘press-thebutton’ tools; given a model and a formula, pressing the ‘verify’ button of the model
checker is sufficient for the tool to prove or disprove the formula.
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Explosions The main problem of model checking is the so-called state space explosion problem, which affects all tools in which concurrent systems are represented
in terms of their states and the transitions between them. The explosion problem
is caused by the representation of the program by all its possible states; when the
size of the model grows, the number of states may grow much faster. Over the
past years, however, there has been a remarkable improvement in dealing with larger state spaces via the use of new techniques. This development has taken model
checking applications from the stage of toy examples to real-life applications.
Model checking ‘in the large’, however, causes management and maintenance
problems in the modelling, specification and verification activities, that are unrelated to the checking process itself. Application of model checking technology for
industrial-size systems causes a substantial proliferation of interrelated models and
model checking sessions that must be carefully managed in order to control the
overall verification process. This management problem is called the information
space explosion problem of model checking. To apply model checkers for larger applications, both notational support and tool support are required to deal with this
problem.
This thesis presents research to prevent or control the explosion dangers when using model checkers. The research can be classified by three themes: methodology,
pragmatics and true concurrency.
Methodology The effective application of model checking for industrial-size applications is one of the main concerns of this dissertation. The information space
explosion problem is discussed in depth and several methods are proposed to control this problem.
Chapter 2 proposes the use of literate programming techniques to manage the
modelling, specification and verification activities of model checking. In a literate
program, both the program and its documentation are kept together in a single
file. Literate techniques are helpful in the modelling of systems to make the models
more accessible and readable. Unfortunately, literate techniques do not scale up
to control the verification activities for industrial-size applications. Chapter 2 also
compares the two different approaches to model checking: the verification approach
tries to ascertain the correctness of a model with respect to its specification, whereas
the debugging approach tries to find errors in the model. At present, model checking is most effective in combination with the debugging approach. The number of
situations were the verification approach is required is growing though.
Chapter 3 zooms into the information space explosion of the verification phase
of model checking applications. The chapter discusses several pseudo-algorithms to
manage and control this information space explosion and to ensure that the verification results are always reproducible. The verification trajectory should be supported by basic ‘software configuration management’ tools. Chapter 3 also presents
the X SPIN /P ROJECT tool, which is an add-on program for the model checker S PIN.
X SPIN /P ROJECT presents the user with a conceptual database for verification models and their verification results.
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Pragmatics Although model checkers are being put forward as ‘press-the-button’
tools, the formalisation of both the model and the property is usually not a trivial
task. The user of a model checker has to know how to effectively use the modelling
language, the specification language and the model checking tool itself.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the effective use of the model checker S PIN and its
modelling language P ROMELA. S PIN is considered to be one of the most powerful
and advanced model checkers available today. The chapter presents many techniques and methods to construct efficient P ROMELA models and to use S PIN in an
effective way. Most techniques are aimed at the minimisation of the number of
states of the model or the minimisation of the representation of a single state. For
example, S PIN support several methods to check an invariant property of a model.
An invariant property is a property which is valid in all states of the model. By
comparing these methods on different benchmark models, the most effective way of
checking for invariance is obtained.
The chapter itself is written in a tutorial manner and can be used by intermediate S PIN users to improve their verification skills with S PIN. All techniques described in the chapter have been thoroughly verified through controlled experiments
with S PIN.
True concurrency The dissertation is also concerned with the effectiveness of
the internal representation of the model within a model checker. The semantics
of most model checkers is based on the interleaving of actions of the different processes in the model. Alternatives to this ‘interleaving’ approach are so called ‘noninterleaving’ or ‘true concurrency’ approaches.
Chapter 5 discusses the design and implementation of F OREST, a prototype tool
to generate a ‘true concurrency’ representation of a model. Instead of looking at the
total ordering of actions of the processes of the model, F OREST is only concerned
with a partial order of these actions. The current version of F OREST can be used
to generate this partial order representation; model checking algorithms over this
representation can readily be added. It is expected that for certain type of models
this ‘non-interleaving’ representation will not suffer as much from the state space
explosion as the ‘interleaving’ representation.
Chapter 6 presents an application of F OREST to analyse the first passage time
of an event in the model. F OREST is used to obtain a partial order of delay events
between two actions within a model which contains both functional and stochastic
information. The performance evaluation tool P EPP is used to compute the first
passage time of the target event.
Current model checking tools are already quite useful to find errors in small to
medium-size systems. This dissertation presents several methods and techniques
to improve the effectiveness of the model checking process with the goal to reliably
apply model checking technology ‘in the large’.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek naar het effectief gebruiken van model checkers, slimme computer programma’s waarmee fouten uit (de ontwerpen van) systemen kunnen worden gehaald.
Betrouwbaarheid De meeste (grote) technologische systemen bestaan tegenwoordig voor een aanzienlijk deel uit computer bestuurde componenten. Bij veel van dergelijke systemen is het onacceptabel dat er fouten kunnen optreden. Te denken valt
aan bijvoorbeeld telefoonnetwerken, kerncentrales, medische apparatuur, snelwegen vliegverkeersystemen, embedded systemen en e-commerce. Aangezien onze afhankelijkheid van zulke computercomponenten in de toekomst alleen maar zal toenemen, is het van groot belang dat de correctheid van dergelijke computercomponenten kan worden aangetoond; er is dringend behoefte aan betrouwbare hard- en
softwaresystemen. Fouten moeten zo vroeg mogelijk in het ontwikkelproces van
dergelijke systemen verwijderd worden. Helaas is men nog niet in staat om harden softwaresystemen met dezelfde betrouwbaarheid te ontwikkelen als traditionele
ontwerp- en constructiedisciplines zoals de civiele techniek.
Formele methoden Er is een sterke behoefte om geavanceerde, systematische
technieken en gereedschappen aan te wenden die het validatieproces bij het ontwerp van een computersysteem kunnen ondersteunen. Een belangrijke exponent
van dergelijke technieken wordt gevormd door het vakgebied der formele methoden.
Onder formele methoden vallen alle specificatie- en verificatiebenaderingen die gebaseerd zijn op wiskundige formalismen. Het doel van formele methoden is om de
correctheid van een systeem aan te tonen gebruikmakend van wiskundige principes. Met behulp van formele methoden kunnen systemen worden gedefinieerd in
termen van precieze en ondubbelzinnige specificaties. Dergelijke formele specificaties kunnen vervolgens de basis vormen voor verdere systematische analyse. Model
checking is een validatietechniek die gebaseerd is op formele methoden. Andere
belangrijke op formele methoden gebaseerde validatietechnieken zijn: testen, simulatie, formele verificatie, en het toetsen van bewijzen. Een formele methode bestaat
tenminste uit de volgende basis ingrediënten:

 een wiskundige modeleertaal, die gebruikt kan worden om een model van het
systeem te representeren;

 een formele specificatietaal, die gebruikt kan worden om een specificatie van
het systeem te definieren; en
 een methode om te verifiëren dat het model aan de specificatie voldoet.
Model Checking Dit proefschrift gaat dieper in op de leer der formele methoden, in het bijzonder de verificatie van sytemen waarbij de model checking techniek
gebruikt wordt. Bij model checking, wordt het model van het systeem gerepresenteerd door alle mogelijke toestanden waarin het systeem terecht kan komen, met
daarbij de toestandsovergangen tussen deze toestanden. Voor de specificatietaal
wordt veelal een temporele logica gebruikt. Een voorbeeld van een temporele for-
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mule is “In alle mogelijke gevallen is het zo, dat als proces A een bericht naar proces
B stuurt, dit bericht uiteindelijk bij proces B aankomt.” Bij model checking, controleert de verificatiemethode of het model van het systeem aan de temporele formule
voldoet.
Voor verschillende klassen van modellen en temporele logica zijn algoritmen ontwikkeld, die volledig automatisch kunnen controleren of een bepaalde formule waar
is voor een model. Computerprogramma’s die dergelijke verificatie-algoritmen implementeren worden model checkers genoemd.
Een voordeel van model checkers ten opzichte van andere verificatiegereedschappen, is dat ze vrijwel geen menselijke bijsturing nodig hebben: wanneer het model en de formule aan de model checker zijn aangeboden is het indrukken van de
‘verificatie’-knop voldoende om de model checker de formule te laten controleren.
Model checkers worden dan ook vaak aangeduid als ‘druk-op-de-knop’ gereedschappen.
Explosies Het grootste probleem bij model checking is de explosie van de toestandsruimte1 . Alle analyse programma’s die parallelle systemen representeren
door de verzameling van alle mogelijke globale toestanden hebben last van dit probleem. Bij dergelijke parallelle systemen is het doorgaans zo dat wanneer de omvang van het model groeit, het aantal toestanden nog veel harder groeit. De afgelopen jaren is er op dit gebied echter veel vooruitgang geboekt en model checkers
kunnen tegenwoordig omgaan met aanzienlijk grotere toestandsruimten dan voorheen. Deze ontwikkeling heeft ervoor gezorgd dat de toepassing van model checkers
is verschoven van kleine voorbeelden naar serieuze industriële toepassingen.
Het gebruiken van model checkers bij grote toepassingen zorgt echter voor problemen die niets te maken hebben met het verificatieproces. Bij de analyse met
behulp van een model checker worden er veel modellen en specificaties ontwikkeld
die nauw met elkaar verbonden zijn. Daarnaast worden er tijdens het daadwerkelijke verificatieproces, ook veel belangrijke gegevens gegenereerd. Het beheren van
deze gegevens tijdens het verificatieproces is een aanzienlijk probleem, dat wordt
aangeduid met het probleem van de informatie-explosie. Nu model checkers ingezet worden bij de analyse van grotere toepassingen, is er behoefte aan methoden en
gereedschappen om dit probleem op te lossen.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek naar het voorkomen of beheersen van bovengenoemde explosiegevaren bij het gebruik van model checkers. Het onderzoek kan
worden onderverdeeld in drie thema’s: methodiek, pragmatiek en ‘true concurrency’.
Methodiek Het effectief aanwenden van model checking gereedschappen voor de
analyse van instrustriële systemen is één van de belangrijkste thema’s van dit proefschrift. Het probleem van de informatie-explosie wordt uitvoerig behandeld en verschillende methoden worden besproken om dit probleem in te dammen.
1 English:

state space explosion problem.
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Hoofdstuk 2 onderzoekt de mogelijkheid om technieken uit de ‘literate programming’ wereld te gebruiken om de modellerings-, specificatie- en verificatie-activiteiten van model checking te ondersteunen. In een literate programma worden het eigenlijke programma en het (uitvoerige) commentaar in hetzelfde bestand bij elkaar
gehouden. Literate technieken zijn goed bruikbaar bij het modelleren van systemen
omdat de modellen daarmee toegankelijker en leesbaarder gemaakt kunnen worden. Literate technieken zijn echter minder geschikt om de verificatie activiteiten
bij grote systemen te beheersen.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden ook twee verschillende uitgangspunten wat betreft het
gebruik van model checkers vergeleken. Bij de ‘verificatie aanpak’ wordt geprobeerd om de model checker te gebruiken om het (model van het) systeem correct te
bewijzen. Bij de ‘debugging aanpak’, daarentegen, wordt de model checker gebruikt
om fouten op te sporen in het (model van het) systeem. Beide methoden vereisen
zeer verschillende benaderingen op diverse aspecten van het verificatieproces. Momenteel zijn model checkers vooral geschikt voor de ‘debugging aanpak’. Het aantal
situaties waar de ‘verificatie aanpak’ nodig is, is echter groeiende.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het probleem van de informatie-explosie tijdens het verificatie proces onder de loep genomen. Verschillende algoritmen worden besproken die aangewend moeten worden om dit probleem te kunnen beheersen opdat
de verificatieresultaten ten alle tijden reproduceerbaar zijn. Het gehele verificatietraject dient ondersteund te worden door gereedschappen uit het gebied van de
zogenaamde softwareconfiguratie-managementsystemen. Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert
verder het programma X SPIN /P ROJECT, dat een uitbreiding vormt op de bekende
model checker S PIN. Met X SPIN /P ROJECT kan de gebruiker van S PIN een database
met verificatiemodellen en verificatieresultaten beheren.
Pragmatiek Hoewel model checkers vaak aangeprezen worden als ‘druk-op-deknop’-gereedschappen, is het formaliseren van het model en de specificatie doorgaans niet eenvoudig. De gebruiker van de model checker zal moeten weten hoe hij
de modelleringstaal, de specificatietaal, en de model checker zo effectief mogelijk
kan gebruiken.
In hoofdstuk 4 staan de model checker S PIN en de bijbehorende modelleringstaal
P ROMELA centraal. S PIN wordt beschouwd als één van de meest geavanceerde model checkers die momenteel voorhanden zijn. In het hoofdstuk worden verschillende
methoden en technieken besproken om efficiënte P ROMELA modellen te ontwikkelen en om S PIN op de meest effectieve manier te gebruiken. Bij de meeste technieken is het doel om het aantal toestanden van het P ROMELA model te minimaliseren
en/of de representatie de toestanden zelf te minimaliseren. Ter illustratie: S PIN
ondersteunt verschillende methoden om een invariante eigenschap van een model
te controleren. Een invariante eigenschap is een eigenschap die in alle toestanden
van het model waar is. In het hoofdstuk worden al deze invariantie methoden gebruikt voor de verificatie van verschillende standaard P ROMELA modellen, waarna
de meest effectieve manier om invariantie te bepalen, kan worden aangewezen.
Er is geprobeerd om het hoofdstuk toegankelijk te houden voor gebruikers die
al enige ervaring met S PIN hebben; deze gebruikers kunnen de technieken in het
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hoofdstuk gebruiken om hun verificatie activiteiten te optimaliseren. Het spreekt
voor zich dat de resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 gecontroleerd zijn middels uitvoerige
experimenten met S PIN.
True Concurrency Dit proefschrift houdt zich ook bezig met de effectiviteit van
de interne representatie van het model binnen de model checker. De semantiek van
de meeste model checkers is gebaseerd op het feit dat de acties van de verschillende
processen van het model niet tegelijk kunnen voorkomen en derhalve steeds na elkaar moeten gebeuren. Alternatieven voor deze zogenaamde ‘interleaving’ semantiek zijn de ‘non-interleaving’ of ‘true concurrency’ (echt parallellisme) semantieken.
Bij deze aanpak kunnen acties van verschillende processen wel tegelijk voorkomen.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft het ontwerp en implementatie van F OREST. F OREST is
een (prototype) gereedschap om een ‘true concurrency’-representatie van een model
te genereren. In plaats van te kijken naar de totale ordening van alle acties van de
processen, is F OREST alleen geı̈nteresseerd in een partiële ordening van deze acties.
De huidige versie van F OREST kan gebruikt worden om deze partiële ordening te
genereren; het is mogelijk om model checking algoritmen te implementeren over
deze ‘true concurrency’-representatie. Er zijn verschillende klassen van modellen
waarbij deze ‘non-interleaving’-representatie veel minder last zal hebben van de
toestandsruimte-explosie dan de ‘interleaving’ aanpak.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt F OREST gebruikt om de zogenaamde ‘first passage time’
van een actie in een model te berekenen. Met de ‘first passage time’ van een actie wordt het tijdstip bedoeld waarop de actie voor het eerst is voorkomt. Hiertoe
gebruiken we een model waarin naast functionele acties ook stochastische acties
(zogenaamde vertragingsacties) kunnen worden gerepresenteerd. F OREST wordt
gebruikt om een partiële ordening van deze vertragingsacties te genereren. Vervolgens wordt deze ordening als invoer gegeven aan P EPP, een gereedschap voor
prestatie-analyse. Voorheen – zonder F OREST – was het lastig om een partiële ordening te definiëren die als invoer zou kunnen dienen voor P EPP.
De huidige model checking tools zijn al goed bruikbaar om fouten te vinden in
kleine tot middelgrote systemen. Dit proefschrift beschrijft verschillende methoden en technieken om de effectiviteit van het analyseproces met behulp van een
model checker aanzienlijk te verbeteren. Deze verbeteringen zijn een goede stap
in de richting om nog grotere systemen met behulp van model checkers te kunnen
analyseren.
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